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Foreword

This is the first issue of the “Economic Review of EU Mediterranean Partners", which reflects
ongoing work within the Unit “Economic affairs of Mediterranean and Western Balkan non-
member countries” in the European Commission’s Directorate General for Economic and
Financial Affairs – Directorate for International Matters.

The main purpose of this publication is to give an overview of recent macroeconomic and
structural developments in Mediterranean countries. The structure of this first issue is as follows:

•  A section on some basic economic characteristics and selected trends of Mediterranean
countries, including relations with the EU.

•  A broad overview of macroeconomic developments in the region as a whole.
•  Country specific sections on macroeconomic developments, structural reforms and

international relations for each of the Mediterranean countries.

The terms Mediterranean countries or MED countries in this paper refer, if not stated otherwise,
to Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia and West Bank and Gaza.
Although the term West Bank and Gaza is used on an equal footing with other country names,
West Bank and Gaza has the status of a "territory". Turkey, Cyprus and Malta, which are
recognised EU candidates, are not covered.
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Rochefordière, K. Sekkat, M. Habib, U. Stamm (DG ECFIN), M.P. Benassi, A. Rossi (DG
TRADE) as well as to J. Duynhouwer, B. Martens, B. Philippe, T. Feige, A. Smallwood, G.
Grippa (DG RELEX) for useful comments and suggestions.

Special thanks are also owed to M. Villani, R. Feige and M. Gassend (Delegation Egypt), E.
Inbar (Delegation Israel), P. Balacs (Delegation Jordan), G. Mure Ravoud (Delegation Lebanon),
M. Laurent (Delegation Morocco), J. Cassiers (Delegation Syria) and B. Brunet and P. Mathieu
(Delegation Tunisia) for their comments and suggestions.
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Basic economic characteristics and selected trends of
Mediterranean countries

•  The Mediterranean region is composed of relatively small economies in both PPP and
nominal terms, representing 8.9% of the EU's GDP. With an overall population of
around 170 million, Mediterranean countries had a (PPP) per capita income of EUR
8,550 in 2001, or 39% of the EU level. Several countries display high poverty and
unemployment levels, which are exacerbated by high population growth rates.

•  Mediterranean economies are relatively trade-dependent, although their integration
into world trade has stalled in the past decade. In 2001, 52% of their total trade was
with the EU. Trade and economic relations with the EU (and with each other) are being
further intensified through the Barcelona Process which is also strengthening political
and social relations. Bilateral Association Agreements between the EU and
Mediterranean countries aim to establish a Euro-Mediterranean Free Trade Area.

•  Several indicators reveal some progress of Mediterranean countries over the last
decade with respect to the implementation of market-oriented reforms and
improvements in governance. For most countries however there is much scope to
improve the pace and quality of reform efforts. The European Commission supports
economic reforms in the Mediterranean region through a variety of instruments.

Basic economic characteristics

The Mediterranean region
1
 is composed of small economies in both PPP and nominal terms. The

aggregate GDP (PPP) of the Mediterranean countries amounted to EUR 730 billion in 2001,

                                                
1 The terms Mediterranean countries or MED countries in this paper refer, if not stated otherwise, to Algeria,
Morocco and Tunisia (Maghreb countries), Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon,  Syria and West Bank and Gaza (Mashrek
countries) and Israel. Although the term West Bank and Gaza is used on an equal footing with other country names,
West Bank and Gaza has the status of a "territory". Turkey, Cyprus and Malta, which are recognised EU candidates,
are not covered.
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slightly above the size of the Spanish economy, and falling 15% short of the aggregate size of
accession countries’ economies (Chart 1). The aggregate GDP of the MED countries in PPP
terms represents only a fraction (8.9%) of the EU's GDP2. In PPP terms, the largest economy
within the group of Mediterranean countries is Egypt, whose GDP corresponds to the Austrian
economy, followed by Algeria, Israel and Morocco. In nominal terms the relative weight of
Mediterranean countries to the EU is roughly half as much as in PPP terms.3

Population size varies considerably between Mediterranean countries. The overall population of
the nine Mediterranean countries totals around 170 million. It represents 45% of the EU
population and is significantly larger than the population of the ten accession countries (106
million) that are expected to join the EU by 2004. Egypt's population amounts to around 65
million, which is more than twice that of the second most populous country, Algeria. The latter,
together with Morocco and Syria, belongs to the middle-sized countries. The third group consists
of Tunisia, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon and West Bank and Gaza, where the populations are below
10 million.

The populations of MED countries have grown very rapidly, 2.2% on average per year4 in the
period 1990-2000 (1980-2000: 2.1%), in contrast to the relatively stagnant populations of EU
Member States, which increased 0.3% on average per year, in aggregate in the same period.
More recently, population growth rates in some Mediterranean countries started to decline. The
strongest deceleration in annual population growth rates since 1995 was recorded in the three
Maghreb countries and Jordan (between 0.4 and 0.8 percentage points), down to 1.4-1.6% and
3.2%, respectively. All other countries have managed at least to broadly stabilise their growth
rates. Only Lebanon's population increased more rapidly than in the recent past, by 2.1%
annually, compared to an average of 1.8% per year in the period 1980 - 2000.

                                                
2PPP stands for Purchasing Power Parity. PPP reflects the exchange rate, which equalises the price levels of two
countries and differs from the nominal exchange rates as observed on foreign exchange markets (which are used for
the calculation of comparing  of GDP levels in nominal terms.
3GDP data on a PPP basis was compiled from DRI-WEFA for all countries for 2001. For West Bank and Gaza,
Jordan, Lebanon and Syria extrapolations of World Bank 2000 data has been used.
4 A population growth rate of 2% implies the doubling of the population each 35 years.
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Average nominal GDP per capita of the MED region was roughly EUR 7,400, or 28% of the
EU's per capita income in 2001. When expressed on a PPP basis, per capita income in the region
increases to around EUR 8,550 or 39% of the EU level (Chart 2). The income gap for all
Mediterranean countries even with the lowest income per-capita EU countries (Greece and
Portugal) remains high, with the notable exception of Israel, whose income level corresponds to
84% of the EU average level in PPP terms. On average, Maghreb countries display higher per
capita income levels (around 21% of the EU average in PPP terms) than the Mashrek countries
(15% of the EU average in PPP terms). In most countries the relatively good growth
performance of the 1990s did not translate into a significant increase in per capita income levels,
due to relatively large population increases. While PPP per capita income rose by around 6% a
year between 1990 and 2001 in Tunisia, average per capita income growth was close to that in
the EU in Egypt, and lower in Israel, Morocco and especially Algeria, leading to a divergence
from EU par capita income levels5.

Although most countries recorded increases in their total factor productivity (TFP) growth rates
during the 1990s compared to the 1980s, adverse developments in factor accumulation implied
that such gains were not fully reflected in changes to MED countries' growth and income
performance.6 Total factor productivity growth in the Mediterranean region improved in all
countries of the data sample (Table 1), except Morocco. Better than average TFP increases were
recorded in particular in Syria, which profited in the 1990s from improved oil and agricultural
performance as well as from growth improving infrastructure investments. Jordan, which
embarked on a programme of macroeconomic stabilisation and policy reform at the beginning of
the last decade, also recorded strong TFP increases. However, in all the countries reviewed, as a
consequence of large declines in factor accumulation per worker, particularly of physical capital,
the changes in growth rates have not reflected improvements in factor allocation and efficiency.
This divergence is pronounced in Jordan and Egypt.

                                                
5 No data is available for the other MED countries.
6 See World Bank, MENA Working Paper NR. 25, July 2002.

               1980s and 1990s (Per worker)1

Syria Jordan Egypt Tunisia Algeria Morocco

Change in average 2.54 1.07 -0.99 0.84 -0.92 -1.23
GDP growth 

Change in average -3.06 -6.27 -5.65 -1.45 -3.80 -1.35
physical capital accum.

Change in average human -0.80 -0.71 -0.66 0.09 -0.46 0.12
capital accumulation

Change in TPF growth 4.24 4.00 1.67 1.37 0.88 -0.77

Source: World Bank, MENA Working Paper Nr. 25, July 2002.

Table 1: Composition of changes in TPF growth rates between

1 For clarity, the table does not represent GDP and TFP growth over the 1990s, but rather the change in average 
GDP, factor, and TPF growth between the 1980s and 1990s. Further, these growth rate changes are evaluated with 
respect to worldwide growth average, to separate out the effect of global recessions or booms from MED 
countries developments.
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Several Mediterranean countries continue to experience high poverty and unemployment levels,
notwithstanding their relatively good growth performance in the last decade. MED countries
grew on average 4.3% per year in the 1990s, which is close to the lower range of their estimated
potential output growth rate of between 4-6% per year7. Poverty indicators, defined as the
percentage of the population living below USD 2 per day, range from around 7% in Jordan and
Morocco to 50% in Egypt.8 Poverty is particularly high in rural areas as well as in West Bank
and Gaza, which is affected by the ongoing difficult security situation. Reported unemployment
rates remain high, ranging from around 8% (of total labour force) in Egypt to 30% in Algeria in
2001.9 Actual unemployment might be substantially higher than the officially reported figures,
due to the poor quality of labour statistics and some existing under-employment in the
agricultural sector.

Mediterranean countries' growth performance proved to be insufficient to accommodate a rapidly
expanding labour force. Labour markets continue to experience strong pressures from high
labour force growth rates (Chart 3) associated with a shift in the age structure of the population
and rising participation of women in the labour force.10 MED countries11 will have to cope with a
labour force that is expected to grow on average 2.9% up to 2010. In the region, Syria, Algeria,
and Jordan are expected to have the strongest labour force growth rates this decade, averaging
between 3.8% and 3.4% per year.

Another key feature of MED countries’ population is the relatively low level of qualifications
and high illiteracy rates, with the notable exception of Israel (and WB&G). Adult illiteracy is
highest in Morocco and Egypt, and is particularly widespread among women. However,
enrolment rates in primary education in the region have risen to levels comparable to those in the
                                                
7 IMF Regular Staff Reports on individual Mediterranean countries.
8 World Development Indicators (2002) using 1997 data for Jordan, 1990-91 for Morocco and 1995 data for Egypt.
No data is available for Israel, Lebanon, Syria and West Bank and Gaza. National poverty indicators show a brighter
picture for Egypt (poverty rates of 17% in 1999/00), and a worse one for Morocco and Jordan (respectively, 13%
and 15%).
9 Source: World Bank Development Indicators 2002, National Statistical Offices.
10 Dhonte P., Bhattacharya R., Yousef  T., "Demographic Transition in the Middle East: Implications for Growth,
Employment, and Housing", IMF Working Paper 41, 2001.
11 Excluding West Bank and Gaza, as no data was available.
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EU and most countries also made progress in increasing participation in secondary and tertiary
education. The main problem, however, seems to lie in the quality of the education available and
the weak links between formal education and the needs of the labour market. This is reflected in
high levels of youth unemployment, including among those that are educated.

In many Mediterranean countries, problems in the education system are compounded by the
“brain-drain” phenomena. The result is low skills availability, which in turn is one of the
determinants of the region’s modest technological and scientific performance. With the
exception of Israel, where high-tech industries have been the main driving force of the economy,
Mediterranean partners lag behind in knowledge creation and use. R&D investment as a
percentage of GNP is generally low (0.3% in Tunisia compared to around 2% in the EU between
1989-2000), and so is the share of high-tech over total manufactured exports (1% in Syria; 25%
in Israel in 2000). Technology transfers (through FDI and licensing) seem the preferred way to
acquire knowledge for many of these countries.

Trade characteristics of Mediterranean countries

Mediterranean countries are relatively trade-dependent economies (Chart 4). The sum of exports
and imports of Mediterranean countries amounted to around 68% of their GDP in 2001. Jordan
and Tunisia are the most open economies in the region with degrees of openness of 115% and
98% of GDP, respectively, while Egypt and Algeria display the lowest degree of openness with
48% and 59%, respectively. This is in line with the observed pattern of an inverse relationship
between an economy's size and its degree of openness. Israel is the only exception, having the
biggest economy of the region in nominal terms and displaying a high degree of openness at
around 80% of GDP.

Despite the relatively high levels of openness, trade integration of Mediterranean countries into
the world economy has stalled in the past decade.12 While the aggregate of world exports and
imports has risen by a factor of 5.3 between 1990 and 2000 (1980-2000: 5.3), Mediterranean

                                                
12 Source: IDS DOTS.
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countries on average increased their overall exports and imports only by a factor of 2.6 (1980-
2000: 4.1). Consequently, their share of total world trade was slightly lower in 2000 (1.8%) than
in 1990 (1.9%) and was much lower compared to 1980 (2.3%). The stagnation in trade
integration can also be seen in the overall degree of openness of Mediterranean countries (Chart
4), oscillating between 62% and 72% since 1990 with no clear increasing trend.

The EU is the main trading partner for the Mediterranean countries, although its weight
decreased in the last decade after remaining broadly stable during the 1980s (Table 2). Overall
trade of Mediterranean countries with the EU fell from 58% of total MED trade in the period
1980-90 to around 52% in 2000, with broadly similar declines in both exports and imports13.
Trade diversification away from the EU has occurred most strongly in Israel, Jordan and Egypt,
while Tunisia, Syria and Morocco have strengthened their trade links with the EU. In general,
the EU Member States remain the dominant trading partners for Maghreb countries, as two thirds
of export and import activities were conducted with the 15 EU Member States. The countries
with the weakest trade links with the EU are Israel and Jordan, with the latter exporting only
around 10% of its total exports to the EU.

Although on an increasing trend, trade between Mediterranean countries is rather marginal, at
below 5% of the region’s total trade in 2000. Syria, Jordan and Lebanon are the most integrated
with their neighbours, and petroleum accounts for a large share of intra-Mediterranean trade. The
low levels of intra-regional trade appear to reflect relatively weak export structures supporting
intra-regional demand, together with inadequate regional transport infrastructure, high transport
costs and the higher priority given to the “north-south” trade axis14.

Mediterranean countries share several factors, albeit to varying degrees, that influence their
economic activities with the outside world. Firstly, trade patterns of the region are influenced by
hydrocarbon price changes, as countries either have significant oil and/or gas exports (Algeria,

                                                
13 Source: IMF, Direction of Trade Statistics. The change in the oil price distorts somewhat the overall picture and
should be taken into account when assessing developments.
14 FEMISE, "The evolution of the structure of trade and investments between the European Union and its
Mediterranean Partners" (report presented at the Euro-Mediterranean ministerial meeting in Toledo, March 2002).

MED Maghreb Mashrek Algeria Egypt Israel Jordan Lebanon Morocco Syria Tunisia
1980 51.4 50.6 55.8 44.4 50.2 50.4 3.5 --- 68.7 69.7 76.5
1990 57.1 73.4 42.0 69.9 43.4 39.9 6.0 39.8 73.1 46.7 85.9
2000 51.6 70.5 56.5 66.5 56.7 28.7 6.4 30.4 68.9 68.3 88.4
2001 52.9 71.7 55.9 64.9 55.1 29.0 10.8 38.8 76.1 69.5 89.2

MED Maghreb Mashrek Algeria Egypt Israel Jordan Lebanon Morocco Syria Tunisia
1980 62.9 73.2 52.7 72.8 49.4 50.0 52.8 --- 69.6 57.4 78.4
1990 58.0 67.0 46.5 65.9 47.1 56.5 40.9 45.2 64.2 51.5 72.2
2000 53.4 71.2 42.9 62.0 41.6 48.4 41.6 47.5 75.9 43.5 76.6
2001 50.7 68.3 40.9 64.8 37.6 44.4 43.7 47.6 62.9 42.4 77.9

Source: IMF Direction of Trade Statistics, Commission services calculation

Table 2: Trade integration with the EU

Exports to the EU in % of total MED exports

Imports from the EU in % of total MED imports
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Egypt and Syria) or are dependent on petroleum imports. Secondly, agricultural import demand
of the region has shown erratic swings due to irregular weather conditions. Furthermore, the
external balance of some countries is supported by strong tourism revenues (in particular in
Egypt, Morocco, and Tunisia) and by substantial transfers/remittances of non-residents towards
their home country from the Gulf countries and Europe which, for example, amount to 20% of
GDP in Jordan. Next to tourism receipts and merchandise exports, these transfers/remittances
represent very important sources of foreign exchange earnings in the region, while FDI remained
modest against the size of the region.  Although privatisation revenues increased significantly at
the end of the 1990s, FDI remains at low levels averaging around EUR 6 billion per year (less
than 2% of GDP) over the period 1996-2001.

A high level of protectionism in the trade regimes of Mediterranean countries can still be
observed despite recent liberalisation measures (Chart 5). Seven out of the eight Mediterranean
countries for which data is available have trade regimes that can be classified as “repressed”15.
The free flow of goods and services with third countries appears to be mostly constrained by a
combination of high tariffs on imports, substantial informal non-tariff barriers such as
complicated, lengthy and non-transparent customs procedures and a certain degree of corruption
in the customs services. Despite the downward trend in tariff rates during the last 20 years, the
Mediterranean region is still one of the most protected in the world. Relatively high costs and
poor quality of transport facilities represent additional non-tariff barriers to exports to the
region16. Only Israel conducts trade in a fairly free manner and has an average tariff rate close to
that in the EU, which imposes a weighted average tariff of 1.8 %.

The implementation of trade liberalisation measures has been stimulated by the Euro-
Mediterranean Partnership that calls, among other things, for the establishment of a Euro-
Mediterranean Free Trade Area by the end of this decade. The process of trade liberalisation
provided for by the Association Agreements between the EU and Mediterranean countries

                                                
15 2002 Index of Economic Freedom, Heritage Foundation.
16 FEMISE 2002, ibidem.
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consists of several steps, of which the most sensitive and the widest ranging still have to be
implemented17 (Box 1).

Box 1: The EU-Mediterranean Association Agreements

The Association Agreements between the EU and the Mediterranean partners are an essential
feature of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership established in December 1995 on the basis of the
so-called "Barcelona Declaration". The Partnership (also known as the “Barcelona process”)
provides a comprehensive framework for Euro-Mediterranean relations structured along three
pillars: a political and security partnership, an economic and financial partnership and a
partnership in social, cultural and human affairs. With reference to the second pillar, the
Partnership’s goal is creating an area of shared prosperity through the progressive establishment
of a Euro-Mediterranean Free Trade Area, coupled with financial support from the EU to
accompany and support economic and social adjustments by Mediterranean partners (see Box 2
on the MEDA financial instrument).

The Association Agreements between the EU and each of the Mediterranean partners provide
the institutional framework for bilateral relations in the political, economic, social and cultural
fields. Association Agreements have already been signed with eight of the Mediterranean
countries (Table 3) and negotiations are under way with Syria. The Association Agreements
draw on both European Community and Member States' competencies, and, in order to enter
into force they need to be ratified by the partner country, the European Parliament, and all EU
Member States, a process which may take several years. In certain instances, the European
Community and the partner have agreed to an interim agreement that covers only trade matters
and that can enter into force rapidly.

Partner Conclusion of Signature of Entry into
negotiations agreement force

Tunisia June-95 July-95 Mar-98
Israel September-95 November-95 Jun-00
Morocco November-95 February-96 Mar-00

December-96 February-97 July-97 (Interim A.)
Jordan April-97 November-97 May-02
Egypt June-99 June-01
Algeria December-01 April-02
Lebanon January-02 May-02 Mar-03 (Interim A.)
Syria
Source: EU Commission

 Negotiations in progress

Table 3: EU-Mediterranean Association Agreements

WB&G

Trade liberalisation with a view of establishing the Euro-Mediterranean Free Trade Area has a
prominent role in the Agreements. These set out a trade liberalisation commitment by the
Mediterranean partners, which complements the tariff-free treatment (for industrial goods)
already granted to their exports to the EU since the mid-1970s and which is preserved under the
Agreements. With a view to achieving a full Euro-Mediterranean Free-Trade Area linking
together all the EU Member States and the Mediterranean partners, the partners are also
expected to implement free trade among themselves (South-South integration).
                                                
17 For further information on the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership, the Barcelona Declaration and the Association
Agreements : http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/med_mideast/intro/index.htm
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Under the Agreements the partners gradually remove all tariffs on imports of industrial products
from the EU over a period of 12 years (15 in the case of Egypt). The specific time schedules for
tariff dismantling are differentiated according to the sensitivity of the goods in question.

The Agreements also provide for reciprocal liberalisation of imports of raw and processed
agricultural products and fishery products, where mutual concessions are given in the form of
reduced tariffs that apply on all trade or only on defined quantities ("tariff quotas"). Most
Agreements include a rendez-vous clause to negotiate additional concessions regarding these
products.

The Barcelona Declaration of 1995 sets 2010 as the target date to complete the Euro-
Mediterranean Free Trade Area. Although the project remains on track, full trade liberalisation
will occur later than 2010 given the length of the transition periods foreseen in the bilateral
agreements, the time frame for ratification and the need to progress with the South-South
dimension. The completion in January 2003 of negotiations between Egypt, Jordan, Morocco
and Tunisia for a regional free trade agreement (the so called Agadir agreement) is a notable
development with respect to regional integration.

The Euro-Mediterranean Association Agreements also contain a number of provisions
concerning, among other things, trade in services, capital movements, intellectual property
rights and competition policy which complement trade liberalisation. They aim to achieve a
higher degree of integration between the EU and the Mediterranean partners and foster greater
economic openness by the partners. The engagements contained in the Agreements in the areas
of trade and economic liberalisation, coupled with financial and technical assistance from the
EU, are expected to positively contribute to the successful economic transition by the
Mediterranean countries.

The Agreements also foresee the conduct of regular economic dialogues on macro-economic
and structural issues, which have already been held with a number of Mediterranean partners.
These are organised by the European Commission’s Directorate General for Economic and
Financial Affairs18 and the Directorate General for External Relations19.

Market-oriented reforms and governance

Over the past decade some progress has been achieved with regard to the implementation of
structural reforms.20 Several indicators have been established to measure countries’ progress in
market-oriented reforms and to allow cross-country comparisons, sometimes leading to different
conclusions. For instance, the Fraser Institute's "Economic Freedom of the World" index21 points
to a remarkable reform progress in the Mediterranean region between 1990 and 2000 (Table 4).
According to this index most of the improvement can be observed in Israel, Egypt and Jordan,
mostly as a result of a strengthening of the legal framework, an increased freedom to exchange
                                                                                                                                                            
18 For further information : http://europa.eu.int/comm/economy_finance/index_en.htm
19 For further information : http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/index.htm
20 Each country section contains a more detailed description of the pace and quality of structural reforms.
21 The Fraser's Institute index reflects whether institutional characteristics and the set of policies pursued are
conducive to freedom for economic activities and, hence, for growth. It does not cover Lebanon and West Bank and
Gaza. Data retrieved from www.freetheworld.com “Freedom of the World: 2002 Annual Report” (The Fraser
Institute, 2002).
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with third countries and an improved access to sound money. Despite reform efforts, in 2000
Syria occupied only the 109th place out of a sample of 123 countries22. Algeria's progress appears
modest and is ranked only at the 120th place, which can be attributed to weaknesses in all five
categories of the index23. Overall, the index points out that in 2000 Mediterranean countries
reached the  level accession countries had in 1995.

The index of the Heritage Foundation24 measuring economic freedom in 2002 comes to a more
pessimistic assessment for MED countries, indicating only modest improvements since 1995
(Table 4). According to the Heritage Foundation, most countries still belong to the category
"mostly unfree countries". Some progress could be observed in Algeria, Jordan and Israel,
mostly as a result of an improved monetary policy framework and a strengthening of property
rights, while Lebanon, Morocco and Syria have moved slightly backwards in the past seven
years. Based on this index, the reform efforts of MED countries compares less favourably with
that of accession countries.

Both the Fraser and the Heritage Foundation indices point out how freedom of economic activity
still seems to be constrained by numerous factors, including a high fiscal burden, strong
government intervention in trade, a high regulatory burden and a relatively weak legal

                                                
22 Economic reforms have gained a new momentum since 2001, which are not yet captured in the data for 2000.
23 Fiscal burden, legal framework, access to sound money, freedom to exchange with foreigners and regulation of
credit, labour and business.
24 Source: Heritage Foundation 2002 Index of Economic Freedom.

1990 2000 1995 2002 1998 2001

Algeria 3.49 4.13 3.50 3.10 -1.33 -0.94
Egypt 4.70 6.68 3.70 3.55 -0.15 0.00
Israel 4.23 6.81 2.90 2.65 0.68 0.68
Jordan 5.29 7.29 3.05 2.70 0.33 0.35
Lebanon --- --- 3.05 3.15 -0.09 -0.21
Morocco 5.06 6.09 2.95 3.05 0.19 0.24
Syria 3.62 5.01 4.00 4.10 -0.74 -0.75
Tunisia 5.34 6.08 2.90 2.85 0.30 0.66
West Bank and Gaza --- --- --- --- 0.22 0.24

Israel 4.23 6.81 2.90 2.65 0.68 0.68
Maghreb4 4.63 5.43 3.12 3.00 -0.28 -0.01
Mashrek4 4.54 6.33 3.45 3.38 -0.16 -0.07

MED Countries4 4.53 6.01 3.26 3.14 -0.07 0.03

Accession Countries5 4.87 6.45 2.97 2.50 0.64 0.66
EU 6.71 7.53 2.28 2.13 n.a. n.a.

1 The Fraser index runs from 1 to 10, where the higher values reflect institutions and policies conducive to freedom for economic activities.
2 The Heritage index runs from 1 to 5. A score of 1 indicates an institutional framework and a set of policies that are most conducive to
economic freedom while a score of 5 indicates signifies a set of policies that are least conducive.
3 The WB scales run from -2.5 to +2.5, whereby higher values reflect better policies.
4 Arithmetic average.
5 Arithmetic average of those ten accession countries that are expected to join EU in 2004.

Economic Freedom Index Economic Freedom Index Governance Index

Table 4: Indices measuring reform progress in MED countries

Heritage Foundation2Fraser Institute1 World Bank3
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framework. Next to trade restrictions25 the fiscal burden - measured by a combination of the size
of government expenditures and tax rate - is one of the areas where the least progress has been
achieved (Algeria, Israel and Syria). Furthermore, substantial public ownership of enterprises
and large public consumption distort private sector activity. As a consequence of these
distortions, black market and informal activities are prevalent among Mediterranean countries
with the overall size of the informal sector estimated to vary between 30-70% of GDP26.

The FEMISE network of Euro-Mediterranean economic institutes, drawing on the Fraser and
Heritage Foundation indexes, also comments on the slower pace of economic transition in
Mediterranean countries compared to the most dynamic emerging markets27. While recognising
the structural reforms undertaken in the region, notably to improve the business environment for
foreign investment, FEMISE points to the need to enhance other reforms, particularly in the
areas of trade, competition, corporate taxation and liberalisation of network industries.

The governance index28 developed by the World Bank29 reveals that in Mediterranean countries
a heavy regulatory burden constrains private sector development (Table 4). The effectiveness of
policymaking is impeded by low perceptions of the quality of public services and of the
competence of civil servants, the weak independence of the civil service from political pressure,
and governments' weak commitment to their policies. Furthermore, economic activity appears to
be affected by excessive regulation and market-unfriendly policies (e.g. price controls). On a
sub-index for regulatory quality, Mediterranean countries reach a value of 0.25 (scale of +/-2.5)
that compares unfavourably with accession countries, which reach an average value of 0.55.

According to the same World Bank study, weaknesses in Mediterranean countries' rule of law,
such as the safeguard of property rights, the enforcement of the commercial code and the
application of rules with regard to market entry and market exit appear evident. The average
score for Mediterranean countries on the rule of law index is 0.20 (scale of +/- 2.5), highlighting
that much scope for improvement exists. In particular, the population perceives the effectiveness
and predictability of the judiciary as rather low. The example of accession countries (score 0.63)
is striking in this respect, in particular when taking into account that they started their transition
towards a market-oriented legal framework at the beginning of the 1990s. Relative low scores
concerning corruption for Mediterranean countries indicate that the abuse of public power is still
widespread, manifesting itself in the lack of respect for the legal framework.

In most countries financial sectors display distortions, which may be, at least partly, explained by
the significant presence of state banks and direct intervention30. Credit allocation to the private
sector in Mediterranean countries is on average below the EU level and is particularly low in
Algeria and Syria31, given the dominance of their public banking sectors. In these countries,
credit to the private sector as a percentage of overall domestic credit remains below the 50%

                                                
25 IMF, "World Economic Outlook 2002", Washington, 2002.
26 Friedmann E. and others, "Dodging the Grabbing Hand: The Determinants of Unofficial Activity in 69
Countries", Journal of Public Economics June 2000.
27 "Economic transition process and the implementation of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership", FEMISE Report
September 2001.
28 Governance is defined as the capacity to effectively formulate and implement sound policies, and the respect of
citizens and the state for the institutions that govern interactions among them.
29 D. Kaufmann, A. Kraay, and P. Zoido-Lobatón, "Governance Matters II: Updated Indicators for 2000–01",
January 2001.
30 Sala-I-Martin X., Artadi E. V., "Economic Growth and Investment in the Arabic World" in "Arab
Competitiveness Report 2002", World Economic Forum, 2002.
31 The country article on Syria provides comprehensive description of the Syrian Banking system.
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level (end of 2001). This also holds true for Lebanon, where private banks have directed their
lending to financing of the government’s substantial fiscal deficits, which commands higher
yields, crowding out private sector activity. Often the allocation of a substantial share of funds to
investment projects in state hands led to capital misallocation, favouring political priorities over
economic considerations, resulting in the build-up of bad loans. Elevated spreads between
deposit and lending rates reflect well the presence of these distortions.

To support Mediterranean partners in their adjustment to the new competitive conditions and to
accompany the implementation of the EU-Mediterranean Agreements, the European Community
provides financial backing through the MEDA instrument. This programme was launched in
1995 as an integral part of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership and replaced co-operation under
the earlier Financial Protocols. Israel does not qualify for bilateral support under MEDA because
of its high level of economic development, but participates with the other Mediterranean partners
in programmes and activities concerning the whole Euro-Mediterranean region.

Box 2: Fostering market-oriented reforms - financial support from MEDA32

MEDA I ran until 1999 financing projects worth over EUR 3.4 billion. About 45% of the funds
were allocated to projects in support to economic transition, private sector development and
support for structural adjustment. Under MEDA II, running from 2000 until 2006 with a budget
of EUR 5.35 billion, free trade and economic reforms remain at the core of Community
financial support. The main priorities of MEDA II are to assist the Mediterranean partners to
implement free trade with the EU and to achieve sustainable economic growth through macro-
economic and structural reforms. MEDA resources are also targeted at alleviating the negative
effects which this process may have on the poorest groups of the society.

In concrete terms, MEDA finances two main kind of operations in the region: on the one hand,
MEDA funds are used to improve the partners’ economic and social policy making, as well as
to ensure an adequate socio-economic balance; on the other hand, MEDA provides direct
budgetary support to accompany and facilitate the reform in countries that are undertaking
structural adjustment programmes, such as with the Bretton Woods institutions, either at a
sectoral or more comprehensive level. In this case, MEDA will finance structural adjustment
facility (SAF) operations, and the funds are being disbursed in tranches according to the respect
of the reform conditions attached to the support, taking into account the country’s
macroeconomic framework.

The grants from the MEDA Community budget are complemented by lending operations from
the European Investment Bank (EIB). The Bank is very active in the region, where it has a
lending portfolio of about EUR 9 billion. A Euro-Mediterranean Investment Facility was set up
within the EIB, which started to operate in September 2002 and which was officially launched
in October 2002. A further EUR 8-10 billion in loans has been made available to the
Mediterranean Partners under the Facility up to 2006. The Facility encompasses all EIB lending
operations in the Mediterranean with the aim of promoting private sector development. It
provides MEDA-funded risk capital and technical assistance to support investment projects.33

                                                
32  For further information on the MEDA programme:
http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/med_mideast/intro/index.ht.
33 For further information on the Euro-Mediterranean Investment Facility EIB : http://www.eib.org
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Macroeconomic developments in the
 Mediterranean region

•  At 1.8%, average economic growth rates more than halved in 2001 compared to 2000,
and growth remained subdued in 2002. The recent economic slowdown can be mainly
attributed to a combination of a weak external environment, increased regional
uncertainties and domestic policy factors.

•  The average inflation rate for the region was below 2% in 2001, resulting in price
stability in almost all Mediterranean countries. However, the average inflation rate is
likely to have moved well above 3% in 2002, as price pressures are emerging on the
back of a variety of one-off factors.

•  Following consolidation of large fiscal imbalances over the last decade, most
Mediterranean countries are experiencing fiscal slippages. Budget deficits increased in
most countries in 2001-02, partly due to the slowdown in economic growth.

•  Trade deficits remained large overall in 2001 and 2002. Notwithstanding country
differences, substantial private remittances, service balance surpluses and official
transfers contributed to limit current account deficits.

Real sector developments

Mediterranean countries growth performance was characterised by an average growth rate of
4.1% par year in the last decade (EU: 2.0% on average per year). This needs to be considered
against the background of relatively high population and labour force growth rates (2.2% and
3.0% on average per year, respectively). The regional GDP growth rate reached a low in 1993
with a rate of 2.3%, when recessions hit Algeria (macroeconomic imbalances, low oil prices,
external payment crisis) and Morocco (droughts, gulf war) and low growth occurred in Tunisia
and Egypt. Macroeconomic stabilisation efforts, some progress in structural reforms and more
favourable commodity prices lifted the average growth rate above 5% in the period 1994-96
before falling back towards the 3% level at the end of the decade. Individual country
performances varied significantly during the 1990's, ranging from 1.2% per year in Algeria to
5.6% in Lebanon and Syria. Furthermore, substantial volatility in growth rates could be due to
dependency on oil and agricultural production.

In 2001 economic growth in the Mediterranean region slowed markedly (Chart 6), mainly as
consequence of low global growth, increased regional security problems and domestic policy
factors in some countries. Overall real GDP growth in the MED countries declined from 4.3% in
2000 to 1.8% in 2001. This downturn stemmed predominantly from the sharp GDP fall in Israel,
mainly caused by the deterioration of the security situation (which also severely affected West
Bank and Gaza) and the global crisis in the high-tech sector. Egypt's GDP grew more slowly on
the back of weaker domestic and international demand and lower investment. These declines in
two of the three largest economies in the region were not fully offset, neither by higher growth in
Morocco (driven by private consumption and an exceptional expansion of agricultural output),
nor by the mild upswing in Lebanon.
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Chart 6: Real economic developments in the MED region
in %, yoy

Slowdow in 
economic growth

For 2002, the average regional growth rate was expected to be below 2% (Chart 6). In addition to
sluggish international demand for their exports, the events of September 11th 2001 weighed
heavily on growth in several MED countries. In particular, its impact on tourism and economic
activity has been felt in Morocco, Tunisia and Egypt, where growth rates decreased noticeably.
Israel and West Bank and Gaza again recorded a reduction in their income level, as economic
activity remained severely affected by continuing violence, while Egypt's growth performance
was also affected by difficulties in exchange rate management. Interestingly, Algeria (favourable
oil price) and Jordan (strong export performance) were expected to counter these negative
developments and to post a moderate increase in growth rates in 2002 (Table 5).

Since the early 1990s, Mediterranean countries witnessed large reductions in inflation, the
average inflation rate falling from around 15% in 1992 to below 2% in 2000 (Chart 7)34. A
comparison of average inflation between 1992-1996 and 1997-2001 reveals that the deceleration
in inflation was particularly pronounced in Algeria, Lebanon, Syria, Egypt and Israel, where
double-digit rates have been lowered to well below the 5% level. In most cases the disinflation
process was based on tighter monetary policies, including the enhanced use of pegged exchange
rates as nominal anchors,35 and on reigned-in fiscal deficits, while world prices of most imports

                                                
34 Iqbal, Z., "Macroeconomic Issues and Policies in the Middle East and North Africa, IMF, Washington, 2001.
35 As all Mediterranean countries can be classified as small and open (trade-dependant) economies, exchange rate
developments are crucial in determining their inflation performance.

MED Algeria Egypt Israel Jordan Lebanon Morocco Syria Tunisia WB & G.
1995 5.0 3.8 --- 8.7 6.4 6.5 -6.6 5.8 2.4 -1.5
1996 5.6 3.8 5.1 4.5 2.1 4.0 12.2 4.4 7.1 -0.1
1997 3.0 1.1 5.5 3.3 3.1 4.0 -2.2 1.8 5.4 5.7
1998 4.7 5.1 6.0 2.7 2.9 3.0 6.8 7.6 4.8 7.9
1999 3.1 3.2 5.7 2.6 3.1 1.0 -0.7 -2.0 6.1 7.2
2000 4.3 2.4 4.2 7.2 4.0 -0.5 2.4 2.5 4.7 -6.4
2001 1.8 2.1 2.6 -0.9 4.2 2.0 6.5 3.5 5.0 -15.7
2002 1.6 3.1 2.8 -1.0 4.5 1.5 4.5 3.0 1.9 -15.7

Source: IFS, DRI-WEFA, National Authorities

Table 5: Real GDP growth in MED countries
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were subdued. Interestingly, despite varying structural features and different economic cycles,
most Mediterranean countries have displayed relatively similar inflation dynamics to date.36

In 2001 Mediterranean countries continued to experience a low-inflationary environment,
registering an average inflation rate of 1.9% (Chart 7). Price stability was observed in almost all
countries and continued particularly in Morocco, Syria and Israel. As well as the maintenance of
pegged or tightly managed exchange rate regimes, moderate domestic demand and subdued
import prices also contained price pressures. Only Algeria started to deviate in 2001 due to
public sector wage and pension increases together with a more expansionary stance in monetary
policy. Inflation in the country was 7.6% at the end of 2001 (average for 2001: 4.2%).
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Chart 7: Inflation rate developments in the MED region
in %, yoy

Low-inflation environment

During 2002 inflationary pressures emerged in most Mediterranean countries, which may be
attributed to a variety of one-off factors rather than demand-pull price pressures (Table 6). The
average inflation rate for the MED countries is expected to climb to 3.7% in 2002 and the
increase is particularly marked in Israel and West Bank and Gaza, associated with the sharp
depreciation of the shekel at the beginning of the year which fed into domestic prices. Inflation
also increased in Lebanon mainly due to the imposition of VAT on a broad range of goods since
February 2002 as well as to the depreciation of the US dollar (to which the Lebanese pound is
pegged). The recent upswing in inflation in Morocco may be explained by drought-induced
volatile food prices and could be also partly interpreted as a lagged reaction to high monetary
growth rates in the recent past.

                                                
36 Currently the only exception is Israel due to recent turbulences in the foreign exchange market.

MED Algeria Egypt Israel Jordan Lebanon Morocco Syria Tunisia WB & G
1995 13.2 29.8 --- 9.9 2.4 10.6 6.1 7.7 6.2 ---
1996 9.6 18.7 6.7 11.3 6.5 8.9 3.0 8.9 3.7 ---
1997 6.3 8.5 5.4 9.0 3.0 7.7 1.0 1.9 3.7 8.9
1998 3.9 2.3 4.2 5.4 3.1 4.5 2.8 -0.4 3.1 5.5
1999 3.0 2.6 3.3 5.2 0.6 0.2 0.7 -2.1 2.7 5.2
2000 1.4 0.3 2.6 1.1 0.7 -0.4 1.9 -0.6 3.0 2.8
2001 1.9 4.2 2.4 1.1 1.8 -0.4 0.6 1.0 2.9 2.1
2002 3.7 1.9 2.9 6.5 1.9 2.0 2.7 1.7 3.1 6.7

Source: IFS, DRI-WEFA, National Authorities

Table 6: Average inflation developments in MED countries
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Fiscal policy

Although there was progress in the fiscal area from the mid-1980s onwards, relatively high
budget deficits remain a cause for concern for the Mediterranean region. In the 1990s tight
stabilisation policies and steps towards more open, market-oriented economies led to a
consolidation of large fiscal imbalances. However, more recently some fiscal slippages have
occurred.

In 2001 consolidated fiscal accounts (excluding grants and privatisation receipts) deteriorated
moderately in most countries (Table 7). Fiscal revenues were affected by the slowdown of
economic growth and, in the case of oil exporters, lower petroleum prices compared to 2000. In
Israel and West Bank and Gaza the worsening fiscal balance also reflected the eruption of the
second Intifada in late 2000 and, for the latter, the non-payment of transfer revenues by Israel
collected on behalf of the Palestinian Authority. Rising public expenditures in 2001 were evident
in a number of countries, mainly on wages and salaries (in Algeria, Egypt, Morocco and Syria),
on interest rate payments (notably Lebanon) and higher social transfers (Israel). Despite the
weak external environment, Lebanon, Tunisia and Jordan managed to continue fiscal
consolidation in 2001.

For 2002, as economic growth was weak and the regional security situation remained tense, a
number of MED countries (including Algeria, Israel, Jordan, Morocco) were expected to face
difficulties in meeting their fiscal targets, which had been set to improve the fiscal position
compared to 2001. Lebanon was expected to continue to reduce its fiscal deficit, albeit to a still
large 15.6% of GDP.

Fiscal accounts in MED countries have displayed to some extent common rigidities and
weaknesses37. The long term trend was for lower fiscal revenues in almost all MED countries
due to reduced commodity revenues (owing to lower prices and reserves) and reduced earnings
from state-owned enterprises. In particular, the latter were linked to financial losses by state-
owned companies and the slowly progressing privatisation process.38 Some MED countries have
proceeded with the process of tariff dismantling, in the framework of the Association
Agreements with the EU (notably Tunisia, Israel, Jordan and Morocco) or other regional and

                                                
37 Central government deficits. Source IMF and IIF. See also EIB, Opportunities and Constraints for Private Sector
Development in Mediterranean Countries. Luxembourg, 2002.
38 Nashashibi, K., "Fiscal Revenues in South Mediterranean Arab Countries: Vulnerabilities and Growth Potential"

Algeria1 Egypt1,2 Israel3 Jordan1 Lebanon1 Morocco1 Syria4 Tunisia1 WB & G
1995 --- --- -4.5 --- --- --- -3.8 --- ---
1996 2.9 --- -5.8 --- --- -3.4 -2.8 --- ---
1997 2.4 --- -4.3 -7.3 -27,1 -3.4 -1.4 -4,2 ---
1998 -3.9 -1.4 -3.8 -9.7 -18,2 -2.5 -2.3 -2,9 ---
1999 -0.5 -2.1 -4.8 -7.0 -16,2 -4.3 -1.1 -2,6 ---
2000 9.9 -3.1 -2.2 -8.9 -25,0 -6.5 -2.1 -3,4 ---
2001 4.2 -3.8 -3.8 -8.1 -19,6 -7.2 -1.6 -2,8 ---
2002 0.4 -3.4 --- -10.1 -15,6 -6.1 -3.0 -2,2 ---

Source: IFS, DRI-WEFA, National Authorities
1 Consolidated government balance excluding grants and privatisation receipts.
2 The fiscal year runs in Egypt from July to June. Therefore, for example, data for 2002 refers to the period July 2002 to June 2003.
3 Consolidated government balance including grants and privatisation receipts.
4 Consolidated budget balance including the Price Stabilisation Fund (PSF).

Table 7: Fiscal Balances of MED countries (% of GDP)
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multilateral trade liberalisation initiatives.39 Fiscal revenues in oil-exporting countries (Algeria,
Egypt and Syria) have been largely dependent on fluctuations in oil prices. Rigidities have
remained on the expenditure side, in particular due to the relatively high costs related to the
provision of public service (via a large civil service that leads to a high public sector wage bill)
and generous income support and price subsidy schemes in some countries.

Monetary and exchange rate policy

In 2001 and 2002, exchange rate regimes continued to play a vital part in the monetary policy
framework of Mediterranean countries, albeit to varying degrees. As of December 2002,
exchange rate regimes for most countries can be broadly considered as a variety of fixed peg
arrangements (Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Syria, Egypt, Israel). Algeria pursues a managed
floating exchange rate regime, while Tunisia targets the real exchange rate via regular changes of
the nominal exchange rate. Most regimes were supported by restrictions on capital flows
(Lebanon and Israel have open capital accounts). Some exchange rate regimes were modified
recently, towards increased, albeit incomplete, flexibility40. In 2001 Israel continued to widen the
exchange rate band in which the shekel is traded, which was accompanied by the full
liberalisation of capital flows by the beginning of 2003. Egypt abandoned - under market
pressure - its fixed peg policy to the US dollar and adopted an exchange rate band in 2001. In
2001 Morocco increased the weight of the euro in its reference basket, which was combined with
a small devaluation of the dirham.

The extent to which market forces determine exchange rates as well as the choice of the
reference currency still differs significantly among Mediterranean countries. For instance,
despite recent changes to the exchange rate regime, a number of different rates used in Syria bear
little or no relation with market developments. On the other hand, the Israeli shekel is almost
completely market determined, although within a large fluctuation band. While the US dollar
remained the predominant reference currency in the region, reflecting inertia and the importance
of petroleum exports, the euro took the lead in Morocco and Tunisia, where by 2002 it had a
weight as reference currency of around 75-77% and 68-70%, respectively.41

External sector developments

In 2001, international trade in the Mediterranean region was affected by the global downturn as
well as by domestic factors. Export growth in nominal terms declined by around 4%, mainly
driven by lower export activity in the biggest economies of the region, Israel, Egypt and Algeria,
which outweighed double-digit increases by other economies. Import growth in nominal terms
showed a positive, albeit slowing, growth rate, of around 3.5% reflecting subdued domestic
demand across the region. These developments worsened the average trade balance in the
region42 from approximately -5.2% of GDP in 2000 to -7.0% of GDP in 2001, while balances for
individual countries continued to show a high degree of variation. In 2001, trade deficits as a
ratio to GDP were large in Jordan (29% of GDP), Lebanon and West Bank and Gaza (above
                                                
39 Trade liberalisation can result in lower fiscal revenues in the short run, but in the medium to long term the overall
fiscal impact of tariff dismantling is not expected to be negative if other reforms proceed in tandem.
40 This contrasts with a broad trend towards a higher degree of flexibility and a move towards corner solutions by
developing and transition countries in the aftermath of the Asian crisis.
41 Commission services’ estimates.
42 This balance is calculated as the sum of the individual MED countries balances and does not subtract the intra-
regional trade.
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30% of GDP), while for Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia they were around the 10% level. On the
other hand, Algeria and Syria registered trade surpluses, mainly due to relatively strong oil prices
(Chart 8).

Current account data show a somewhat brighter picture compared to trade balances, thanks to
significant private remittances and positive balances of services and official transfers,
notwithstanding country differences. In 2001, Lebanon and West Bank and Gaza recorded the
largest current account deficit, at around 21% and 47% of GDP respectively43, while Algeria
showed a significant surplus of around 12% of GDP. In other countries, the 2001 current account
balance ranged from - 4.3% of GDP in Tunisia, to +5.9% in Syria and +4.9% in Morocco. The
latter benefited from a large increase in tourism revenues, resulting in a marked improvement in
the non-factor service balance, as well as by a surge of worker remittances to around 10% of
GDP associated with the introduction of the euro. In 2002, the regional current account balance
was expected to worsen in two of the three largest economies, Algeria and Israel, leading to the
widening of the average current account deficit for the Mediterranean region to 1% of GDP from
0.1% in 2001.

                                                
43 Balance of payments data for Lebanon need to be treated with caution as reporting is often incomplete.
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ALGERIA

•  Growth performance has been positively affected by higher oil prices since 1999. The
related increase in financial resources has helped to boost domestic demand.

•  After recording a budget surplus of 4.2% in 2001, the consolidated fiscal surplus is
expected to have shrunk close to balance in 2002, mainly as a consequence of
substantial increases in public consumption and public sector wages.

•  A substantial current account surplus of around 8% is expected to characterise
Algeria's external accounts in 2002, following a surplus of 12.4% of GDP in 2001.

•  In April 2002 the European Union and Algeria signed the EU-Algeria Euro-
Mediterranean Association Agreement in Valencia, following the conclusion of
negotiations in December 2001.

Background

Algeria is the second biggest economy in the region in PPP terms (EUR 156 billion in 2001) as
well as in population terms (31 million). Its economy is highly dependant on the production of
hydrocarbons, accounting for roughly 60% of GDP and more than 90% of exports.
Consequently, Algeria's economic growth developments and fiscal and external accounts are
highly vulnerable to shifts in commodity prices. Thanks to the substantial oil production, the
Algerian economy displays the third highest income level in the region, having an average GDP
per capita of around EUR 5100 in PPP terms (23% of the EU level).

Algeria experienced a moderate resumption of growth in the second half of the 1990's, after
stagnating in the first half of the 1990's. This development may be attributed to the successful
1994 stabilisation programme, further reform efforts and more favourable oil prices. The
implementation of the 1994 reform programme under the auspices of the IMF and World Bank,
which followed a severe external payments crisis, marked a significant departure from the past.
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Along with stabilisation and adjustment measures (fiscal adjustment; tight monetary policy; an
active exchange rate policy; price liberalisation) the programme also contained a debt
rescheduling agreement with the Paris and London clubs. However, growth needs to accelerate
further (Chart 9) in order to strengthen social cohesion, to advance the country to a higher
income level and to tackle the highest official unemployment rate in the region (around 30%).

Real sector developments

Growth in 2001 remained well below the 5-6% level, which was considered consistent with a
reduction in the extremely high unemployment rate. Latest government estimates show
economic growth decelerating from 2.4% in 2000 to 2.1% in 2001. The non-oil public industrial
sector performed poorly, and is estimated to have contracted by 0.5% in 2001 relative to the
same period in 2000, with textiles and food processing plummeting by 14.7% and 12.5%,
respectively. Nevertheless, improved weather conditions led to a 10% increase in agricultural
output and the tertiary sector also performed moderately well, up an estimated 3.7%. The
relatively poor growth performance has not led to a significant improvement in labour market
conditions and this is reflected in Algeria's chronically high unemployment rate. The official
unemployment rate has recovered only slightly to 28.4% in 2001 compared to 29.5% in 2000
(the unemployment rate is possibly as high as 50% for the under 30s age group).44

The GDP growth rate is expected to increase slightly to around 3% in 2002, with the stimulus
coming mainly from both domestic and foreign direct investment activity.45 Industrial output
growth figures for the first half of 2002 are rather disappointing, caused by a 6.1% drop in the
manufacturing sector since 2001 as well as by a drought-induced fall in agricultural production.46

Although the government has pledged EUR 3.2 billion to infrastructure development projects
over the next three years there is no real evidence for an increase in capital investment spending
this year. Positive signs are emanating from the energy sector, up by 6.5% compared with the
first half of 2001, as well as from the construction sector, which has been stimulated by
government tenders for a substantial amount of housing units. Finally, investment activities
driven by foreign capital inflows are also on a rising trend.

Annual inflation rose to 7.6% at the end of 2001 (average for 2001: 4.2%) and has been mainly
influenced by public sector wage and pension increases as well as by a more expansionary stance
of monetary policy and the nominal depreciation of the Algerian dinar (DZD) against the US
dollar by approximately 30% from October 1998 to October 2000. While demand-driven
inflation has been caused by increases in civil servants' wages and pensions, rising agricultural
prices in 2001 (average 5.5%) have also influenced price developments negatively, despite
improved agricultural output. Finally, price developments for clothing, shoes and services have
created inflationary pressure from the cost side.

Inflationary pressures eased during the first half of 2002, although risks remain for the rest of the
year, as well as for 2003. Negative monthly price increases during most of the year pushed the
annual inflation rate down to 0.3% in September 2002. This disinflation process may be
attributed to declining food and non-alcoholic beverage prices by 2.1% (CPI weighting: 44%)
that compensated for a 5.2% increase in prices of "other" goods (weight of 11%), while the

                                                
44 Economist Intelligence Unit, "Country Forecast: Algeria", 13 September 2002.
45 In June 2002, the government has lowered its growth projections for 2002 to 4.3%.
46 Unfortunately, no statistics have been released with regard to the production of hydrocarbons, which account for
roughly 60% of GDP.
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increase in all other price components remained below 3%. Moreover, during the first half of
2002, producer price pressures in the private sector were contained at the previous year’s level,
while prices in the non-oil public sector rose by 2.9%. However, it is likely that inflation will
move upwards to around 2% in the fourth quarter of 2002, because of high growth rates of
monetary aggregates, impacting prices with a certain time lag, and due to a more pronounced
expansionary fiscal path. Finally, inflationary pressures transmitted via the exchange rate
channel are likely, as the Central Bank appears to be continuing its policy of a managed
depreciation.

Fiscal policy

Fiscal balances in 2001, as in 2000, have once again shown their significant dependence on oil
price developments and have recorded substantial surpluses (oil receipts still account for more
than 60% of government revenues) (Chart 10). In 2000, high oil revenues translated into a strong
(consolidated government) budget surplus estimated at close to 10% of GDP, despite a 22.5%
increase in government expenditures47 and in 2001 the consolidated government surplus still
amounted to 4.2% of GDP. Lower oil prices compared to 2000, weaker economic growth and
increasing government expenditures (up 23.5%) on the back of higher wages for government
employees, increased investment and social expenditure, as well as a nearly 50% rise in public
debt servicing, contributed to the decline in the budget surplus.

Fiscal data and budget forecasts indicate a fiscal expansion in 2002, leading to a further decrease
in the consolidated fiscal surplus. Data on the central government budget in the first half of 2002
show a significant decrease in its surplus to DZD 35 billion (from DZD 237 billion in the first
half of 2001), mainly as a consequence of a 52% increase in expenditure on the back of strongly
rising public consumption and a rapidly expanding public sector wage bill.48 Consequently,

                                                
47 This windfall profit was partly used for early repayments of domestic and external debt and partly channelled into
a stabilisation fund.
48 Central government expenditures account for roughly one third of overall expenditure, which increased by around
27% in the first half of 2002 compared to the first half of 2001.

Chart 10: Algeria - Consolidated budget balance
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overall expenditure is likely to have risen to 34-35% of GDP in 2002 compared to 31% in 2001
The authorities took steps to counter the decrease in oil-related revenues49 by putting in place tax
measures (including the introduction of value-added tax, income tax on workers, corporate tax,
and a 10% property tax). For 2002, the Ministry of Finance expects an overall consolidated
budget balance of DZD 17.6 billion or 0.4% of GDP. However, as the consolidated government
balance was already in a deficit of DZD 122 billion (close to 3% of GDP) in June 2001, these
budget projections might need to be revised. Similar doubts apply to the forecasted improvement
in the central government budget balance from -2.9% of GDP in 2001 to -1.2% of GDP in 2002.

Monetary and exchange rate policy

The rapid expansion of hard currency reserves via higher oil-export proceeds, combined with an
accommodative monetary stance, led to a rapid increase in Algeria's main monetary aggregates
in 2001 that continued well into the first months of 2002. M2 increased by around 20% in 2001
and advanced close to the 30% level in June 2002, as components of quasi money (time deposits
in domestic and foreign currency) grew rapidly due to increased savings by enterprises in the
hydrocarbon sector. The rise in monetary aggregates was also reflected in the significant growth
of net foreign assets in the banking system; the Central Bank's international reserves have
increased fourfold since the end of 1999 and reached EUR 22 billion in August 2002. In addition
to this, the Central Bank further relaxed liquidity conditions by cutting its rediscount rate by 50
basis points at the beginning of 202, indicating that it aims to encourage banks to extend more
credit to the economy, especially to the housing market.

An apparent shifting of policy priorities – between price stability and higher growth - have
characterised the Central Bank's monetary policy stance in the recent past. According to its
statute, the Central Bank's must promote conditions that are conducive to orderly economic
development while safeguarding, at the same time, the internal and external stability of the
currency. Monetary actions between the beginning of 1996 and October 1998 have clearly
favoured price stability and have successfully brought inflation rates down from above 30% back
to below 5%. Since then monetary policy seems to have attached increasing importance to
maintaining external competitiveness and supporting economic growth - in the face of rising
social tensions. The exchange rate has been allowed to depreciate by around 30% between
October 1998 and October 2000 and liquidity conditions were further relaxed at the beginning of
2002, despite strongly growing monetary aggregates.

The Central Bank of Algeria continued to rely on a rather tightly managed exchange rate regime
against the US dollar and has managed to slow the nominal depreciation path since 2001,
stabilising simultaneously the real exchange rate. The rationale for the US dollar as the reference
currency lies in Algeria’s almost exclusive dependence on a single export commodity –
hydrocarbons account for 97% of total export receipts – as well as the denomination of its
foreign debt. As for the nominal exchange rate, its depreciation path has slowed remarkably in
2001 and up to the fourth quarter of 2002, following a depreciation against the US dollar of
around 30% between October 1998 and October 2000. The real effective exchange rate has been
relatively stable over the past two years, appreciating moderately up to the end of 2001 as a
consequence of nominal exchange rate stability. However, the real effective exchange rate
depreciated by around 15% in the first half of 2002 as a consequence of the US dollar weakening

                                                
49 Official statistics indicate that Algeria’s oil revenues dropped by DZD 66.9 billion, or 28%, to DZD 544.0 billion
in the first eight months of 2002, compared with a year earlier, due to weaker oil prices.
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against the euro since the beginning of 2002 and favourable domestic price developments in the
first seven months of 2002 (Chart 11).

External sector developments

The balance of payment's situation remained strong in 2001 but the current account surplus
weakened to around 12.4% (2000: 17.3% of GDP) on the back of lower international petroleum
prices. A 14% decline in the average spot crude price per barrel in 2001 has decreased Algeria's
hydrocarbon export revenues by 12% compared to 2000. Additionally, lower OPEC export
quotas and somewhat weaker international demand weighed on hydrocarbon exports that account
for roughly 90% of Algeria’s total exports. According to data from the Central Bank of Algeria,
total exports decreased 11.3% in 2001, to EUR 22.4 billion, while imports rose 7.3%, mainly due
to a surge in food and investment-related imports in the hydrocarbon sector. Consequently, the
trade surplus narrowed to below EUR 8.7 billion or 17.0% of GDP. The lower but still
significant influx of oil-related revenues bolstered Algeria's international reserves, increasing
them to EUR 20.4 billion at the end of 2001 (1999: EUR 4.4 billion), and has raised the import
cover ratio to a comfortable level of 17.5 months during 2001.

The current account surplus was expected to shrink further in 2002 as a result of lower overall
export revenues, and a pickup in imports, and might move towards balance in the mid-term. Data
for the first three quarters reveal that overall export revenues fell by 22% on annual basis, while
imports rose by around 8% compared to the same period of last year. Consequently, the trade
balance surplus has narrowed significantly to EUR 5.6 billion up to October 2002 (October
2001: EUR 9.2 billion). As these trends seemed to continue into the fourth quarter of 2002 the
current account surplus may well fall below the 10% of GDP level this year, despite a
government projection of 12% of GDP.

The capital and financial account balance was expected to record overall outflows of EUR 1.1
billion (1.7% of GDP) in 2002, in line with the small deficits recorded in the previous four years.
In general, repayments on foreign debt - average net amortisation amounted to roughly EUR 2
billion in the last 5 years - represent the main factor behind the capital account deficit. Loan
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amortisation payments are only partly compensated by net foreign direct investment flows,
whose annual average was EUR 0.6 billion between 1997-2002. In general, FDI flows are
expected to remain steady, as the attractiveness of the hydrocarbon sector - where most foreign
investment is concentrated - still appears to outweigh risks related to the ongoing crisis in the
Middle East and domestic security problems. Indeed, according to the Finance Minister, FDI
totalled EUR 955 million during the first nine months of 2002, comparing favourably with the
inflows of recent years. Short-term capital flows remained virtually absent recently, except in
1999, when short-term outflows amounted to roughly EUR 0.95 billion. International reserves
were expected to increase further to a comfortable level of EUR 21.5 billion, covering 21 months
of overall imports, at the end of 2002.

External debt indicators have improved significantly in the recent past thanks to a substantial
increase in oil-related export revenues and debt repayments. The external debt level decreased
from EUR 28.2 billion at the end of 1999 to an estimated level of USD 22 billion at the end of
2001 - equivalent to 40% of GDP - and is expected to have further declined by the end of 2002.
Moreover, the favourable maturity structure of foreign debt - 99.3 % of the debt is medium- and
long term debt - softens Algeria's external vulnerability, in particular given increasing foreign
exchange reserves (EUR 22 billion in August 2002 or 21 months of imports). Furthermore, the
debt-service ratio fell from 40% to around 22% of total current export receipts in 2001, mainly as
a consequence of strong growth in exports.

Structural reforms

Moving forward towards a fully-fledged market economy for Algeria entails reducing the public
sector's activities and creating room and incentives for private enterpreneurship.50 Opening up
the hydrocarbon sector - generating 60% of the economy’s value added and accounting for more
than 90% of exports is particularly important. A new hydrocarbon law was discussed in the
parliament in 2002 and contains provisions to reduce bureaucracy and to overhaul the contractual
regime, granting foreign companies exploration licenses in exchange for royalties and income
tax. In order to diversify some of the investment activities in the pipeline sector (currently
concentrated in the hands of state-owned Sonatrach) the new legislation would also open up this
market to private participation. Moreover, the government appears willing to use tax incentives
to encourage foreign investor participation in the development of downstream industries, such as
the petrochemical processing industry.

Although private sector development remains high on the agenda of the Algerian authorities,
there have been difficulties in reducing the influence of public sector enterprises in the economy.
The private sector's share in total GDP remains below 50% and is particularly evident when
regarding Algerian (mostly state owned) bank's lending behaviour. Outstanding bank loans to
private enterprises amounted in 2001 to approximately 32% of those granted to state enterprises.
Private sector participation is only significant in services (85.3%), retail trade (84.2%), transport
and telecommunications, as well as construction, while industry and activities related to the
hydrocarbon sector remain basically in public hands. In order to accelerate privatisation, the
Council of State Participation has been charged with task of privatisation, and the National
Agency for the Development of Investments has been established to facilitate investment
procedures. However, resistance to reform is strong and stems from the energy trade unions, as
well as parts of the public sector elite, and is reflected in the privatisation results for this year.
                                                
50 World Bank, "A medium-term macroeconomic strategy for Algeria: Sustaining Faster Growth with Economic and
Social Stability", to be published.
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Despite a government announcement that 100 state enterprises should be partly or fully
privatised in 2002, not a single entity had been sold by mid-August.

Even though the current financial system does not appear to respond adequately to the needs of
private sector enterprises, financial sector reform is only progressing slowly. The six state-owned
banks - representing more than 90% of the banking system's assets - provide credits mainly to
the state and public sector institutions (78% of total credits), while crowding out financing
sources for private activities. Moreover, the allocation of credit remains distorted by state
interventions in the interest rate setting process. As a consequence, bank loans to the public
sector represent substantial contingent liabilities. The latest clean-up operations for non-
performing loans were carried out in 2001, and amounted to 15% of GDP. Increased awareness
has recently incited the government to allow three of the six state-owned banks to collaborate
with European partners in order to improve their efficiency in terms of financial intermediation.

Relation with the EU and IFIs

Co-operation between the EU and Algeria is being re-orientated in light of the Association
Agreement that was signed in April 2002.51 However, this agreement still needs to be ratified
before being implemented, and this process may last several years. Similarly to the other Euro-
Mediterranean Association Agreements, the main elements of the agreement with regard to
strengthening economic co-operation are: the gradual establishment of free trade area in line with
WTO rules, clauses on freedom of establishment, liberalisation of services, free movement of
capital and the application of Community rules on competition.

Future financial co-operation priorities under MEDA are to contribute to the transition towards a
market economy, develop the private sector, and strengthen the socio-economic and social
balance in the country. In the period 1996-2000 EUR 254 million were committed for 10
programmes, of which one was a Structural Adjustment Facility (SAF) worth EUR 125 million.
The new National Indicative Programme for the 2002-2004 period was adopted in December
2001 (EUR 150 million) and focuses on a) supporting economic reforms and strengthening
market economy institutions, b) developing infrastructure, c) developing human resources and d)
improving the legal framework and good governance. There is no SAF operation active or
planned for 2003.

Algeria currently does not have an IMF programme after four years of stand-by and extended
arrangements from 1994 to 1998. Algeria's last transaction with the Fund dated from May 1999,
when the IMF Executive Board approved a request for a SDR 223.5 million purchase under the
Compensatory and Contingency Financing Facility (CFFF). Regular surveillance takes place via
the annual Article IV consultations.

The World Bank has recently strengthened its relations with Algeria. Currently, efforts are
predominantly focusing on the elaboration of a selected number of sectoral strategies, resulting
in 15 active projects of USD 835.3 million of total commitments.52 Lending activities are
concentrated on operations aimed at strengthening the country's infrastructure and attending to
the most pressing needs of the poor and most vulnerable population, including the following
projects: Highway project (USD 130 million) and low income housing (USD 150 million).
Preparations for a rural employment project (USD 95 million) and an ICT development support
                                                
51 See: http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/algeria/intro/index.htm
52 Source: World Bank's Internet site: http://www.worldbank.org/html/extdr/regions.htm#m
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project (USD 22.5 million) appear to be well advanced. The World Bank is finalising a new
Country Assistance Strategy (CAS), whereby indicative priorities for new assistance would
focus on: (i) private sector development, (ii) infrastructure development, (iii) strengthened
support to safety nets, the social sectors, and poverty reduction; and (iv) institutional
development.

ALGERIA

Main economic indicators
prel. for.

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Real sector
   Real GDP growth (% yoy, avg) 3.8 3.8 1.1 5.1 3.2 2.4 2.1 3.1
   Inflation CPI avg, % yoy 29.8 18.7 8.5 2.3 2.6 0.3 4.2 1.9
   Unemployment rate1, % yoy 43.0 39.9 38.6 38.7 37.7 36.6 35.7 34.4
   GDP per capita, in USD 1470 1640 1647 1605 1556 1760 1790 1920

Fiscal Sector
   Total revenues2, % of GDP --- 32.2 33.5 27.8 30.0 39.3 38.2 ---
   Total expenditure3, % of GDP --- 29.3 31.2 31.7 30.5 29.4 32.0 ---
   Budget balance4, % of GDP --- 2.9 2.4 -3.9 -0.5 9.9 4.2 0.4
   Government debt5, % of GDP 69.7 83 72.4 65.6 66.7 61.7 --- ---

Monetary sector
   Reserve money (M0), % yoy 7.6 19.9 16.6 13.1 11.4 22.4 41.4 62.0
   Broad money (M3), % yoy 9.2 14.4 18.6 18.9 13.7 13.2 24.5 27.0
   Credit to the private sector, % of GDP 5.3 5.5 3.9 4.6 5.5 6.1 8.0 7.6
   Degree of Monetisation (M2/GDP) 49.7 40.7 39.2 46.3 46.3 41.3 48.8 49.5

External sector
   Current account balance, % of GDP -6.1 2.7 7.2 -1.9 0.0 17.3 12.4 8.1
   Trade balance, % of GDP 0.1 9.0 11.9 3.1 7.1 23.6 17.0 11.1
   Foreign direct investment flows, % of GDP 0.0 0.6 0.5 1.1 1.0 0.8 1.3 1.6
   Import cover (months) 1.6 3.6 9.4 7.6 4.6 12.2 17.5 22.5

External Vulnerability
   External Debt, % of GDP 79.5 73.3 65.2 64.3 59.4 47.9 40.7 38.0
   Debt-to-Export Ratio 319.5 253.0 209.5 280.1 217.1 117.8 115.8 128.6
   Debt Service Ratio 47.7 42.3 29.3 44.8 39.6 20.9 21.6 20.3
   Reserves/M2 13.0 25.9 43.0 32.2 21.0 53.1 67.2 69.6

Financial sector
   Short-term interest rate6 21.05 18.47 11.8 10.4 10.43 6.77 3.35 3.63
   Exchange rate (per USD, eop) 52.0 56.0 58.0 60.8 68.2 73.4 76.9 82.0
   Exchange rate (per EUR, eop) --- --- --- 70.9 68.5 68.4 67.7 79.6
   Real effective exchange rate (1995=100) 100.0 103.9 114.2 119.7 110.1 107.7 110.5 96.1

Source: Algerian Ministry of Finance, Central Bank of Algeria, Eurostat, IMF, IIF, DRI-Wefa
1 Unemployed in % of labour market force.
2 Central government revenues.
3 Central government expenditure including and net lending, special accounts and allocation to the Rehabilitation fund.
4 Consolidated government balance excluding grants and privatisation receipts.
5 External and domestic debt.
6 Average money market rate, IFS.
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EGYPT

•  Real GDP growth decelerated further in the fiscal year 2001/0253 to 2%, affected by the
global economic slowdown, the events of September 11th 2001 and difficulties in
exchange rate management.

•  Pressures on the exchange rate remained high throughout 2001 and 2002, despite the
devaluations of the central parity (of the fixed peg to the US dollar) that have taken
place since 2000.

•  The fiscal position continued to deteriorate in 2000/01 and 2001/02, with the
consolidated deficit (excluding foreign grants and privatisation) widening from 3.1% to
3.8% of GDP. During the same period, the central government budget deficit rose from
4.8% to 6.5% of GDP.

•  The EU-Egypt Association Agreement was signed in June 2001 and has already been
ratified by the European Parliament and several EU Member States. The Egyptian
Parliament expects to ratify it during the 2002/03 parliamentary session.

Background

With a population of some 65 million and a per capita income of EUR 1,450 in 2001 (3,150 in
PPP terms), Egypt is a lower-middle income country and the second largest economy in the
Mediterranean region in nominal terms.54 The main sectors of the economy are non-government
services (35% of GDP) and agriculture (around 15% of GDP and 30% of employment). While
not an OPEC member, Egypt is an oil producer and net exporter (petroleum and derived products
account for about 8% of GDP and 37% of exports). Following encouraging gas discoveries in the
1990s, the future of Egypt's energy industry appears to lie in natural gas rather than crude oil.

The comprehensive economic reform and structural adjustment programme launched in 1991
(supported by the World Bank and the IMF) brought about macro-economic stability and
progress on the structural front, in particular concerning financial and trade liberalisation, and
privatisation. During the 1990s the growth rate accelerated to reach 6% in 1998/99 while
inflation fell to less than 4% that year from over 20% at the beginning of the decade. The fiscal
balance as well as debt service indicators also improved. GDP per capita rose every year by 4%
in PPP terms and 6% in nominal terms during the 1990s and poverty was reduced (from about
19% in 1995/96 to 17% in 1999/00) albeit unevenly.55

However, at the end of the 1990s a combination of external shocks (downturn in tourism, oil
prices, Suez Canal revenues and remittances, spill-over effects from the Asian financial crisis)
and policy failures weighed on overall economic developments. In particular, by the late 1990s
the fixed exchange rate peg to the US dollar introduced in 1991 had become unsustainable in the
face of insufficient competitiveness improvements. By mid-2000, when the fixed peg was
abandoned, the real exchange rate had appreciated by about 30% and real interest rates on

                                                
53 The fiscal year in Egypt runs from July to June.
54 However, it is the largest in PPP terms, above Israel and Algeria.
55 According to national poverty indicators, poverty levels actually rose in Upper Egypt.
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lending had risen to about 10%. Combined with temporary liquidity problems associated with
government arrears, this led to a marked deceleration of gross fixed capital formation and
growth. Lacklustre economic activity since 1999/00 together with rapid demographic growth
(+1.9% a year) resulted in a slow-down in real per capita income growth which is believed to
have pushed many people back into poverty. Unemployment rose again, after having steadily
declined during the 1990s, to 8.4% of the labour force in 2000 (unofficially about 17%, 29%
among the under-25). Egypt’s young population (about 50% aged under 20) will lead to an
increase in the labour force by 2.8% a year up to 2010, equivalent to 500-600,000 new workers
each year. Growth rates of at least 5-6% a year are believed to be necessary to underpin
employment creation and improve living standards.

Real sector developments

Real GDP growth in fiscal year 2001/02 was around 2% (3.1% according to official government
figures), declining from 3.3% in 2000/2001. The events of September 11th 2001 had a strong
immediate impact on the economy, notably via a 11% fall in the number of tourism nights and
the reduction of per night spending.56 However, as the recovery from the effects of September
11th 2001 ultimately proved more rapid than expected and oil prices remained sustained, the
recent mediocre performance also reflects the global economic environment and the country’s
weaker economy since the end of the 1990s. In particular, continuously high real interest rates,
partly associated with ongoing difficulties in the foreign exchange market, kept consumption and
investment growth subdued (Chart 12). Unemployment rose further from 8.4% of the labour
force in 2000/01 to 9% in 2001/02 according to official data (unofficial rates are considerably
higher).

Chart 12: Egypt - Real GDP growth
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Despite the formulation of an ambitious economic programme, a downgrade of Egypt's creditor
status could not be avoided. Following the events of September 11th 2001 a new government
cabinet was appointed with its priority on economic recovery based on the promotion of exports,
the reduction of imports and an enhancement of the national industry. However, continuous
difficulties in exchange rate management, some protectionist measures taken by the government
to avert a balance of payments crisis and the perceived deterioration of sovereign
                                                
56 Tourism contributes to around 12% of GDP and 13% of total employment if indirect effects are included.
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creditworthiness led, in 2002, to some major international credit rating agencies (Standard &
Poor’s and Fitch, in May and August 2002 respectively) to downgrade Egypt’s credit rating to
non-investment grade status.

IMF projections indicate a gradual recovery in the fiscal year 2002/03. Assuming supportive
economic policies, GDP growth rates are expected to reach around 3.5-4% thanks to the
recovery of tourism, higher Suez Canal revenues, stronger exports brought about by currency
devaluation.. Recent discoveries of new gas fields also offer hope for longer term growth and
foreign currency earnings.

Recent economic weakness contributed to keeping inflation under control at about 2.5% in
2001/02. Surprisingly, the devaluation of the pound has had, so far, little impact on prices and
the annual increase in consumer prises stayed well-contained in a range of 2.5-3% up to
September 2002 year on year.57 This may be explained by a rather tight monetary policy and
somewhat distorted credit markets, affected by government arrears and foreign currency
shortages. Inflation is expected to rise to an annualised 3.4% in fiscal year 2002/03 on the back
of lagged effects from higher import prices, particularly for manufacturing inputs and food
imports. Indeed, the annual increase of wholesales prices inched up to 8.5% in July 2002
compared to 0.4% at the end of 2001.

Fiscal policy

The fiscal position deteriorated over the last few years (Chart 13). In 2001/02 the consolidated
deficit (excluding foreign grants and privatisation) widened to 3.8% of GDP from 3.1% in
2000/01 (the corresponding figures including grants and privatisation were 2.5% of GDP and
2.2% of GDP).58 Meanwhile the central government budget deficit (excluding foreign grants and
privatisation) rose from 4.8% of GDP in 1999/00 to 6.5% in 2000/01, and is expected to have
reached 7.1% of GDP in 2001/02.59 The public debt in % of GDP increased in the last few years
reflecting the worsening fiscal performance and the effects of the depreciation of the Egyptian
pound over the external debt. The financing of the deficit was mainly ensured by the domestic
banking sector, with gross debt increasing to 91.5% of GDP at the end of 2001/02, up from
75.3% at the end of 1999/00.

The budgetary weakening between 2000/01 and 2001/02 is partly associated with the operation
of automatic stabilisers in the face of lower economic growth, which was reflected in current
revenues falling by over 1 percentage point of GDP, and with higher net lending. Expenditures
were reduced by 1 percentage point of GDP, mainly on account of a cut in goods and services
spending while public wages and salaries continued to rise reaching 7.5% of GDP (27% of total
expenditures) in 2001/02. Interest rate payments also rose to 5.4% of GDP (20% of total
expenditures). A positive development in the control of expenditure was a change in
responsibility for the supervision of the National Investment Bank (NIB), from the Ministry of
Planning to the Ministry of Finance in late 2001.

                                                
57 However, according to a local ad hoc index (the Cairo Consumer Price Index monitored by a business magazine),
inflation rose by about 13% y-o-y up to the third quarter of 2002.
58 General government deficit figures appear also to include transfers from the treasury to the Social Insurance
Funds,  which contributes to raising their operational surplus.
59 According to the IMF, the budgetary figures at the level of general government are likely to be less accurate than
those for the central government, due to some uncertainty about the accounts of the National Investment Bank.
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The budget for 2002/2003 calls for some modest fiscal tightening with a consolidated deficit of
3.4% and a central government deficit of 6.1% of GDP (both excluding grants and privatisation)
under the assumption of a relatively favourable growth scenario of 3.7%. This fiscal outcome is
to be achieved mainly through higher tax revenues (notably through the extension of the general
sales tax, the introduction of excise taxes and improved collection). Less emphasis is devoted to
containing expenditures or speeding up privatisation as a means to reduce debt and interest
payments. Total expenditures are expected to rise by 0.8% of GDP compared to 2001/02 mainly
due to higher subsidies and transfers and additional increases in public sector wages and salaries.

Egypt's public finances face several challenges in the mid to long term. While revenues might be
reduced mainly due to lower international trade taxes and non-tax revenues, current expenditures
are set to keep rising as aproportion of GDP. According to the IMF, Egypt’s long-term fiscal
sustainability needs to be monitored, particularly with respect to the operations of the
government Social Insurance Funds (SIFs), which cover over 90% of the labour force. Despite
the currently still favourable demographic profile, benefit payments from the SIFs already
exceed social security contributions, and are expected to come under increasing pressure with the
ageing of the population. The authorities plan to review the social insurance system during the
2002/03 fiscal year. They also pledged to bring the budget into balance by the end of the new
five-year development plan (2002-2007), with the completion of privatisation.

Monetary and exchange rate policy

As of January 2003, monetary policy60 is centred on maintaining an exchange rate peg of the
Egyptian pound (EGP) to the US dollar within a ± 3% fluctuation band61. The fluctuation band
(around a central parity against the US dollar) in its current form was introduced in August 2001,
following the abandonment in May 2000 of the fixed peg to the US dollar. The introduction of a

                                                
60 In 2001 monetary responsibility was transferred from the Ministry of Economy to the Central Bank. With a view
of increasing the independence of the Central Bank, under a new banking law being finalised the Governor will
report to the President of the State rather than to the Prime Minister.
61 The central parity has been set at 1USD = 4.51 EGP since January 2002.

Chart 13: Egypt - Fiscal developments
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fixed peg regime with fluctuation bands  gave some room (albeit limited) for the use of more
active monetary policy compared to the fixed peg regime in force before 2001. After the
monetary tightening of 1999/2000, associated with the Central Bank’s foreign exchange
interventions to preserve the fixed peg to the US dollar, monetary conditions loosened in
2000/01 and 2001/02 with the devaluation of the currency. . Since mid 2000 the pound has
depreciated by around 35% in nominal terms against the US dollar, while broad money rose
11.3% y-o-y in 2001/02 compared to 9.4% the previous year62. The monetary easing did not
filter down fully to the rest of the economy, as banks remained cautious about extending credit to
the private sector. Moreover, the widening fiscal deficit absorbed a large share of credit, with net
credit to the government reaching 5.4% of GDP in 2001/02, about half of total bank credit
expansion. In November 2002 the Bank of Egypt decided to further reduce its lending and
discount rate from 11% per year to 10%.

Market pressures on the exchange rate remained high throughout 2001 and 2002 (Chart 14). The
Egyptian pound has been kept within the upper limits of the band by a combination of import
restrictions and limited foreign exchange interventions. Lack of confidence in economic
management (particularly the sustainability of the exchange rate arrangements and recent
measures to improve the balance of payments (see paragraph on external sector developments)
may explain the continued presence of market pressure, which can be also observed on the black
market.   Foreign currency shortages and restrictions on access for the private sector have led to
the re-emergence of a black market, in which the pound is traded at a 10% more depreciated
level (as of December 2002) than the official market rate. Furthermore dollarisation increased,
particularly since mid 1999, with foreign currency accounting for 23% of total liquidity in
2001/02. More recently, the recovery of the balance of payments has somewhat eased the
pressures on the official rate but (as of end of 2002) the currency continued to trade close to the
upper fluctuation band.

                                                
62 Excluding exchange rate revaluation effects. If these are included, broad money would have grown by 11.6% and
15.6% respectively in 1999/00 and 2000/01.
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The IMF recommends switching to a fully flexible and market determined exchange rate regime,
and to unify the official and the parallel markets63. Although for the time being the authorities
exclude the option of a floating currency, they appear to envisage the introduction of additional
flexibility in the system.

External sector developments

Egypt’s external position is vulnerable to political developments in the region, as it strongly
depends on oil revenues, tourism, Suez Canal receipts and workers’ remittances. The strong real
appreciation of the pound since the early 1990s appears to have contributed to the persistence of
large trade deficits and to the worsening of the current account position (Chart 15). Since 1998,
the trade and current accounts have improved on the back of lower domestic demand, foreign
currency shortages, higher tourism inflows. The devaluation of the Egyptian Pound since mid-
2000 and higher oil prices that year further contributed to the improvement of the external
position. In 2000/01 the trade deficit was around 9% of GDP, while the current account was
broadly balanced thanks to strong remittances and tourism revenues. The same fiscal year, the
financial and capital accounts recorded a small negative balance. FDI was only EUR 531
million, compared to EUR 1.6 billion the previous year.

Chart 15: Egypt - External balance and real exchange rate
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The events of September 11th 2001 led to increased risks and the anticipation of a balance of
payments crisis in the fiscal year 2001/02. In February 2002 foreign donors, convened by the
World Bank in Sharm el Sheikh, pledged USD 10.3 billion in loans and grants over 3 years. The
IMF contribution (USD 500 million under a USD 2.1 billion quick disbursing facility) has so far
not been taken up, partly due to diverging views on how to enhance the flexibility of the
exchange rate regime. The authorities reverted to domestic measures to improve the current
account, including restrictions on imports and on access to foreign exchange. In addition, after

                                                
63 The release of the IMF contribution (USD 500 million under a USD 2.1 billion quick disbursing facility) to
balance of payments support agreed in Sharm el Sheikh at the beginning of 2002 was made conditional, among
other things, on reforms to the exchange rate system.
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the cabinet reshuffle of late 2001, the government took several measures to improve the export
system64.

In 2001/02, the current account was again broadly balanced mainly thanks to the above-
mentioned government trade measures, together with the recovery of tourism65 and strong Suez
Canal revenues. Given the relatively small deficit on the capital and financial accounts (FDI was
again a low EUR 465 million), the balance of payments recorded a manageable deficit of EUR
0.4 billion or 0.5% of GDP. The need for external financing  was thus reduced, as indicated by
the decision of the Egyptian government not to take up a EUR 1.1 billion loan from the World
Bank and the African Development Bank.

External debt indicators remain rather healthy, with external debt amounting to 32% of GDP at
the end of the fiscal year 2001/02. The foreign debt stock is mainly owed to official creditors
(over 95%), of long-term nature and granted on concessional terms. The Egyptian government
launched its first sovereign Eurobond issue in mid-2001 for USD 1.5 billion.66 At that time
(before the downgrading in 2002) demand as well as spread conditions compared favourably to
Latin American borrowers that first accessed the Eurobond market in 2001. Increased exchange
rate flexibility has slowed the run down of foreign reserves, which amounted to, a still
comfortable, EUR 14 billion level by the end of June 2002, or 8 months of imports.

Structural reforms

Progress was made in recent years to improve the supervision and regulation of the financial
sector. According to a recent IMF/WB report, Egypt’s financial system complies with the core
principles of good regulation. However, it is dominated by a rather concentrated banking sector,
with a substantial and dominant government presence. Four large state-owned banks still control
50-60% of the market and face problems of inefficient management, overstaffing and significant
non performing loans (many to the state industrial sector). The authorities have taken first steps
to improve their management in anticipation of future privatisation. Overall bank performance
deteriorated on the back of the current economic difficulties. Non-performing loans were 17% of
total loans at end March 2002. Mirroring its downgrading of sovereign rating, in 2002 Fitch
downgraded the foreign currency rating of a number of state-owned banks. The insurance
industry is also dominated by state-owned companies although there are moves to prepare them
for privatisation.

Steps have also been taken to streamline the business environment, particularly in the area of
foreign trade. A WTO member since 1995, Egypt remains a relatively closed economy (the share
of goods’ trade over GDP was about 19% in 2000, down from 27% in 1990), with high import
tariffs and non-tariff barriers to trade. In 2002, the European Commission approved a EUR 60
million Trade Enhancement Programme, which will (inter alia) support the implementation of
trade commitments under the Association Agreement concluded in 2001 (see below section on
relations with the EU and IFIs). The authorities have also embarked on a reform of tariff policies
and customs administration with IMF assistance.
                                                
64 Including a new export promotion law providing for speedier and more transparent procedures, and a law on
special economic zones borrowed from the Chinese experience.
65 Tourist nights in July 2002 had recovered to the same level of the previous year, albeit at the price of substantial
discounts.
66 The sovereign bond was issued in two tranches, one of five years for USD 500 million, having a spread of 275
basis points over US treasuries, while the 10-year tranche of  USD 1 billion was offered at a spread of 335 basis
points.
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The labour market is characterised by a still large proportion of public sector employment (29%
of total employment in 2002). A new labour law should be approved in the fiscal year 2002/03
introducing some measures of labour market flexibility. An Intellectual Property Rights law was
adopted in 2002.

Privatisation of state-owned companies slowed down after the large divestitures of the 1990s,
reflecting difficult market conditions, political sensitivity to privatisation related to job losses
and the nature of assets left for privatisation (e.g. in the utility and banking/insurance sectors).
Privatisation receipts were about EUR 440 million during 2000/01 and 2001/02, compared to
EUR 2 billion in 1999/00. The government has nevertheless launched activities to support public
enterprise reform, such as giving the management more flexibility in decision-making. In late
2002, the Egyptian government asked for support from the World Bank to revive the
privatisation process. It also offered for privatisation some assets in the strategic tourism sector.

Relations with the EU and IFIs

The EU-Egypt Association Agreement was signed in June 2001 and has already been ratified by
the European Parliament and several EU Member States67. The Egyptian Parliament expects to
ratify the agreement during the 2002/03 parliamentary session. When ratification by all
signatories is completed, probably by the end of 2004, the Agreement will come into force and
this will mark the starting point for the progressive dismantling of tariffs over 15 years.

EU financial assistance under MEDA I (1995-1999) consisted of projects worth EUR 686
million in support of economic transition and socio-economic balancing. Projects worth EUR
12.7 million were approved during 2000 and 2001 under MEDA II. For the MEDA II
programming period 2002-2004 an additional EUR 351 million is allocated to projects covering
industrial, financial and institutional modernisation, socio-economic development, as well as to
activities in support of the implementation of the Association Agreement. A first structural
adjustment facility (SAF) operation was approved in 2002 under MEDA II in the form of a
Trade Enhancement Programme. This consists of EUR 40 million budget support for reforms in
the areas of export promotion and customs administration. It is complemented by the provision
of technical assistance to Egypt’s Ministry of Foreign Trade worth EUR 20 million.

Egypt has been one of the main beneficiaries of financial support from the EIB, total lending of
EUR 1.6 billion between 1992 and 2002. Projects supported in 2001 and 2002 mainly concern
infrastructure, utilities and business sector development. Cairo was selected as one of the two
locations for the regional offices of the Euro-Mediterranean Investment Facility which was
launched in 2002.

Egypt's two-year stand-by arrangement with the IMF was completed in 1998. The disbursement
of an IMF USD 500 million contribution to the USD 2.1 billion quick disbursing tranche for
balance of payments support agreed in early 2002 is stalled pending an agreement on the
conditions attached to the release. These relate to the adoption of a more flexible and market-
orientated system, increased Central Bank independence, increased fiscal restraint and the
acceleration of privatisation. The Egyptian authorities may choose not to draw from the tranche
given the lower than expected shortfall in the balance of payments.

                                                
67 See: http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/egypt/intro/index.htm
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The World Bank has been traditionally very active in Egypt with a loan portfolio of over USD 1
billion for projects. The World Bank has mainly concentrated on environment-related lending
but has lately indicated a willingness to extent its activities to include the education and health
sectors. The IFC is also actively involved, with about 20 operations in its portfolio. Current
lending totals USD 330 million on the IFC’s own account. The IFC is in the process of
establishing a regional office in Egypt.
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EGYPT

Main economic indicators
prel. for.

1995/96 1996/1997 1997/1998 1998/1999 1999/2000 2000/2001 2001/2002 2002/2003
Real sector
   Real GDP growth (% yoy, avg) 5.0 5.3 5.7 6.3 5.1 3.3 2.0 3.7
   Inflation CPI avg, % yoy 7.3 6.2 4.7 3.8 2.8 2.4 2.5 3.4
   Unemployment rate, % 9.2 8.8 8.5 8.2 7.9 8.4 9.0 ---
   GDP per capita, in USD 990 1,100 1,200 1,280 1,380 1,490 --- ---

Fiscal Sector1

   Total revenues2, % of GDP --- --- --- 29.1 28 27 26.1 27.5
   Total expenditure3, % of GDP --- --- --- 30.5 30.1 30.1 29.9 30.9
   Consol. budget balance4, % of GDP --- --- --- -1.4 -2.1 -3.1 -3.8 -3.4
  Central government balance4, % of GDP --- --- --- -4.3 -4.8 -6.5 -7.1 -6.1
   Gross government debt, % of GDP --- --- --- --- 75.3 82.1 91.5 94.0

Monetary sector
   Base money (M1), % yoy 8.0 8.0 11.6 12.1 1.9 7.5 11.8 ---
   Broad money (M2)5, % yoy --- --- --- 11.5 8.5 9.4 11.3 9.4
   Credit to the private sector, % of GDP --- --- --- 55.8 56.4 57.8 61.3 62.8
   Degree of Monetisation (M3/GDP) --- 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 ---

External sector
   Current account balance, % of GDP -0.3 0.3 -3.0 -2.0 -1.2 0.0 0.0 -0.1
   Trade balance, % of GDP -12.5 -12.1 -14.2 -14.1 -11.6 -9.7 -9.4 -10.5
   Foreign direct investment flows, % of GDP --- --- --- 0.7 1.6 0.5 0.6 ---
   Import cover (months) --- --- 10.8 9.8 7.7 7.6 8.4 7.4

External Vulnerability
   External Debt, % of GDP --- --- --- --- 28.1 27.6 32.1 31.8
   Debt-to-Export Ratio --- --- --- --- 173.9 156.9 176.7 165.1
   Debt Service Ratio6 10.7 9.3 7.6 7.5 7.1 7.5 --- ---
   Reserves/M3 --- 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 ---

Financial sector
   Short-term interest rate --- --- --- --- 12.5 9.9 8.6 ---
   Exchange rate (per USD, eop) --- 3.39 3.39 3.39 3.49 3.89 4.65 ---
   Exchange rate (per EUR, eop) --- --- --- 3.56 3.34 3.32 4.40 ---
   Real effective exchange rate (1994/95=100) 107.3 114.9 124.7 127.0 134.2 123.1 104.6 ---

Source: IMF, Eurostat, IIF, DRI-Wefa, Egyptian Ministry of Foreign Trade, EIU
1 Figures for 2002/03 are calculated on a growth assumption of 3.7%.
2 Excluding grants.
3 Total expenditure and net lending.
4 Excl. grants and privatisations.
5 Excluding exchange rate revaluation effects.
6 Total debt service in % of current account receipts.
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ISRAEL

•  In 2001 and 2002 Israel experienced two consecutive years of recession as a result of the
worsening regional political and security situation, the crisis of the high-tech sector and
the global economic slowdown.

•  The fiscal position deteriorated markedly in 2001. Strong measures to contain
expenditures and sustained foreign grants should have allowed meeting the fiscal
targets for 2002 (3.9% of GDP at the level of central government) despite the
continuous deceleration of economic activity.

•  After the sudden interest rate cut of December 2001, monetary policy was tightened in
2002 after the rapid surge in inflation up to mid-2002. High real interest rates are
expected to further depress investments and increase the costs of debt servicing.

•  The EU-Israel Association Agreement has been in force since 2000. Negotiations for
additional reciprocal concessions in the agricultural sector were under way in 2002.
Concerns remained about the implementation by Israel of the rules of origin provisions
of the Association Agreement.

Background

Among its Mediterranean neighbours Israel stands out economically in terms of its high income
level (GDP per capita in PPP terms amounted to 84% of the EU level in 2001), its high degree of
openness and the strong technology base of its industry. In 2000, high-tech sectors accounted for
above 30% of manufacturing production and 50% of manufacturing exports. A small country
with a relatively limited domestic market, Israel is highly dependent on foreign trade (exports
plus imports accounted for around 80% GDP in 2001), of which diamonds represent a significant
share. Due to large imports of inputs and intermediate products Israel has traditionally displayed
a negative trade balance. The drawback of a highly integrated and rather specialised economy is
its exposure to external shocks, as shown by the developments in 2001 and 2002.

Thanks to the adoption of the Economic Stabilisation Programme in 1985 based on strict fiscal
discipline, the use of an exchange rate anchor, trade liberalisation and structural reforms, Israel
made significant progress in improving its macroeconomic position. Price pressures have been
contained from triple digit figures of the early 1980s to below 5%, as a prudent monetary policy
together with fiscal consolidation led to a virtuous circle of declining interest rates and
converging inflation rates. In 2000 the official inflation targets were actually undershot by a wide
margin (1.1% yoy against a target of 2.5-3%). Fiscal consolidation based on a multi-annual
framework of budgetary reductions inspired by the EU Maastricht deficit and debt criteria
allowed for a steady reduction in fiscal deficits from a peak of around 27% of GDP in the mid-
1980s to single digit figures. Overall, GDP growth was generally strong during the 1990s68 (5%
on average between 1990 and 1999), sustained by the emergence of the high tech industries and
progress on the peace front. Real GDP growth reached 7.2% in 2000, mainly brought about by
the strong performance of high-tech industries and the export sector.

                                                
68Except for 1997 and 1998 due to the slowdown of world trade and economic growth.
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Real sector developments

Economic performance deteriorated markedly since late 2000 as a consequence of domestic and
external factors (Chart 16). Real GDP contracted by 0.9% in 2001, after registering a solid real
growth rate of 7.2% in 2000. This dismal performance may be attributed to three
contemporaneous shocks affecting the economy: the worsening security situation (according to
the Israeli authorities, accounting for half of the downturn), the crisis of the high-tech sector and
the global economic slowdown. Uncertainty over economic policy management may also have
contributed to dampening consumer and investor confidence. For 2002, a further decline in real
GDP of 1% is expected, resulting in an accumulated per capita decline of 6% since the end of
2000. The contraction of economic activity was mainly associated with the declining private
consumption and investments, while public consumption was on the rise. For 2003, the Ministry
of Finance forecasts 1% real growth, but the Central Bank anticipates a negative growth rate for
that year (the IMF forecast is intermediate, for a 0.5% growth).

The unemployment rate was negatively affected by these adverse economic conditions. The
business sector responded to the recession by cutting the number of employees and reducing real
wages. Despite an increase in public-sector employment, unemployment rose to 10.4% by the
third quarter of 2002, from 8.8% in 2000. Particularly affected appeared to be business services
and tourism industries. Recent policies to revive the labour market include the reduction of
taxation on labour, stricter eligibility criteria for unemployment benefits and actions aimed to
reduce the number of foreign workers, particularly illegal ones.

Inflation stood at 1.1% in 2001 brought about by a very prudent monetary stance and the decline
in economic activity. Inflationary pressures significantly accelerated in the first half of 2002 as a
large (15%) depreciation of the shekel fed into higher prices of dollar denominated rents and
imported goods. Pressure on the currency was mainly caused by a large interest rate cut in
December 2001 coupled with the relaxation of controls on outward capital flows. Subsequent
interest rate hikes by the Bank of Israel were successful in halting further rises of inflation. The
annualised CPI was however a still high 6.5% at the end of 2002, well above the 2-3% target
range for that year.

Chart 16: Israel - Real GDP growth
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Fiscal policy

Progress in budgetary consolidation stalled since late 2000 (Chart 17). The 2001 budget,
prepared during 2000 on the assumption of real growth rates of around 4%, came under pressure
from the deteriorated economic, political and security situation but also from the failure by the
government to control expenditures. In particular, primary expenditures rose by 2.5% of GDP,
mainly linked to higher non security expenditures and higher social transfers not connected to
the economic slowdown69. As a result, the central government budget deficit reached 4.6% of
GDP in 2001, well above the target of 1.75% of GDP (the general government deficit was 3.8%
of GDP). This represented a significant fiscal deterioration compared to 2000, when the central
government deficit was 0.7% of GDP (2.2% of GDP when measured at the level of general
government). It is worth noting that these budget figures include a large share of foreign
transfers (3-4% of GDP), mainly grants from the US government70. Public debt increased from
95% to 98% of GDP between 2000 and 2001, as a large part of the deficit was financed by large
scale domestic borrowing.

As the continuous deterioration in the economic situation raised the prospect of another large
deficit slippage in 2002, the government undertook a series of revisions to the original 2002
budget. A revised budget was agreed in December 2001 by the government and approved by the
Knesset in February 2002. This was complemented by an “emergency economic package”
approved in June 2002, and by further expenditure cuts later in the year in an attempt to meet the
(revised) 3.9% of GDP target for central government deficit and reassure financial markets.
Preliminary data at the beginning of 2003 indicate that these measures may have been effective
in containing expenditures. Together with sustained foreign grants in the order of 3% of GDP,
they should have allowed meeting the central government deficit target for 2002.

At the end of 2002 the Knesset gave its approval to the 2003 budget, though narrowly and at the
cost of the dissolution of the government coalition. With a deficit target of 3% of GDP and based
on a growth forecast of 1%, the budget involves reductions to defence spending, cuts to the
                                                
69Notably increased child allowances under the Large Family Law and higher payments to the disabled.
70 Israel has received economic and military assistance from the United States of about USD 3 billion per year since
1987. US economic assistance is being gradually reduced over a period of 10 years starting in 1999.

Chart 17: Israel - Development of fiscal indicators 
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welfare system, the streamlining of public sector expenditures and increased investments in
infrastructure to promote growth. The Bank of Israel expressed concerns about the validity of the
assumptions underlying the new budget, and referred to the need for a substantial revision once
the new government is installed. The government crisis over the budget approval by the Knesset
and uncertainty on the result of the January 2003 elections led two of the major international
rating agencies to downgrade Israel’s rating of local currency debt at the end of 2002 (Fitch
downgraded it from A+ to A, while Standard & Poor’s lowered it to A+ to AA-). However the
foreign currency ratings were confirmed71.

The control of social transfers (about 14% of GDP in 2001) is particularly critical for fiscal
discipline. The size of transfers is large given the current young demographic profile of the
population. Besides its implications for public finances, the current system of income support is
one of the determinants of the low participation rate that characterises the Israeli labour market.

Monetary and exchange rate policy

The Bank of Israel is committed to maintain price stability via an inflation rate targeting
approach, in which the exchange rate plays a vital role. As a small open economy, the exchange
rate channel for transmitting inflationary impulses is particularly important. A relatively soft peg
to a USD-dominated basket (with wide and asymmetric fluctuation bands) was adopted to limit
exchange rate volatility. Recent changes of the monetary framework consisted of moving from
an annual inflation target to a long term inflation target (1999) and a gradual increase of the
flexibility of the exchange rate regime (2001), in line with the ongoing liberalisation of capital
flows.

In contrast to its usual prudent and gradualist approach the Central Bank cut aggressively interest
rates in December 2001 as a part of an overall economic package. Despite mounting government
calls for a more aggressive monetary easing to support the economy, the Central Bank had
continued until the forth quarter of 2001 with its gradualist monetary policy, which appeared
justified in order to stabilise inflationary expectations in the presence of a potential large
budgetary slippage. In December 2001, the Central Bank suddenly departed from its gradualist
approach and decreased the reference interest rate by 200 basis points to 3.8%. The move was
intended to accompany the contemporaneous budget tightening approved by the Ministry of
Finance and some changes with regard to monetary policy instruments and capital flows.

However, the overall economic package did not gain the confidence of investors and market
participants. The narrowing of the interest differential with the USA and failure to win approval
on the more ambitious elements of the government’s fiscal package had a major destabilising
impact on the financial and foreign exchange markets. While remaining safely below the upper
limit of the fluctuation band, the shekel lost about 15% of its value between the end of 2001 and
mid 2002 both against the reference basket and the US dollar (Chart 18).

A policy reversal by the Central Bank since the first quarter of 2002 defused pressures on the
exchange rate but may weigh on economic activity in the short term. Increased inflationary
pressures stemming from the depreciation of the currency, as well as dissatisfaction with the
scope of the actual budgetary cuts induced the Central Bank to reverse the December cut and
tighten its monetary stance, with repeated increases in reference rates, up to the level of 9.1% in

                                                
71 A- for long-term foreign currency debt for both Fitch and S&P.
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July 2002. In December 2002 the tightening stance came to a halt, as the reference rate was
decreased by 0.2 percentage points to 8.9%.

Having almost reached the psychological threshold of 5 shekels to the US dollar, the currency
has now stabilised and appreciated slightly, propped up by the interest rate hike. Risks of a new
currency crisis have weakened on the back of an high interest rate differential with the USA and
a healthy level of foreign currency reserves, standing at a EUR 24.6 billion by the third quarter
of 2002. A further deterioration of the security situation and a possible war with Iraq may lead to
renewed pressure on the shekel. High real interest rates are expected to further depress
investments and possibly increase the already considerable costs of debt servicing (absorbing
around one sixth of current expenditures in 2001).

External sector developments

Despite the world-wide decline of the demand for high-tech products and the deterioration of the
political and security environment, the increase in the current account deficit in 2001 was
relatively modest, to a still manageable 1.6% from 1.3% of GDP the previous year. Exports fell
by a large 10% in nominal terms but were largely compensated by a decline in imports.
Revenues from tourism and high-tech services also experienced a steep reduction in the same
year. Over a quarter of total exports were destined to the EU, while the EU was the source of
over 40% of Israeli imports in 2001. This translates into a significant trade deficit with the EU,
of about 6% of GDP.

In contrast to the large inflows of foreign direct and portfolio investments (particularly to the
high tech sector) up to 2000, investments by non residents declined by 50% in 2001 due to the
world-wide decline of high-tech industry and related financial markets, together with the
deteriorated political and security environment. This decline was offset, in part, by lower capital
outflows by the Israelis, as US financial markets weakened and interest rate differentials
increased. Errors and omissions were particularly high in 2001 (EUR 1.7 billion), possibly
pointing to unrecorded capital flows and hampering analysis. It nevertheless appears that the
capital and financial accounts experienced a small surplus in 2001, although deteriorating by
around 80% compared to 2000.

Chart 18: Israel - Exchange rate regime developments 
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The trade deficit worsened slightly in the first three quarters of 2002 compared to the same
period in 2001, mainly due to higher defence imports. The domestic economic slowdown and the
currency depreciation of 2002 should have contributed to stabilising non-defence trade, with
diamond exports actually rising during this period. On the contrary the difficult current security
situation led to a further fall of revenues from tourism, by around 30% in November 2002
compared to the previous year, contributing to the deterioration of the current account balance.

The fall in foreign investments continued also in the first half of 2002, although at a slower rate.
The depreciation of the shekel as well as the rise in the limit on institutional investors investing
abroad (from 5% of their assets to 20%) at the end of 2001 caused a soar in portfolio investments
abroad by Israeli residents in the first quarter of 2002. The prospect of new taxes on income from
interests and capital gains as of 2003 may have also contributed to the financial outflow.
However, the capital and financial accounts seem to have somewhat recovered in the second
quarter of 2002.

Structural reforms

The continuation of structural reforms, in particular with regard to the role of the public sector,
could contribute to reinvigorating the economy particularly given the rather limited margin for
manoeuvre fiscal and monetary instruments.

Despite progress in privatisations and the reduction of state aids to industry, the involvement of
the state in the economy remains rather strong, even though much lower than in most
neighbouring countries. At the end of 2001 there were 101 state-owned companies, of which 43
commercial enterprises. The largest government companies are utilities and services providers.
After selling about 80 companies between 1986 and mid 2001 (for a revenue of USD 8.7
billion), the pace of privatisation slowed down in 2002. The government has taken steps to
prepare some companies for privatisation and increase competition in the markets. The
competition authority is closely involved in the process to control for possible anti-competitive
side effects of privatisation. Privatisation of the national airline is envisaged

The banking and financial sectors are highly developed, also as a result of the reforms
undertaken in recent years. The banking sector is highly concentrated, with three institutions
accounting for about 80% of the banking business. The state is withdrawing from the sector but
still holds high shares in two of the largest banks. Despite the decrease in bank profitability
associated with the economic contraction and policy in 2001 and 2002, there are no immediate
threats to financial stability. Tighter controls on money laundering led in 2002 to the removal of
Israel from the OECD Financial Action Task Force (FATF) list of non co-operating countries,
although there remains a number of areas for further improvement. With reference to capital
flows, all remaining restrictions on capital movements were removed at the beginning of 2003,
when the ceiling on foreign investments by domestic institutional investors was lifted.

Fiscal figures highlight some imbalance among the key tax categories. The level of taxation is
relatively high in Israel, at 42% of GDP, reflecting in particular high indirect taxes, such as
VAT. Taxes on labour are also high, while other types of income have been tax exempt until
recently. The reforms on direct taxation were adopted in 2002, whereby, as of 2003, taxes on
labour will gradually be decreased, while taxes on income from interest and capital gains will be
introduced for the first time. These measures should allow for a fairer and more progressive
distribution of the high tax burden.
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Some reform measures have been implemented recently in order to tackle labour market
rigidities and to make better use of Israel’s most important resources, namely its highly educated
and skilled workforce. To date, the rate of participation in the workplace is very low72 notably
due to relatively generous income maintenance subsidies (social transfers to population in
working age was 6.7% of GDP in 2001 compared to a OECD average of 2.9%) and the
willingness of foreigners to work for lower wages. Tighter eligibility criteria for income support
and unemployment benefits were introduced as part of the recent fiscal adjustment program. One
third of the expenditure cuts proposed in the 2003 budget concern social transfers, particularly
income maintenance schemes. The reduction of the tax rate on labour should contribute to
increase the rate of participation of the workforce. However a comprehensive reform of the
labour market has not yet been envisaged. The system for the setting of minimum wages is also
an element of rigidity of the Israeli labour market.

Relations with the EU and IFIs

With Tunisia, Israel was among the frontrunners in the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership.73 The
Association Agreement with the EU was concluded in 1995 and entered into force in 2000. At
the end of 2002, negotiations for additional reciprocal concessions in the agricultural sector were
under way. Concerns remained on the EU side about the implementation by Israel of the rules of
origin provisions of the Association Agreement with respect of import of goods manufactured in
Israeli settlements located in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.

With the exception of some financial support to organisations working in the field of human
rights and the peace process, Israel does not benefit from bilateral aid from the EU in
consideration of its high level of economic development. Similarly, it does not receive financial
assistance from the Bretton Woods institutions. The IMF conducts regular economic reviews in
the framework of Article IV consultations.

                                                
72 84% for working age men of 25-55 compared to a OECD average of 92.5%
73 See: http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/israel/intro/index.htm
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ISRAEL

Main economic indicators
prel. for.

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Real sector
   Real GDP growth (% yoy, avg) 8.7 4.5 3.3 2.7 2.6 7.2 -0.9 -1.0
   Inflation CPI avg, % yoy 9.9 11.3 9.0 5.4 5.2 1.1 1.1 6.5
   Unemployment rate, % yoy 6.9 6.7 7.7 8.6 8.9 8.8 9.4 10.5
   GDP per capita, in USD 16202 17251 17527 17068 16688 17893 17180 ---

Fiscal Sector
   Total revenues, % of GDP1 47.8 45.5 45.5 46.1 44.7 47.0 --- ---
   Foreign grants, % of GDP 3.9 4.0 3.9 4.1 4.1 3.8 --- ---
   Total expenditure, % of GDP 56.1 55.4 54.0 53.9 53.7 52.9 --- ---
   Consol. budget balance, % of GDP2 -4.5 -5.8 -4.3 -3.8 -4.8 -2.2 -3.8 ---
   Central gov. balance, % of GDP2 -4.4 -4.2 -3.4 -3.3 -3.4 -0.7 -4.6 -3.9
   Domestic debt, % of GDP3 109.6 107.9 105.0 108.0 101.9 92.8 98.1 101.0

Monetary sector
   Base money (M0), % yoy4 0.5 --- --- 1.5 23.6 1.5 20.9 -2.2
   Broad money (M3), % yoy4 25.2 24.0 22.6 21.3 22.0 7.8 14.0 1.9
   Credit to the private sector, % of GDP 68.2 69.7 71.8 77.7 81.4 84.2 93.4 ---
   Degree of Monetisation (M3/GDP)4 35.7 39.0 40.6 42.8 47.9 52.0 59.7 62.7

External sector
   Current account balance, % of GDP -5.5 -5.6 -3.9 -1.3 -3.2 -1.3 -1.6 -3.8
   Trade balance, % of GDP -8.7 -7.4 -5.1 -3.3 -4.5 -3.0 -2.9 -3.7
   Foreign direct investment flows, % of GDP --- --- 0.4 0.8 0.7 2.1 1.4 ---
   Import cover (months) --- 3.7 7 7.6 6.6 6.0 --- ---

External Vulnerability
   External Debt, % of GDP 51.0 52.9 55.2 57.6 61.3 64.2 --- ---
   Debt-to-Export Ratio --- 173.9 177.9 180.6 169.8 --- --- ---
   Debt Service Ratio 5 19.3 17.9 18.5 19.8 18 --- --- ---
   Reserves/M2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 ---

Financial sector
   Short-term interest rate 14.4 15.3 13.4 11.3 11.4 8.8 6.5 ---
   Exchange rate (per USD, eop) 3.14 3.25 3.54 4.16 4.16 4.04 4.41 4.75
   Exchange rate (per EUR, eop) 3.90 4.09 3.92 4.89 4.19 3.76 3.91 4.96
   Real effective exchange rate (1995=100) 100.0 105.9 113.3 109.9 105.7 114.2 113.8 ---

Source: Central Bank of Israel, Ministry of Finance, IMF, Eurostat, IIF, DRI-Wefa
1 Excluding grants.
2 Israeli classification (including grants).
3 Gross debt.
4 Up to October 2002
5 Public external debt service in % of exports of goods and nonfactor services.
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JORDAN

•  Growth performance has improved since 2000, however, social pressures, as a result of
poverty, unemployment and increasing income disparities remain.

•  Fiscal accounts have improved but continued high fiscal deficits (excluding grants) have
been recorded in the recent past and the deficit target for 2002 could be missed.

•  Progress on structural reforms, particularly privatisation, has been noteworthy in
recent years.

•  The EU Association Agreement with Jordan was signed in November 1997 and entered
into force in May 2002, following ratification by Parliaments.

Background

Jordan is a small, lower-middle income country of five million people with a high population
growth rate of 3% (1995-2001). It is rich in phosphate and potash but has inadequate supplies of
water and other natural resources such as oil. Services account for around 70% of GDP while
agriculture accounts for only 2%. Debt, poverty, unemployment and fiscal imbalances are the
main issues facing the country. Its economic performance is closely linked to external shocks
arising from the difficult geopolitical environment, and a possible war in Iraq would have major
negative impacts on Jordan through oil price and trade effects.

Since the early 1990s, Jordan has made considerable stabilisation and adjustment efforts. These
have been supported by the IMF, the World Bank Group, the EU, several bilateral donors and
Paris Club reschedulings. The economy’s initial response to the Government’s reform
programme was strong. Economic fundamentals in the first half of the 1990s improved, with a
high average growth rate of 7.6% per year until 1996, a reduction in the fiscal deficit, low
inflation, and sound monetary management, which helped in the build-up of foreign exchange
reserves to a healthy level. The current account during this period remained broadly balanced.
The economic situation began to deteriorate in 1996 with growth falling below the population
growth rate resulting in approximately a 2% decline in per capita income per year between
1996-98. The decline occurred largely because the country faced several unfavourable factors
that were outside its control, including lack of progress in the middle east peace process,
declining oil prices, thus reducing workers remittances and neighbouring countries' demand for
Jordanian exports, and spillovers from the general slowdown in the Asian economies.

Real sector developments

Jordan’s growth performance has continuously improved over the last few years (Chart 19) with
a growth rate of 4.2% in 2001, up from an average rate of broadly 3% between 1997-1999.
Growth in 2001 was broad-based, and held up well despite the impact of increased regional
conflict, the global slowdown, and the events of September 11th 2001 which affected the tourist
sector. Exports grew strongly by over 20%, while the construction and manufacturing sectors
also performed well with annual increases of 11% and 5.8% respectively. Jordan's resilience in
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the face of these shocks might be partly explained by ongoing structural reforms in the fiscal
area as well as trade liberalisation and privatisation efforts, which have increased Jordan's
capacity to adjust to external shocks.

Economic growth remained strong in 2002. Industrial production was robust with a 12% increase
in the index in the first ten months of the year. Manufacturing and construction were particularly
strong, as was phosphate production, registering a 23% increase January to October compared to
the same period in 2001, as demand from India (one of the main destinations for Jordanian
exports) remained robust. This performance appears to have been export-led (USA, India),
judging by the sharp upsurge in nominal export earnings, growing by almost 24% in the first
nine months of the year. Furthermore, the tourism sector appeared to be recovering, as overall
tourist arrivals increased broadly 3% in January-August 2002 largely as a result of increased
Arab tourists from the Gulf countries. This contrasts with a 12.5% contraction witnessed in the
first quarter after uncertainties following September 11th 2001. Growth performance continues
to be led by exports as domestic demand remains subdued as reflected in weak imports and low
levels of lending to the private sector. A possible conflict in Iraq is clearly already weighing
heavily on domestic confidence and, if there is a war, it would have an immediate negative
growth impact. The growth rate for 2002 was likely to be around 4.5%.

However, the improved growth performance in recent years has failed to address one of Jordan's
main challenges, namely its high unemployment rate in the presence of a rapidly growing labour
force. Despite strong and rising growth rates, the unemployment rate increased further by one
percentage point to 14.7% in 2001 and remained around the 15% level in 2002. As the working
age population is likely to grow at around 3.5% per year up to 2010, and as the participation rate
is expected to increase modestly, employment growth needs to increase to close to 5% per year if
the government is to achieve its target of a 6% unemployment rate by 2010. The government’s
response is its Plan for Social and Economic Transformation (PSET) which aims to stimulate
private investment, strengthen economic growth and employment creation.

The steady real appreciation of the exchange rate, reductions in tariffs and weak domestic
demand have all kept inflation in check. High unemployment also limits wage pressures. In 2001
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the CPI (average) increased by 1.8% despite a 15% rise in fuel prices in the middle of the year as
a result of liberalisation measures. In the first ten months of 2002, consumer prices rose 2.1%,
compared with the same period in 2001, mainly as a consequence of higher bread and fuel prices
following further price liberalisation, and the extension of GST at a rate of 2% to previously
exempted and zero rated products. Despite some increased price pressures, the period average
change in the CPI for 2002 was expected to be below the government’s original 3% target, at
around 2-2.5%.

Fiscal policy

Fiscal deficits before grants remain large, and while progress has been made, deficit reduction is
slow due to some slippages and the difficult regional environment (Chart 20). Although in 2001
the deficit target was missed, the fiscal deficit excluding grants decreased to 8.1% (3.7% after
grants) compared to 8.9% (4.7% before grants) in 2000. This was mainly as a consequence of
tight expenditure control, necessary due to lower-than-expected revenues as tourism collapsed
after September 11th 2001.

In the context of a new IMF Stand-by Arrangement the Jordanian government aimed for an
overall fiscal deficit (before grants) of 10.1% of GDP (4.1% of GDP after grants). Several
measures were taken early in the year to support this target including fuel price increases and
extending the General Sales Tax at a rate of 2% to previously exempted or zero rated goods.

On the basis of data for the first nine months of the year, overall revenues were broadly the same
as for the same period last year. Tax revenues decreased by 2.6%, in particular income tax and
general sales tax (both reflecting subdued domestic economic activities) while customs duties
also declined (reflecting a decrease in rates on imports). The fall in tax revenue was offset by an
increase in non-tax revenue over the first nine months of 2002. However, on the expenditure side
developments there was an increase of 7.5% between January-September 2002 compared with
the same period the year before. Current expenditures increased by 5% due to annual
adjustments to salaries, allowances and pensions and higher defence and security expenditure.
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Interest payments on external debt fell by 13% as the benefits of the Paris Club rescheduling in
July fed through. These developments resulted in a central government deficit (after grants) of
around JOD (Jordanian dinar) 230 million after nine months, which already exceeds the budget
deficit target for the whole year and also puts into question the attainment of the overall fiscal
target, unless additional expenditure and revenue measures are taken or additional grants are
received. Deficits in 2001 and 2002 are expected to be financed largely from foreign sources and
privatisation proceeds

The government’s medium term plan aims for gradual reductions in the deficit to 6.3% (2.7%
after grants) by 2007. Achieving this target will require the government to make progress on
structural reforms, in particular, to the pension system. The stock of government and government
guaranteed debt stands at around 100% of GDP, falling from 110% in 1998. Domestic debt
accounts for only 20% of GDP, the majority being external. External debt has fallen from 95%
of GDP in 1998 to around 80% and the authorities are aiming to reduce the debt stock to around
60% of GDP by 2007 using privatisation proceeds and by increasing fiscal revenues to reduce
deficits.

Monetary and exchange rate policy

The Central Bank of Jordan (CBJ) is legally independent and monetary policy is officially
geared towards inflation targeting, although maintaining the exchange-rate peg is probably the
over-riding objective.

The Jordanian Dinar is effectively pegged to the dollar (1USD = 0.709 JOD) at this is
considered to have played a key role in attracting foreign capital in recent years. The authorities
have stated their intention to maintain the link to the US dollar even though it has resulted in a
steady appreciation of the dinar in real effective terms. However, the peg is not experiencing
undue pressure: foreign exchange reserves remain healthy and the Jordanian dinar does not
appear overvalued. Jordan’s main exports (minerals, Dead Sea products, services to the Gulf and
tourism) are price competitive. Textiles, which are particularly price elastic, also seem to be
faring well, although export performance also has to be also partly attributed to trade
liberalisation efforts. Despite the upsurge in regional tensions people clearly have confidence in
the currency, and official reserves have remained broadly intact.

Since mid-1999 the Central Bank of Jordan (CBJ) has engaged into a cycle of lowering interest
rates on the back of decelerating inflation and decreasing US interest rates. In August 2002, the
interest rate on commercial banks' voluntary reserves was cut by 75 basis points and the interest
rate on Treasury bills was reduced by a similar amount, apparently under pressure to stimulate
consumption (the Central Bank discount rate stood at 5% in 2002). These cuts have not spilled
over fully onto the lending rates of commercial banks, although this could be due to their cost
structure. Even so, the CBJ's discretionary power is substantially constrained by the exchange
rate peg. Any significant deviation from US interest rates would create pressure on the currency.
Broad money is expected to grow by around 10% in 2002, slightly higher than the growth of
nominal GDP due to financial deepening.
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External sector developments

Jordan's external accounts have been characterised by high trade deficits and large service
balance surpluses and grant inflows, leaving the current account broadly in balance, while the

capital and financial accounts recorded minor surpluses, leading to increases in foreign exchange
reserves. Despite rapidly growing exports at a rate of 21% for the year, the trade deficit in 2001
was close to 30% of GDP.  It, however, was offset by substantial remittances from Jordanian's
living abroad (20% of GDP (net)), receipts of the tourism sector (3% of GDP) as well as foreign
grants (5% of GDP). As a consequence the current account was in balance in 2001 (Chart 21).
The capital and financial accounts registered a small deficit, following a surplus of 10% of GDP
in 2000, as portfolio flows reversed and FDI inflows declined to a relatively low level, while
foreign exchange reserves fell from eight to seven months of imports (EUR 3.0 billion).

In 2002, buoyant export growth continued, running at 24% year-on-year in the first seven
months of 2002 compared with the same period in 2001. This has been the most surprising
element for the Jordanian economy this year. Although it appeared that export growth was
beginning to slow into the fourth quarter. Export activities have been benefiting from a lasting
surge in US demand for Jordanian exports - particularly those from the duty-free Qualifying
Industrial Zones - and from strong demand from India and Iraq. This trend together with
stagnating imports (January-July 2002: -1.2% compared to the same period in 2001) have
improved the trade balance significantly and have moved the current account balance into
surplus in the first two quarters in 2002 (annualised surplus of 5.8% of GDP). For 2002 the trade
deficit could be around 23% of GDP with a current account surplus of around 5% of GDP.
However, it should be noted that any adverse developments concerning military action in Iraq
could have severe consequences for the Jordanian current account including, loss of exports,
lower tourist receipts, and higher oil costs and lower remittances. The capital and financial
accounts should also move back into surplus largely due to higher FDI inflows.

Despite regional uncertainties, Jordan's external vulnerability has been lowered in recent years,
although its debt level can be still regarded as high. Public external debt has decreased to around
75% of GDP and the debt-to-export ratio has fallen to around 170%. Most of the debt reduction
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was achieved through the use of privatisation proceeds, debt swaps and buy-back operations. The
debt service ratio (below 20% in 2001) is expected to improve further due to the July 2002
agreement with the Paris Club of creditor nations. Under this ”exit rescheduling” arrangement,
approximately EUR 1.2 billion in payments are to be rescheduled out of around EUR 2 billion
originally due between 1 July 2002 and 31 December 2007. The net effect is that around 16% of

repayments due during 2002 and 33% due during 2003 have been rescheduled to 2007 and
beyond.  Nevertheless, Jordan’s external financing requirements over the next few years will
remain large and sensitive to external shocks arising from regional tensions.  These could
adversely affect export market opportunities, increase oil prices and could lead to capital flight.

Structural reforms

The Government is focussed on the challenge of restoring the country to a higher growth path.
Determined actions are being taken in the areas of privatisation, several key economic laws have
been passed, tariffs have been further reduced, and increased efforts are being made towards
fulfilling requirements of accession to World Trade Organisation. Public sector reforms are also
high on the reform agenda.

Jordan has made good progress in structural reforms, particularly in privatisation, and is now
beginning strengthen and deepen the reform effort in order to raise the country’s growth
potential, to provide jobs for its rapidly growing labour force and to increase overall living
standards (poverty is believed to be around 30%). These objectives have been encapsulated in
the Plan for Social and Economic Transformation (PSET) launched in November 2001.

The six main components of this 5-year plan are, accelerated privatisation, a private sector-led
investment programme, human resource development, rural development, improvements in
health care, and poverty alleviation. For 2002 - 2004, the reforms are expected to focus on:
containing expenditure pressures; broadening the tax base and strengthening tax administration;
improving financial intermediation and strengthening of the financial system; and accelerating
the privatisation programme.

Liberalisation of prices is also on the reform agenda, in particular, domestic petroleum prices are
now linked more closely to the world market price so as to protect the budget and make the
market more efficient. Subsidies have also been reduced and removed on other products.

On the trade-side a number of trade agreements have been reached in the last two years (EFTA,
2000; UAE, 2000; Pakistan, 2000) and bilateral agreements have been signed with Egypt and
Tunisia to accelerate liberalisation. A free trade agreement with the USA came into effect at the
end of 2001 and Jordan became a member of the WTO in 2000. The Association Agreement
with the EU entered into force in 2002.

With respect to the fiscal area, reforms focus on a broadening of the tax base and a strengthening
of tax administration. This is important to compensate for reduced customs revenues in the
context of free trade agreements. The government, in 2002, extended the General Sales Tax
(GST) at a rate of 2%, to exempted and zero-rated products, and intends to abolish widespread
exemptions in the income tax area. Furthermore, unification over time of the corporate and
personal income tax rates in a revenue neutral manner is envisaged. More stringent controls,
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enhancing fiscal auditing capacity and organisational restructuring of the various tax and
customs departments are all intended to strengthen and modernise tax administration and also to
enhance tax compliance. A single treasury account system will also be implemented.

The privatisation programme initiated in 1996 has been very successful in Jordan in spite of
early public opinion against the process and a tradition of employment in the government sector.
Jordanian state-owned enterprises were mainly in the infrastructure sectors such as
telecommunications, electricity, transport, and water. In addition, through the Jordanian
Investment Corporation (JIC), the government also had large shares in other companies
including mining and cement. Forty companies were originally targeted and most of these have
now been privatised including six out of eight major enterprises in the infrastructure sector.

In 2001 the catering and training centre of Jordanian Airlines were sold, with the pilot training
and maintenance operations following shortly afterwards. In 2002 the most important sale was
the Initial Public Offering (IPO) of 10% of Jordan Telecom, the first privatisation to go through
financial market rather than sold to a strategic investor. In 2003, the government intends to
relinquish its majority ownership of Jordan Telecom and to privatise the electricity generation
and distribution companies. Moreover, the Jordan Investment Corporation is expected to sell
most of its remaining holdings, including part of the Jordan Potash Company and of the Jordan
Phosphate Mining Company and Royal Jordanian Airlines. As well as privatisation, the
government is negotiating private sector participation in a large number of projects (gas pipeline,
water distribution, electricity generation etc.). In total, the government expects to raise
privatisation receipts of around 15% of GDP over the next four years. Privatisation is crucial for
the success of the PSET and covers almost all commercial entities in the public sector and the
government's stakes in private enterprises.

Pension reform is a key priority given the significant outlays and growing share of government
expenditure. Pension reform began in 2002 with all new military recruits being enrolled into the
new contributory scheme of the Social Security Corporation. Many other measures have been,
and will continue to be, taken which is expected to lead to the longer-term sustainability of the
pensions system and fiscal accounts.

Relations with the EU and IFIs

The Euro-Mediterranean Association Agreement with Jordan was signed in November 1997 and
entered into force in May 2002. Under the EC MEDA programme, between 1996-2000, Jordan
received EUR 289 million in grants and EUR 283 million EIB loans on own resources. Funding
focused on the promotion of small and medium-sized enterprises, regulatory reforms and
privatisation, the water sector, and the protection of the Jordanian cultural heritage. The
indicative budget for the EC National Indicative Programme (NIP) covering the period 2002 –
2004 amounts to EUR 142 million. It includes a Structural Adjustment Facility for EUR 60
million which was signed in October 2002 providing provide budget support subject to the
fulfilment of conditions relating to fiscal and pension reforms. Other priorities include support
for the implementation of the EU Association Agreement and support for regional development.

At the end of 2002 Jordan was the only country in the region to have a formal programme with
the IMF. In July 2002 the Executive Board of the IMF approved a two-year stand-by credit for
SDR 85.28 million (about USD 113 million) for Jordan to offer continued support to its
economic program including extensive structural reforms. Jordan completed a three-year, SDR
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127.88 million (about USD 160 million) Extended Fund Facility (EFF) arrangement in May
2002. The arrangement was extended to allow time to incorporate the new PSET in the economic
program.

The World Bank’s Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) running from 2000-2002 has been
supporting government reforms through a series of adjustment loans which have focused upon
deepening reforms in the public sector. Other loans are aimed at reducing poverty and the Bank
has provided technical assistance and analytical work in the areas of privatisation, private sector
needs and the health and water sectors. A new CAS is being prepared for the period 2003-2005
which will focus on private sector development, public sector reform, human development and
water resource management.
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JORDAN

Main economic indicators
prel. for.

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Real sector
   Real GDP growth (% yoy, avg) 6,4 2,1 3,1 2,9 3,1 4,0 4,2 4,5
   Inflation CPI avg, % yoy 2,4 6,5 3,0 3,1 0,6 0,7 1,8 2,2
   Unemployment rate, % yoy 14,2 12,0 13,2 13,4 13,5 13,7 14,7 15,0
   GDP per capita, in USD 1625 1625 1642 1732 1703 1707 1704 1712

Fiscal Sector
   Total revenues, % of GDP1 31,8 30,4 26,9 26,7 27,5 25,9 26,4 24,8
   Total expenditure, % of GDP 37,2 38,2 34,2 36,8 34,9 34,0 33,8 34,7
   Budget balance, % of GDP2 -5,4 -7,4 -7,3 -9,7 -7,0 -8,9 -8,1 -10,1
   Budget balance, incl. Grants % of GDP -4,1 -2,9 -2,6 -5,9 -3,5 -4,7 -3,7 -4,1
   Domestic debt, % of GDP3 21,4 21,4 18,5 19,9 17,8 20,1 21,9 20,5

Monetary sector
   Reserve Money, % yoy 6,4 -13,4 -2,8 -4,7 12,1 0,8 -5,7 9,0
   Broad money (M2), % yoy 5,7 -0,9 7,6 6,3 15,5 7,6 8,1 9,0
   Credit to the private sector, % of GDP 15,5 5,1 5,1 7,8 6,5 4,5 11,3 6,4
   Degree of Monetisation (M3/GDP) 100,3 95,3 98,4 96,2 109,6 114,2 116,6 120,1

External sector
   Current account balance, % of GDP -4,0 -3,2 0,4 0,3 5,4 0,8 0,4 5,0
   Trade balance, % of GDP -29,5 -37,2 -31,2 -25,6 -23,1 -31,7 -28,7 -23,0
   Foreign direct investment flows, % of GDP 0,0 0,8 2,5 2,6 2,1 10,4 1,1 2,4
   Import cover (months) 4,5 3,6 4,7 3,8 5,8 7,9 7,0 6,7

External Vulnerability
   External Debt, % of GDP4 106,8 110,3 101,9 96,3 96,6 85,1 80,0 75,0
   Debt-to-Export Ratio5 199,1 198,7 197,7 217,5 225,5 205,4 189,2 173,1
   Debt Service Ratio6 26,4 25,7 23,1 23,3 22,9 20,4 19,5 19,4
   Reserves/M2 29,2 26,3 30,5 22,8 29,7 35,0 29,7 34,8

Financial sector
   Discount rate 8,50 8,50 7,75 9,00 8,00 6,50 5,00 5,00
   Exchange rate (per USD, eop) 0,71 0,71 0,71 0,71 0,71 0,71 0,71 0,71
   Exchange rate (per EUR, eop) 0,96 0,90 0,78 0,83 0,72 0,64 0,65 0,67
   Real effective exchange rate (1990=100) 101 104 114 113 116 123 125 139

Source: Central Bank of Jordan, IMF, World Bank, IIF, DRI-Wefa, Eurostat
1 Excluding grants.
2 Excluding grants. Jordanian projections.
3 Covers the central government and budgetary agencies. Includes non-budget account net spending.
4 Public external debt (including collateralised Brady debt).
5 Public external debt in % of exports of goods and nonfactor services.
6 Public external debt service in % of exports of goods and nonfactor services.
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LEBANON

•  Recent GDP growth remains at a subdued level as high real interest rates induced by
the substantial debt burden crowd out private sector investments.

•  Despite recent efforts towards fiscal consolidation, fiscal imbalances, the large public
sector debt stock and debt service payments continue to threaten overall
macroeconomic stability.

•  The peg to the US dollar has remained fragile in the recent past. Confidence has
weakened given the unsustainable policy mix, although recent efforts have been made
address the sustainability of public debt.

•  The Association Agreement with the EU was signed in May 2002 and an interim
agreement, covering trade issues, will enter into force in March 2003.

Background

Lebanon is a small, service-based, upper-middle income country of around 4.5 million people.
The military turmoil and destruction between 1975-90 had severe economic and social
consequences, which have only partly been addressed by the reconstruction efforts implemented
since 1992. GDP per capita declined by two thirds during the conflict period given the severe
damage to infrastructure and physical assets in all principal sectors and disruption to private
sector activity. Geopolitical uncertainty, a loss of confidence in the government and the
emergence of a substantial shadow economy have eroded the authorities' revenue raising
capacity in the presence of substantial financing demands for reconstruction. As a consequence,
a vicious circle of large fiscal deficits, monetary expansion, dollarisation and capital flight
emerged that led to escalating inflation and exchange rate depreciation. From October 1992
onwards all economic programmes focused - with mixed results - on the dual tasks of achieving
stability and supporting the economic revival via reconstruction. While economic growth was
strong between 1991-1995, continued loose fiscal policy has led to the accumulation of a
substantial debt burden, with the stock of public debt reaching 180% of GDP in 2002. This has
had negative consequences for recent growth performance and overall macroeconomic stability.

Real sector developments

Notwithstanding the absence of official GDP data74, it appears that the real sector has shown
some signs of recovery since 2000, when negative growth of broadly -0.5% was registered.  In
real GDP growth was around 2% as private consumption increased from a low level and offset
the decline in public consumption.  Arab investment also fuelled growth in the construction
sector and export growth of around 22% made a big contribution to the improved performance.
For 2002, growth should again be broadly 2%, although government estimates are slightly more
optimistic at 2-3%. Private consumption and investment have fallen significantly, and domestic
demand remains weak, although improved trade and services accounts have offset this. A record
                                                
74 According to the Lebanese Ministry of Finance no official GDP calculations have been made since 1997. See
Ministry of Finance, "The Lebanese Republic: An overview", 2002. With the help of the International Monetary
Fund and other financial organisations, Lebanon could have more reliable national accounts statistics by mid-2003.
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tourism season, stronger industrial exports and positive developments in the real estate sector as
well as an agricultural revival are all contributing to the growth performance in 2002.  However,
high real interest rates continue to be a major drag on growth, and persistent structural and
administrative impediments and the deteriorating geopolitical environment in the region have
also hampered a more significant recovery in the Lebanese economy. The improvement in
economic activity from 2001 was reflected in the Banque du Liban's (BdL) Coincident Indicator
Index75 that rose from an average of around 130 in 2000 to above 140 by mid-2002 (Chart 22).

The Lebanese economy has displayed a strong disinflationary trend since the early 1990s due to
the Banque du Liban's tight monetary policy supporting the anchored exchange rate. In 2000 and
2001, weak domestic demand, an appreciation of the nominal effective exchange rate, and lower
import tariffs at the end of 2000, were all factors leading to falls in the CPI of 0.4% in each year.
Price changes moved back into positive territory in 2002, recording an year-on-year increase of
1.2% to August. This upswing in 2002 can be mostly attributed to the imposition of VAT on a
broad range of goods since February 2002 as well as to the depreciation of the US dollar. For
2002 as a whole, the annual average increase in consumer prices is likely to be around 2%.

Fiscal policy

In the post war period, Lebanon considerably increased public expenditure in order to finance
reconstruction efforts. As expenditures far exceeded revenue collection, Lebanon began to
contract large quantities of debt. Large and persistent fiscal deficits (averaging 18% GDP over
the last 10 years) (Chart 23) and slow economic growth since 1997 have led to a vicious circle of
an ever increasing public debt stock and debt service burden. From a level of 40% of GDP in
1992, the stock of public debt increased to an estimated 114% in 1998, 152% in 2000 and an
estimated 175% of GDP (or EUR 30 billion) in mid-2002. Broadly 40% of the debt is
denominated in foreign currency and 60% in local currency, 50% is owed to local banks (local
and foreign currencies) and 25% is held by the Central Bank of Lebanon and other public
institutions. The stock of foreign currency debt has increased dramatically over the last two years
                                                
75 The coincident indicator, based upon 8 components such as cement deliveries and arrivals at Beirut airport, tries
to capture growth developments in the economy in the absence of national accounts data.
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reflecting the government’s policy of seeking lower yielding Eurobond debt. Interest rates on
foreign currency debt were broadly 9%, compared to 14% on local currency debt at the
beginning of the fourth quarter of 2002.

Recent efforts towards fiscal consolidation, based on strong fiscal adjustment and privatisation,
are beginning to show some progress. Thanks, among other things, to cuts to capital
expenditures, the introduction of VAT and improved tax collection, the government is expected
to post (for the first time after the civil war) a positive primary balance of 2.6% of GDP in 2002,
from a primary deficit of 2% in 2001. However, due to the large and increasing debt service
payments (equal to around 18% of GDP and absorbing around 80% of budget revenues), the
overall fiscal deficit is expected to remain large. For 2002 a deficit of 15.5% of GDP is expected,
improving from 19.4% in 2001 and 24.5% in 2000.

The government's significant financing needs have been largely met, in the past, by the domestic
banking system, which benefits greatly from deposits by the Lebanese Diaspora. However,
commercial banks’ ability and willingness to purchase domestic debt has greatly diminished
since the end of 2000 as a result of the stagnation of their deposits, increased risks and already
high exposure to the government. Meanwhile, since mid-2001 foreign banks have been reluctant
to purchase sovereign eurobonds, deterred by recent downgrades to Lebanon’s sovereign credit
rating76. As a result, financing needs have increasingly been met by the Central Bank.

In order to address the adverse fiscal dynamics the government has adopted a three-pronged
strategy for which it has been seeking political and financial backing from the international
community. The three elements of the strategy are strong fiscal measures, faster privatisation
(EUR 5.0 billion) and requests for matching external support (EUR 5.0 billion in long term, low
interest loans and guarantees). The strategy aims to reduce the large interest rate bill on public
debt, in order to stop and reverse the growth of the debt stock.

The authorities are committed to continue fiscal consolidation during 2003. According to official
figures, the primary surplus should rise to 4.2% of GDP through a combination of revenue
                                                
76 In April 2002, S&P lowered its long-term foreign currency rating to B- with a negative outlook. This follows a
similar downgrading by Fitch-IBCA and Moody’s in 2001.
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raising measures and cuts to primary expenditures (particularly for capital projects) and the
overall fiscal deficit is programmed at 7.6%. Expected privatisation receipts of EUR 5.0 billion
(around 40% of GDP) over 2003 and 2004 will be used to reduce the stock of debt.
Securitisation of some government revenue streams is also foreseen and estimated to raise over
US 2.5 billion. These amounts may be optimistic given the limited progress since the approval of
the privatisation law in 2000 and the weakness of the global market, in particular telecoms.

Both external and domestic support have also been sought to reduce the debt stock and interest
rate burden. The Paris II Conference in November 2002 raised total pledges of over EUR 3.8
billion, consisting of more than EUR 2.9 billion loans on favourable terms or guarantees, and
almost EUR 1.2 billion in project financing. Some donors insisted upon a formal agreement with
the IMF on a strategy to address the fiscal problems before they would consider financial
assistance. The Lebanese authorities also expect support from both the Bank of Lebanon and the
domestic private banks to complement these efforts. In particular, Lebanese banks have
apparently agreed to reduce the rates on the existing stock of debt they hold (through voluntary
reverse swap operations) and to purchase the new T-bills that will be issued by the government
at conditions reflecting the impact of the overall fiscal adjustment.

The situation remains fragile but the recent donor support is encouraging and will help to
alleviate fiscal constraints. The success of the strategy depends upon continued fiscal
improvements and the realisation of substantial sums from privatisation and securitisation.
Further measures need to be taken in the future to address the sustainability of the fiscal position
and to reduce the public debt stock. Policy success could be higher in the context of a formal
IMF programme.

Monetary and exchange rate policy

The peg77 to the US dollar has remained fragile throughout most of 2001 and the first part of
2002, as weak confidence, driven by the adverse fiscal situation, prompted a sustained switch
away from assets denominated in Lebanese Pounds. While the exchange rate peg has reduced
inflation and engendered confidence, the tight monetary/loose fiscal policy mix has led to high
real interest rates, and has weakened competitiveness and growth rates. Against this background,
private sector credit growth and the growth of monetary aggregates has been weak. Weak
confidence is also shown by the increasing degree of dollarisation (Chart 24) which has been on
a rising trend since the beginning of 2000, moving from 55% to around 70% by mid 2002.

Given the increasing difficulties of the government to finance its deficits over the last 18 months,
the Central Bank has increasingly provided the main source of finance leading to a large drain on
international reserves in the context of a fixed exchange rate and open capital and financial
accounts. Gross reserves of the Central Bank were about EUR 3.6 billion in September 2002
down from EUR 6.3 billion at the end of 2000. However net reserves are likely to be negative,
given Central Bank holdings of foreign currencies deposited by local commercial banks.

                                                
77 Monetary policy continues to be conditional to the maintenance of a peg to the US dollar, having ± 6.5%
fluctuation band. The central rate has been set at Lebanese Pounds 1.508 to the US dollar since 1999.
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The large public finance imbalances have put the current exchange rate regime and the balance
of payments under considerable pressure. Nevertheless the situation improved from mid-2002 on
the back of higher tourist receipts and inflows to the property sector, and reserves appear to have
stabilised. The regional political uncertainty presents another adverse factor and implies that
confidence, even in the case of a healthier macroeconomic policy mix, will not easily be
restored. Despite the severity of the situation, the Lebanese authorities remain committed to
maintaining the exchange rate peg. Officially, changes in either the level of the exchange rate or
in the exchange rate regime itself do not seem to be contemplated in the near future.

External sector developments

Lebanon’s external sector78 displays a very large structural trade deficit, reflecting a service-
based economy heavily reliant on the imports of goods and low exports. In 2001 the trade deficit
stood at 35% of GDP driven by higher than usual imports (41% of GDP) following tariff cuts at
the end of 2000. The current account deficit stood at broadly 21% of GDP given the overall
surplus on the services, income and transfers accounts of broadly 15% of GDP.

Some improvement in the trade and current accounts was expected in 2002. Over the first half of
the year exports grew by over 20% compared to the same period last year, while imports fell by
6%. Exports have picked up following liberalisation and deregulation measures and bilateral and
regional trade agreements. Tourism revenues have also been strong, thanks to government efforts
to promote tourism to Arab visitors after September 11th 2001. Weak imports reflect continued
subdued domestic demand. As a result of these factors, and some recent depreciation of the real
effective exchange rate of broadly 8% in the 12 months to June 2002, the current account was
expected to have improved to a deficit of around 15% of GDP.

The structure of the capital and financial accounts has changed in recent years. External
borrowing declined sharply in 2002 mainly due to the fall in non-residents’ purchases of
sovereign eurobonds, as Eurobond spreads increased in line with higher government risk.

                                                
78 There are large weaknesses in balance of payments data and it is believed that exports are underreported. Service
transactions and capital and financial account data reporting is also incomplete.
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Stronger inflows via investments to the real estate sector, mainly from private Arab investors,
have been recorded in 2002, particularly in the third quarter, while direct equity was one of the
largest financing items over the first half of 2002. Portfolio flows have been weak, reflecting
weak growth and the small and continued poor performance of the stock market. With large
government financing needs, and a difficult geo-political environment, the balance of payments
remains vulnerable to possible capital outflows which could lead to pressures on the exchange
rate.  External debt represents 17% of the total public sector debt stock, equivalent to broadly
30% of GDP.

Structural reforms

The new government which came to power at the end of 2000 has adopted a pro-growth strategy,
which includes deregulation, and liberalisation measures all aimed at improving the business
environment. These include tariff reductions, an open sky policy, trade facilitation, subsidies to
SMEs and actions to speed up progress on the privatisation programme. As for trade
liberalisation, the Association Agreement signed with the EU should help Lebanon to realise its
export potential. Recent bilateral agreements in the region with Egypt and Syria, as well as with
Iraq in 2002 (in the context of the UN oil-for-food programme) will also help. Lebanon is
currently undertaking negotiations on the terms for its accession to the WTO.

Structural efforts are also devoted to improving the fragile macro-economic framework, notably
on the fiscal front. In this respect, the government introduced a flat rate VAT of 10% in February
2002. This change is part of the reform of the sources of fiscal revenues in view of the reduction
in customs duties, which accounted for almost half of all revenue in the mid-1990s. The
introduction of VAT was accompanied by cuts to import tariff rates, with the government
reporting that, following a further round of tariff cuts, some 70% of imports faced duties of 5%
or less.

The banking sector is well developed, with over 60 private institutions. It is liquid and well
capitalised and well hedged against several sources of risk. Previously identified weaknesses in
banking prudential supervision have been remedied through an overhaul of prudential regulation.
However, the weak macro environment weighs heavily on the banking sector leading to
increased non-performing loans. The large exposure of Lebanese banks to government debt is a
source of weakness and banking profitability has fallen with the reduction of banks’ holdings of
government debt. Tighter controls on money laundering were implemented and in mid-2002
Lebanon was removed from the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) list of non-cooperating
countries.

The government’s most important structural reform priority is pushing ahead with privatisation
and securitisation to generate resources enabling it to reduce the stock of debt and crippling debt
service payments. The government is aiming to raise EUR 5.0 billion from privatisation in 2003
and 2004. According to the privatisation law, revenues from the divestment of state-owned
companies can only be used to reduce the debt stock. The government plans to privatise a
number of utility companies, including telecoms, electricity, water and transport. It also plans to
raise resources for debt reduction through the sale of two long-term mobile phone operating
licences. Other businesses include the national airline, ports and the lottery. The government is
also planning to securitise customs revenues from customs duties from tobacco imports as well
as from its share of revenues from the cellular networks. However, the government’s record on
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privatisation has not been good, with significant delays. The current economic and political
environment as well as the fact that many of these companies are loss making and are in need of
restructuring, could limit the prospects for raising substantial sums of money.

Relations with the EU and IFIs

The EU-Lebanon Association Agreement, and interim agreement on trade issues, were signed in
June 2002.79 The Lebanese Parliament ratified the Association Agreement in December 2002,
although EU Member States still need to complete their ratification procedures before it enters
into force. An interim agreement on trade enters into force in March 2003 and tariffs on EU
imports to Lebanon will be phased out over 12 years.

Total programmed resources, under MEDA, available under the 2002-2004 National Indicative
Programme for Lebanon are tentatively set at EUR 80 million (EUR 25-30 million per year).
This includes support for the implementation of the Association Agreement, support to private
sector SMEs to meet the demands of greater competition, establishment of a standards and
certification facility, a programme for rural and social development targeted primarily at the
agricultural sector, environmental improvements, higher education, and support for human rights
and civil society actions. A EUR 20 million grant from an earlier (EUR 50 million) Structural
Adjustment Facility is also outstanding and payment will depend upon progress in fulfilling the
remaining conditions.  The Facility was targeted at the introduction of VAT which has now been
successfully completed and is performing well in terms of fiscal revenues.

The EIB has provided EUR 561 million in financing for infrastructure projects in Lebanon since
1993, as well as managing risk capital and interest rate subsidy operations under MEDA.

Lebanon has no formal arrangement with the IMF although Fund surveillance has continued in
the context of regular Article IV consultations and the Paris II donor conference. The main issue
of concern has been the sustainability of the fiscal position. Several donors have encouraged both
sides to try to reach an agreement in the context of a formal IMF programme which would open
the way for additional donor support. While this has not yet happened, the IMF are remaining
actively engaged and will continue to work with the Lebanese authorities to provide advice on
dealing with the difficult fiscal issues. Technical assistance has also been provided in the fiscal,
financial sector and statistical areas.

The current World Bank strategy is aimed at improving growth performance and the fiscal
situation with, more recently, an enhanced poverty focus. The portfolio includes USD 518
million in commitments although only USD 150 million have been disbursed. The IFC is also
active in Lebanon focussing on private sector support, and it was also awarded the mandate to
provide advice on the privatisation of Middle East Airlines.

                                                
79 See: http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/lebanon/intro/index.htm.
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LEBANON

Main economic indicators
prel. for.

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Real sector
   Real GDP growth (% change) 6.5 4.0 4.0 3.0 1.0 -0.5 2.0 2.0
   Inflation CPI (period average) 10.6 8.9 7.7 4.5 0.2 -0.4 -0.4 2.0
   Unemployment --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
   GDP per capita, in USD 3507 3998 4493 4940 4990 4810 4660 4930

Fiscal Sector
   Total revenues, % of GDP 16.8 17.3 16.4 18.1 19.5 19.2 18.5 22.3
   Total expenditure, % of GDP 35.2 37.9 43.8 36.3 35.7 44.2 38.1 37.9
   Central govt. balance, % of GDP -18.4 -20.6 -27.4 -18.2 -16.2 -25.0 -19.6 -15.6
   Gross Public Debt, % of GDP 78.1 98.9 102.7 113.6 135.2 152.3 169.7 180.0

Monetary sector
   Base money (M0), % yoy 11.4 11.0 4.2 2.6 10.3 3.9 -2.9 -5.9
   Broad money (M3), % yoy 16.4 27.8 19.3 16.1 11.1 9.6 7.4 3.9
   Private Sector Credit (% change) 32.6 24.8 23.1 20.5 11.6 6.0 0.0 2.0
   Degree of Monetisation (M3/GDP) 126.9 143.2 152.5 164.4 180.4 199.4 210.7 201.5

External sector
   Current account balance, % of GDP -41.2 -37.1 -29.4 -27.1 -20 -18.7 -20.7 -15.1
   Trade balance, % of GDP 53.1 47.7 42.2 -36.1 -30.7 -31.0 -35.5 -28.0
   Foreign direct investment flows, % of GDP 26.4 19.6 12.1 12 8.5 6.3 10.2 9.6
   Import cover (months) 12.10 13.60 12.7 13.8 13.1 9.8 6.5 6.5

External Vulnerability
   External Public Debt, % of GDP 10.3 15.9 18.0 15.7 24.2 29.0 28.3 35.0
   Debt Service Ratio1 6.1 4.8 19.0 12.0 11.4 12.7 11.7 11.5
   Gross reserves (excl. gold, USD billions) 8.1 9.3 8.6 6.5 7.7 5.9 4.4 3.9
   Reserves/M3 15.9 49.3 37.6 34.0 25.9 18.0 12.5 10.5

Financial sector
   Short-term interest rate2 19.6 15.6 13.1 12.4 11.4 11.4 11.4 11.4
   Exchange rate (per USD, eop) 1596 1552 1527 1508 1508 1508 1508 1508
   Exchange rate (per EUR, eop) 2047 1925 1685 1773 1521 1402 1331 1489
   Real effective exchange rate (1992=100) 141.6 159.8 190.3 193.2 201.8 211.5 213.9 215.9

Source: Banque du Liban, Ministry of Finance, IMF, IIF, DRI-Wefa, Eurostat
1  in percent of current receipts.
2 discount rate on 6-month T-bills.
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MOROCCO

•  Average GDP growth is expected to have declined to 4.5% in 2002 from 6.5% in 2001,
mainly as a consequence of weaker private consumption and more moderate investment
activity.

•  An expansionary attitude characterised fiscal policy in 2000-02, as evidenced by a
widening of the budget deficit to 6-7% of GDP.

•  Morocco will again record a current account surplus in 2002, although it is expected to
decline from its record level of 5% of GDP in 2001.

•  The Euro-Mediterranean Association Agreement with Morocco was signed in February
1996, and it entered into force in March 2000.

Background

Although being the fourth biggest country in the region in PPP terms (EUR 105 billion in 2001)
Morocco can be still classified as a small economy. Morocco's population is close to 30 million,
and it has the third lowest GDP per capita level in the region, EUR 3400 (PPP) in 2001 (or
15.5% of the EU level). Morocco is a relatively open economy, having recently experienced an
increase in its degree of openness to close to 70% of GDP. It is highly dependant on the
production of agricultural products, accounting for roughly 14% of GDP but involving more than
50% of its labour force. Consequently, the dependency on agricultural output together with
erratic meteorological conditions leads to a high volatility of Morocco's growth rate.

In the 1990s, Morocco's growth performance declined to an average 2.3% per year compared to
an average of 4% in the 1980s and was insufficient to address high poverty rates (Chart 25).
Lower growth rates were mainly due to external developments (six droughts in ten years, slow
European growth) as well as stagnating structural reforms. Consequently, Morocco's per capita
GDP remained broadly unchanged, while urban unemployment remained greater than 20%.
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Poverty has been increasing in recent years and income and social differences are substantial,
especially between rural and urban areas. Particularly noteworthy is the high illiteracy rate,
affecting more than 50% of the population. With respect to economic reforms, the Association
Agreement with the European Union (EU) may serve as an important instrument to recover some
reform momentum, providing the basis for a closer integration of these two economies.

Real sector developments

In 2001 the Moroccan economy expanded by 6.5% because of strong domestic demand (Chart
26). This exceptional growth rate was based on a sharp recovery in agricultural production,
increasing by 27% after two years of double-digit contraction. This boosted domestic demand,
since more than 50% of the labour force is involved in agriculture. Furthermore, the subdued
inflation rate helped preserve consumers’ purchasing power, while wage increases for civil
servants further stimulated domestic demand. Domestic demand also benefited from strongly
rising non-residents’ transfers that came close to 10% of GDP in 2001. Non-agricultural GDP
growth accelerated modestly to 3.9% in 2001 compared with a growth rate of 3.5% in the
previous year, driven primarily by the construction, mining, and tourism sectors.

For 2002 the government expects a mild decrease in the growth rate to 4.5% as a consequence of
lower, tourism revenues, non-residents' remittances, and industrial and agricultural production
(Chart 26). The negative consequences of September 11th on the tourism sector have not yet
bottomed out, as tourist numbers continued contracting by an annual rate of 21% in the first eight
months of 2002. Furthermore private consumption – which in 2001 had been stimulated by a
substantial increase of worker remittances - seems to have been more subdued in 2002. Looking
at the production side, agricultural output appears to have expanded by some 7-8% in 2002,
based on data for the first six months. Its contribution to overall growth is thus expected to be
lower than in 2001. Growth in the service sector is likely to have accelerated to around 4%, up
from 2.2% in 2001, notwithstanding the weak performance in the tourism sector, due to the
robust trade, transport, and communication sectors.
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Consumer prices recorded a small increase of 0.7% in 2001, in line with past successful
macroeconomic stabilisation efforts that kept price increases below the 3% level (Chart 27).
More recently, price dynamics have been positively influenced by depressed domestic demand in
the years 1999-2000 and administrative controls on oil prices and some services, in particular, in
the telecommunication sector. Furthermore, low commodity prices stemming from weak
international demand, and favourable developments in  the agricultural sector helped to contain
inflationary pressures in 2001. Interestingly, the 5% devaluation of the Moroccan dirham (MAD)
in April 2001 did not seem to have major inflationary consequences, which might indirectly
confirm the presence of wage and price rigidities.

The average inflation rate for 2002 is forecast to meet the government target of 2.5%, despite
substantial food price increases. Consumer prices started to accelerate at the beginning of the
year and reached an annual growth of 4.6% in May before falling back to 1.6% in August.
Significantly higher food price increases were caused by erratic climatic conditions in the first
quarter of 2002, as evidenced by the fact that core-inflation remained well below 2%. As
domestic demand is showing no signs of overheating in the foreseeable future, assuming
unchanged monetary and fiscal policies, the overall inflation rate can be expected to remain
below the 3% level in the medium term.

Fiscal policy

Fiscal policy has entered a fragile path, displaying a pronounced expansionary attitude in 2001,
and contrasts with the balanced budget target announced by the Moroccan authorities in the
second half of the 1990's. The consolidated deficit (excluding privatisation proceeds) widened to
around 7% of GDP in 2001 compared to an average deficit of 4.3% in 1999/00 (fiscal year)
(Chart 28). The fiscal slippage is reflected in a negative primary balance since the second half of
2000 and in a widening of the structural deficit to 5% of GDP. Exceptional privatisation receipts
softened financing constraints and alleviated short-term risks to macroeconomic stability, but
have also contained pressure for fiscal reform. The public sector wage bill kept rising in 2001
and accounted, together with debt service costs, for more than half of total expenditures.
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Fiscal targets for 2002 (consolidated deficit of 6.1%) are not expected to be fully met on the
basis of data for the first eight months80. On the revenue side, tax receipts displayed a more
moderate growth rate of 5.4% than expected due to weak economic growth in the first eight
months, while non-tax receipts declined by around 25% on the back of lower privatisation
revenues in this period. More worryingly, a wage revaluation for civil servants in the educational
sector – not foreseen in the 2002 budget – might have contributed to the fiscal slippage. In this
respect the “Institut National d’Analyse de la Conjuncture” has pointed to significant risks of
deterioration of the fiscal balance. Financing of the fiscal deficit is primarily on the domestic
debt market, and temporary payment arrears also played a role as a "financing instrument" in the
first half of 2002.

Monetary and exchange rate policy

The authorities have moved towards a more accommodating monetary policy since the
beginning of 2001, providing a stimulus to economic growth. This policy was intensified after
the September 11th 2001 event. The Bank al-Maghrib cut its weekly and five-day repo rates by
50 basis points in March and November 2001 respectively. In March 2002, the Central Bank
further eased monetary conditions by reducing its two repo rates by an additional 50 basis points,
bringing the weekly repo down to 3.75% and the five-day repo to 4.75%. The latest steps appear
to have been directed towards stimulating growth, as (core) inflation remained well under control
during the past 12 months and as priorities shifted to the real economy and its downside risks
after September 11th 2001.

Exceptional liquidity conditions caused monetary aggregates to surpass the target corridor set for
2001, but M1 growth has been reduced in 2002. The banking sector experienced high liquidity in
2001 on the back of higher-than-expected inflows of privatisation revenues (partial sale of Maroc
Telecom), strong tourist revenues (up to September) and substantial transfers from Moroccans
living abroad. Consequently, growth of M1 (15.9%) surpassed the already relatively high target
corridor of 9-10% in 2001. This however did not translate into inflationary pressures, as a
                                                
80 However, the government indicated that an improvement in tax collection was under way since September 2002
that would still allow the targets to be met (expected consolidated deficit of 5.9%).
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decreasing velocity for money offset the increase. Measures81 to absorb the excess liquidity have
reduced growth rates of the monetary aggregates to below 10% at the end of the third quarter
2002.

Morocco maintains its policy of pegging the dirham (MDH) to an undisclosed basket of
currencies, though the weight of the basket currencies has been recently changed in favour of the
euro. The currency peg was adopted at the beginning of the 1990s by the Moroccan authorities
following a period of sharp depreciation caused by a lack of financial discipline and
unsustainable balance of payments deficits. In April 2001, the government changed the
composition of the basket currencies, increasing the euro's weight to better reflect Morocco's
commercial and financial links with the EU82. In addition to that, this latest policy step also
included a devaluation of 5% against the basket in order to soften pressure on the external
equilibrium.

External sector developments

In 2001, the current account recorded a surplus of around 5% of GDP after experiencing
moderate deficits for several years. The exceptional surplus was caused by a strong increase in
tourism revenues, resulting in a near doubling of the non-factor service balance, as well as by a
surge of remittances of Moroccans abroad. In particular, transfers increased to around 10% of
GDP also stimulated by the introduction of euro banknotes and coins. In addition to those two
factors, a minor decline of the trade balance deficit to 8.4% of GDP from 9.3% of GDP in 2000
contributed to this outcome, as imports (in value terms) shrank more than exports.

In 2001, the capital and financial account as well as the reserve position was strongly influenced
by an exceptional surge of FDI flows. FDI flows linked to the partial privatisation of Maroc
Telecom amounted to EUR 2.3 billion or 5.9% of GDP in 2001 compared to an average of
around 0.6% in the period 1990-2000 and contributed to the large financial and capital account
surplus in 2001. Thanks to surpluses on both the capital and financial accounts as well as the
current account, official foreign currency reserves increased to EUR 9.6 billion at the end of
2001 (2000: EUR 5.2 billion) and raised the coverage of imports to 9.6 months (4.8 months at
the end of 2000).

As for 2002, a lowering of the current account surplus to around 2% of GDP appears to be the
most realistic scenario. The service balance surplus was set to diminish, as tourism revenues
were impacted negatively by the September 11th attack, falling by 21% in the first eight months
of 2002 compared to the same period in 2001. Furthermore, growth in transfers stalled up to
August 2002, as the exceptional impact of the introduction of euro banknotes and coins faded
and as EU growth remained sluggish. In contrast, the trade deficit improved modestly in the first
eight months of 2002, as import activity remained at the pre-year level, depressed by weak
domestic demand and lower oil prices, while exports increased by 8.3% during the same period.

For 2002, the financial and capital accounts were expected to return to the pre-2001 situation.
FDI flows were expected to subside to a lower level, as already confirmed by figures for the first

                                                
81 Measures included the maintenance of 10% of banks' liabilities at the central bank, the non-allocation of funds
during repurchase auctions for more than seven months and the partial transfer of privatisation revenues to the
HASSAN II Fund for Economic and Social Development.
82 Results from different empirical estimations point to the euro as the dominant currency (weight of 75-77% since
April 2001), gaining by 20% since 2002, while the USD accounts for 23-25%.
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eight months of 2002 (FDI flows decreased to MDH 3.4 billion from MDH 30.2 billion in the
same period the previous year). Net other investments were emerging again as the most
important component of the capital and financial account. Overall, however, transactions in the
capital and financial account are likely to remain at a rather low level in absolute terms, as long
as significant restrictions on many forms of financial flows are maintained. Import coverage  is
expected to remain relatively unchanged, close to 10 months, as official reserves develop in line
with imports.

Structural reforms

Morocco has been trying - with mixed results so far - to attract FDI inflows by improving the
investment climate and stepping up privatisation efforts. Notwithstanding the exceptional FDI
inflow of 5.9% of GDP in 2001 mainly due to the partial privatisation of Maroc Telecom, overall
FDI flows remained at a rather low level, averaging 0.6% of GDP in the last decade. Measures
have been taken to reinforce the legal environment for investors and to improve the so-called
“welcoming services” for foreigners. In January 2002, a new decentralised investment scheme
was launched and regional investment centres (CRI) are being opened. However, businesses still
face complicated procedures, a low degree of transparency as well as strict labour laws83. The
authorities have identified strategic sectors (tourism, automotive, textile and electronic products)
to which FDI should be channelled.

Even though the government expected privatisation receipts of around 3% of GDP in 2002, the
non-conducive international environment and the opposition from unions and domestic business
will make it difficult to stick to the announced timetable. Privatisation projects that might be
delayed until 2003 relate to the sale of another 15% of Maroc Telecom, 66% of Regie des
Tabacs, the second fixed-telephone licence for residential services, 90% of the sugar firms
(Surac, Sunabel), 38% of the car assembler Somaca as well as a printing plant (Sonir).

As part of addressing structural rigidities in the fiscal accounts, the Moroccan government has
announced that it will put public administration reform on the top of the agenda. It would aim to
maintain the size of the public sector wage bill between 12-13% of GDP (considering the latter
value as a ceiling), in particular via limiting hiring and implementing an early retirement plan.
However, this is now greater that the government’smore ambitious 10% of GDP target, as
announced in its 2002-04 plan. Other announced measures include improved management of
financial resources through deconcentration of competencies, a higher emphasis on performance
and efficiency in the civil service career system, more fixed-term contracts and early retirement
schemes

Trade liberalisation in the context of the EU Association Agreement remains on the Moroccan
agenda. While trade liberalisation proceeded at a slower pace in the 1990s, a period in which
many of Morocco’s competitors on the European market aggressively liberalised their trade
regimes, the recent entry into force of the EU Association Agreement has already increased the
speed of trade liberalisation. This agreement calls for a gradual elimination of tariffs for all
European industrial products, to be completed over a 12-year period. The dismantling of
protection will put competitive pressures on Moroccan industry and further emphasise the need
for reforms to improve the environment for the private sector and in particular the tradable goods
sector. The most recent steps in this context have been the start of negotiations on the gradual
liberalisation of trade in agricultural products with the EU in January 2002.
                                                
83 Heritage foundation: 2002 The index of economic freedom.
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Relations with the EU and IFIs

The Euro-Mediterranean Association Agreement with Morocco was signed in February 1996,
and entered into force in March 2000. All provisions regarding the tariff dismantling side have
been enforced. Starting from March 2003, a number of basic industrial goods originating in the
European Community will be allowed entry into Morocco free of customs duties, while tariff
dismantling will start with a 10 % reduction on all the other industrial goods. At the end of 2002,
negotiations for additional reciprocal concessions in the agricultural sector were under way.

Morocco is an important beneficiary of EU community aid programmes, including structural
adjustment facilities (SAF). Since end 1995 a total of EUR 917 million have been committed in
favour of Morocco, of which EUR 342 million have been devoted to SAF operations. While one
SAF operation has already been completed under the MEDA I regulation three other SAFs are
being implemented. These target reforms in the financial sector (EUR 52 million, EUR 25
million disbursed at the end of 2001), the health insurance system (EUR 50 million) and water
management (EUR 120 million). Two additional SAF operations are being prepared, focussing
on the transport sector (2003, EUR 66 million) and public administration reform (2004, EUR 81
million).

There was no IMF programme for Morocco in place at the end of 2002 and the last programmes
(three stand-by arrangements) date back to the beginning of the 1990's.

The World Bank Group’s co-operation strategy in Morocco seeks to address the key challenges
facing the country. Its activities focus especially on actions aimed at reducing poverty, inequality
and exclusion, and with an increased emphasis on capacity building and institutional reform. As
of December 2002, the World Bank portfolio in Morocco consisted of 20 active projects
amounting to USD 591.2 million, including the following projects: Health financing and
management project (USD 66 million), municipal finance project (USD 70 million) and a basic
health project (USD 68 million).84 The preparations for an agricultural development project
(USD 25.3 million) and an educational reform project (USD 50 million) are under way.

                                                
84 Source: World Bank's Internet site: http://www.worldbank.org/html/extdr/regions.htm#m
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MOROCCO

Main economic indicators
prel. for.

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Real sector
   Real GDP growth (% yoy, avg) -6.6 12.2 -2.2 6.8 -0.7 2.4 6.5 4.5
   Inflation CPI avg, % yoy 6.1 3.0 1.0 2.8 0.7 1.9 0.6 2.7
   Unemployment rate, % yoy 22.3 17.8 16.0 15.0 13.9 13.7 12.7 12.6
   GDP per capita, in USD 1250 1365 1224 1284 1239 1146 1130 1180

Fiscal Sector
   Total revenues1, % of GDP --- 24.6 25.4 27.4 27 26.3 24.3 ---
   Total expenditure2, % of GDP --- 23.2 23.2 24.8 26.1 27.2 26.5 ---
   Consol. budget balance3, % of GDP --- -3.4 -3.4 -2.5 -4.3 -6.5 -7.2 -6.1
   Domestic debt4, % of GDP --- --- --- --- --- --- 45.9 46.3

Monetary sector
   Money (M1), % yoy --- --- 7.7 6.7 11.5 8.2 15.9 9.4
   Broad money (M3), % yoy --- --- 9.2 6.0 10.2 8.4 14.1 7.5
   Credit to the private sector, % of GDP 32.3 31.2 46.4 47.9 51.4 56.0 52.0 52.7
   Degree of Monetisation (M3/GDP) --- 66.2 69.9 68.1 74.2 78.9 83.3 84.4

External sector
   Current account balance, % of GDP -3.6 0.1 -0.3 -0.4 -0.4 -1.4 4.9 1.9
   Trade balance, % of GDP -7.5 -6.0 -5.4 -6.2 -6.6 -9.3 -8.4 -7.0
   Foreign direct investment flows, % of GDP 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 5.9 1.0
   Import cover (months) 3.4 3.7 4.0 4.2 5.2 4.8 9.6 9.6

External Vulnerability
   External Debt, % of GDP 68.7 59.6 58.1 54.8 51.3 45.8 40.0 34.1
   Debt-to-Export Ratio 329.9 317.3 286.4 286.8 253.8 215.7 199.6 170.6
   Debt Service Ratio5 37.3 34.1 32.5 29.7 27.6 24.0 23.8 23.0
   Reserves/M3 --- 15.8 16.8 16.8 21.3 17.5 29.3 28.4

Financial sector
   Short-term interest rate6 10.06 8.42 7.89 6.3 5.64 5.41 4.44 ---
   Exchange rate (per USD, eop) 8.47 8.80 9.71 9.26 10.09 10.62 11.56 10.10
   Exchange rate (per EUR, eop) --- --- --- 10.80 10.14 9.89 10.19 10.40
   Real effective exchange rate (1995=100) 100.0 100.8 101.7 104.2 105.2 108.2 103.7 ---

Source: Morocco Ministry for Economic Development, Central Bank of Morocco, Eurostat, IMF, IIF, DRI-Wefa
1 Excluding GSM license receipts in 1999/2000.
2 Total expenditure and net lending.
3 Consolidated government balance excluding grants and privatisation receipts.
4 Domestic public debt.
5 Total debt service in % of exports goods, services & income.
6 Data refer to the interbank lending rate.
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SYRIA

•  Syria experienced an economic recovery during 2001 and 2002, thanks to favourable oil
price developments and good harvests. However a number of structural elements
continue to keep Syria's growth performance below potential.

•  The favourable oil price developments in 2001 and particularly 2002 contributed to
keeping the fiscal position under control but did not lead to an improvement in fiscal
balances, partly due to large deficits from the Price Stabilisation Fund.

•  Steps were made to unify the exchange rate in 2002, but the currency is not yet fully
convertible and access to foreign exchange remains restricted.

•  In 2002 Syria and the EU completed the 9th round of negotiations for the conclusion of
an Association Agreement. The round clarified the respective positions with a view to
the tariff dismantling negotiations scheduled for 2003.

Background

With a population of about 17 million and a GDP per capita of EUR 2930 in PPP terms in 2000,
Syria is a lower-middle income country. In PPP terms, its income per capita is the lowest in the
Mediterranean region, at about 13% of the EU average level. Its economy relies heavily on
agriculture (accounting for 30% of GDP and employment in 2000). Services, especially trade, ,
transport, and communication services, account for about half of GDP, while the contribution of
manufacturing is relatively small (6% of GDP in 2000). Although an oil producer and exporter
(75% of total exports in 2000 were of oil and derived products), Syria is not a member of OPEC.

Syria took some steps to liberalise its economy during the last decade, indicating that the reform
path would be a gradual and conservative one. A first generation of market-oriented reforms in
the early 1990s together with major oil discoveries led to healthy growth rates of 5-7% in the
first half of the decade. However, in the second half of the 1990s growth declined to around 2-
3% on the back of poor meteorological conditions, an adverse external environment (particularly
with respect to oil prices) and the slowing down of reforms. Business performance has been
constrained by a rather difficult operating environment and various restrictions on private sector
activity, such as, price controls, substantial agricultural subsidies, an underdeveloped financial
system and the dominance of state-owned enterprises. Inflation rates were lowered during the
1990s and price growth was actually negative at the end of the decade. Meanwhile, fiscal
discipline was broadly maintained despite the large costs of price subsidisation.

Real sector developments

The economy recovered after a recession in 1999 (which partly resulted from a severe drought),
with real GDP rising by 2.5% in 2000 and a further 3-4 in 200185 (Chart 29). Growth took place
in overall favourable economic conditions, namely positive agricultural harvests, higher oil

                                                
85 Syrian data needs to be treated with caution, as substantial revisions might occur. Private sector institutions and
the Mediterranean Institute (FEMISE) estimate a growth rate of below 2% for Syria in 2001.
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production volumes and sustained oil prices after the fall of 1998. This should have contributed
to a slight improvement in living standards in the face of elevated demographic growth rates
(2.5% per year).

Official forecasts for real GDP growth in 2002 are 3.5%, although the actual outcome might be
somewhat lower (about 3%) as a consequence of dwindling oil production (around 490,000
barrels per day (bpd) in 2002, from 540,000 bpd in 2000), weak world demand for Syrian
exports and stagnating domestic demand (Chart 29). Growth appears to be supported by an
increase in government expenditure (including through the recent wage increases), strong
agricultural performance and favourable oil price developments in 2002.

Chart 29: Syria - Real GDP growth
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Prices were stable in 2001, with inflation at about 0.5-1% after three consecutive years of
deflation. For 2002, the wage increases, the expected rise in global non-oil commodity prices and
the removal of some government price subsidies were expected to put some moderate upward
pressure on inflation. The rise in inflation should however be restrained to 1.5-2% in 2002 on the
back of relatively weak domestic demand and sufficient stocks of food products.

Fiscal policy

Syria’s fiscal position is influenced by oil price developments and by the activities of the Price
Stabilisation Fund (PSF), which administers price controls and subsidies for food items. The
consolidated fiscal deficit was estimated to have decreased to 1.6% GDP in 2001 from 2.1% of
GDP the previous year. This deficit figure includes large losses of the PSF, which are estimated
at 2.1% and 1.4% of GDP respectively in 2000 and 2001 (Chart 30). The slight widening of the
deficit excluding the PSF in 2001 was mainly the result of wage and salary increases, a lower
surplus from public enterprises and the reduction of some tariffs and tax rates. According to
World Bank estimates, gross debt stood at 116% of GDP in 2001.

Although official figures project a balanced budget86, the consolidated budget deficit (including
the PSF) is expected to widen to 3% of GDP in 2002 despite the favourable oil price

                                                
86 This is standard practice in Syria, as loans are included among revenues.
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developments that year. The budget for 2002 can be regarded as expansionary, with an 11%
increase in expenditures and a 7% rise in revenues. Around half of the budget was allocated to
capital investments, mainly for communications infrastructure and utilities. In 2002 the
government also implemented some wage and pension rises, accompanied by the reduction of
some price subsidies.

In October 2002 the cabinet approved the 2003 budget proposal, which included an 18% increase
in expenditure. There are indications that 50% of the budget will be devoted to capital
investments, and 14% will be allocated to salaries (a 24% rise on last year's level). Past
budgetary performance indicates some difficulties in the full execution of the capital expenditure
component of the budget.

Monetary and exchange rate policy

Monetary policy is mainly directed to the needs of the public sector within a framework of
administrative credit allocation. Credit is largely centrally allocated through an annual credit plan
and interest rates are set administratively without taking into account the country's inflation or
liquidity conditions. For example, interest rates have not changed since 1981. In addition to
credit allocation and interest rate controls inflation is repressed through administrative prices and
a fixed exchange rate system. Although the Credit and Monetary Committee, set up in April
2002 within the Central Bank, is nominally in charge of monetary policy and the development of
the financial sector, ultimate control over such matters remains firmly under the aegis of the
Ministry of Economy and Foreign Trade.

The government recently moved forward with regard to exchange rate liberalisation, but the
Syrian pound (SYP) is not yet fully convertible. In June 2002 the authorities announced the
unification, at the "neighbouring countries rate" of SYP 46.0-46.5 per US dollar, of the three
exchange rates for custom valuation, used for calculating customs tariffs and customs fees. For
current account transactions, the pound is however still traded by the government controlled
Commercial Bank of Syria at several different rates (an official rate of SYP 46/USD prevailing

Chart 30: Syria - Fiscal developments
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on public sector imports and exports; an official floating rate of around SYP 51-52/USD
applying to most private sector “free” imports, and a higher SYP 55-57/USD rate applying to the
“export proceeds” market87). Trading takes place on two separate markets, as the authorities
maintain the principle that private sector imports should be financed by private foreign exchange
receipts, while oil exports should be used to finance government and public sector imports.

The complex exchange rate system is a major constraint on business sector activity. It prevents
progress on the convertibility of the Syrian pound and freeing up capital movements, with
negative repercussions on the level of foreign investments. Most private foreign exchange
transactions occur on the parallel unofficial markets of Lebanon and Jordan, mainly fed by
Syrian workers’ remittances and private sector exports. The black-market rate has generally been
stable since the second half of 2000, and with only a relatively small divergence (SYP 4-5/USD)
from the official "neighbouring countries rate", apart from a temporary depreciation in 2002.
Such stability suggests some degree of official indirect control on these parallel markets.

External sector developments

Syria’s external balances are influenced, albeit increasingly less so, by developments in the oil
commodity markets (Chart 31). Crude oil and petroleum products accounted for 75% of total
exports in 2000. Unrecorded imports of oil from Iraq are believed to be substantial. Benefiting
from the recovery in oil prices since the second half of 1999 and stagnant domestic demand, the
trade surplus was over 7%88 of GDP in 2000, with a current account balance of around 5.5% of
GDP in the same year. Oil prices declined somewhat in 2001 but exported oil volumes rose and
the trade surplus fell slightly to 6.9% of GDP, with a current account surplus of 5.9% of GDP
that year.

Chart 31: Syria - External account developments
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87 The export proceeds market is where exporters can sell the 90% of export proceeds they are allowed to retain.
Foreign exchange for importing specific goods can only be acquired on this « premium » market.
88 According to the IMF IFS, the (fob) trade balance was EUR 1.5 billion in 2000. This figure differs significantly
from that from the IMF DOTs for the same year (EUR 700 million) due to the use of different exchange rates.
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According to Syrian sources, the trade balance recorded a EUR 576 million surplus for the first
half of 2002, mainly brought about by a 150% year-on-year increase in private sector exports
compared to the first half of 2001. In the first quarter of 2002 tourism increased by 36% year-on-
year, reflecting the more intensive efforts of the authorities to attract visitors following the
September 11th events. As oil prices rose again in 2002, another wide trade surplus (7.2% of
GDP) and a comfortable, albeit lower, current account position (4.5% of GDP) is expected.

Foreign direct investment remains at a low level. Since its implementation in 1991, the
Investment Law n°10 (granting tax exemptions and easier access to foreign exchange to
investors) helped to bring several million dollars of investment into the country. FDI, mainly
related to oil and gas projects, increased from 0.5% of GDP in the period 1995-99 to around
1.7% of GDP in 2000-01. However, the slow pace of reforms discouraged more significant
inflows, including from the substantial Syrian funds thought to be held outside the country.
Syria's multiple exchange rate system remains one major deterrent to foreign investment. The
capital and financial accounts balance moved into negative territory during 2000. More recently,
a positive development was Syria’s adhesion to the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency
(MIGA) in mid-2002.

Syria’s officially acknowledged external debt was about 18% of GDP in 2001 and was expected
to further decline to 17% in 2002. This debt figure excludes military debt and obligations in
roubles to the Russian Federation (if these are included, foreign debt was believed to be about
120% of GDP in 2001). Most of the outstanding debt (80%) is owed to official creditors. In
recent years, Syria has successfully pursued the reduction of its external arrears, especially with
its European creditors (notably Germany).

Thanks to the favourable developments in oil prices, foreign reserves rose from EUR 2.7 billion
in 2000 to 3.2 billion in 2001 (over 7 months of goods’ imports). In 2002 reserves were expected
to have climbed further in USD terms but have decline slightly in EUR terms (to 3.1 billion).

Structural reforms

Syria’s business environment is a constraint on economic activity. Businesses are confronted by
a complex exchange rate and import tariff system, several import restrictions, complex taxation
rates and a non-performing financial sector. Structural reforms have gained a new momentum
since 2001, and several measures have been introduced to improve the business environment,
particularly on issues related to foreign trade, banking and foreign exchange. However, the
authorities maintain a very prudent and gradual approach to reforms, which they consider
appropriate to Syria’s political and social system.

Recent government measures include the price liberalisation, in 2001, of a number of goods,
notably those produced and traded by the private sector, and the reduction of certain subsidies89.
Furthermore, the government has taken steps to reduce red tape and improve the judicial system,
aiming to support private sector initiatives. Investment offices have been set up at the provincial
level in order to speed up the processing of licences. In July 2002 the authorities announced a
two-phase programme until 2006 for the introduction of further structural and legal reforms.
Tourism and the oil and gas sector are targeted for special development efforts.

                                                
89 However, many goods and services still remain subject to price controls or are subsidised through the Price
Compensation Fund.
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In the framework of the ongoing EU-Syria Association Agreement negotiations and
liberalisation within the Greater Arab Free Trade Area, in 2001 the authorities took steps to
liberalise the trade regime90. They decreased tariffs on imported raw materials (from 7-20% to
1%), reduced the list of prohibited import items and adopted the Harmonised Tariff
Classification System. During 2002 Syria also abolished the monopoly of import agents,
whereby traders possessing the required import licences will be allowed to import goods directly
from foreign operators, without recourse to a local agent. Furthermore, the government also took
some measures to stimulate Syria’s export sector, such as exempting exporters from acquiring
export licenses and facilitating the sale of surplus foreign currency. To increase the
competitiveness of Syrian goods on the world markets, the government abolished a tax on
agricultural production and a tax on export revenues. A new foreign exchange facility for
exporters was also announced in late 2002. However, the complex exchange and tariff systems,
together with numerous non tariff barriers, remain a major constraint on foreign trade.

Syria maintains a sizeable public enterprise sector, which in 2000 generated around 30% of GDP
and employed 25% of the total workforce. While no privatisation took place in 2001 and 2002,
nor appears envisaged for the time being, the authorities have announced measures to improve
the operational efficiency of state-owned companies, notably through investments in technology
and management independence (the possibility to outsource management to the private sector
has been evoked).

The banking sector remains underdeveloped. All the existing five banks and financial institutions
are state-owned and have so far operated within the context of a centrally planned economy,
whereby credit is largely centrally allocated through an annual credit plan and interest rates are
set administratively. A new banking law was passed in early 2001 allowing, for the first time in
40 years, the establishment of private banks. The move follows measures to allow private foreign
banking in the free trade zones91. The implementation of the new banking law has however been
held up by the absence of a regulatory framework. Moreover, discussions are under way on how
to revise the interest rate structure in view of the establishment of private banks, but as of the end
of 2002, liberalisation had not occurred. The rules for establishing private banks were also rather
restrictive and likely to attract  mainly regional Arab (particularly Lebanese) banks. In the
meantime, the government has started to reform state-owned banks, particularly through
computerisation and staff training.

In recent years a number of steps were taken to relax the rules on the acquisition and possession
of foreign currency. In 2000, the government authorised the transfer abroad of foreign currency
by residents, although only in limited amounts. In 2002 the government legalised, the opening of
foreign currency accounts and foreign currency transfers, although this will be initially restricted
to the (state-owned) Commercial Bank of Syria. As of October 2002 the Commercial Bank of
Syria is also authorised to sell limited amounts of foreign currency for specific non-commercial
purposes (such as medical treatment abroad and travel).

                                                
90 To date, about 50% of trade is conducted through the state-owned Foreign Trade Establishments, which are
responsible for importing and exporting those products for which business trading is prohibited. Businesses must
obtain an import licence to carry out non-prohibited imports.
91 There are a number of free trade zones in Syria. Businesses set up in such zones benefit from exemptions on
import tariffs and favourable tax treatment.
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Relations with the EU and IFIs

Negotiations with Syria for the conclusion of the Euro-Mediterranean Association Agreement
started in 1998 and a 9th negotiating round took place in November 2002. Discussions for the
time being have focused on the reform of the Syrian trade system in order to remove distortions
coming from import prohibitions, trade monopolies, various exchange rates to value goods, etc.
As the respective negotiating position has been clarified, discussions on actual tariff dismantling
should start in 2003.

EU financial assistance under MEDA I (1995-1999) consisted of projects worth over EUR 99
million mainly in support of economic transition, infrastructure development and education.
However, due to Syria’s late ratification of the MEDA framework agreement, actual financial
disbursements began only in 2000. Projects worth EUR 46 million were approved under MEDA
II during 2000 and 2001. For the programming period 2002-2004 additional EUR 63 million are
allocated to projects of industrial, financial and institutional modernisation, and social
development. No Structural Adjustment Facilities (SAF) are envisaged for the time being.

The EIB lending portfolio is around EUR 340 million, for projects in the infrastructure and more
recently health sectors (a EUR 100 million loan was approved in 2002 to improve hospital
facilities, the first EIB operation of this kind).

Syria does not receive any macro-financial support from the International Financial Institutions.
The IMF conducts regular economic reviews in the framework of Article IV consultations.
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SYRIA

Main economic indicators
prel. for.

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Real sector
   Real GDP growth (% yoy, avg) 5.8 4.4 1.8 7.6 -2.0 2.5 3.5 3.0
   Inflation CPI avg, % yoy 7.7 8.9 1.9 -0.4 -2.1 -0.6 1.0 1.7
   Unemployment rate, % yoy 7.0 n.a. n.a. 8.9 9.5 9.5 10.3 n.a.
   GDP per capita, in USD 949 1102 1110 1094 1098 1170 1150 1150

Fiscal Sector
   Total revenues, % of GDP 25.4 24.6 26.5 25.7 26.3 28.0 --- ---
   Total expenditure, % of GDP 26.7 24.5 25.0 25.3 24.6 28.7 --- ---
   Consol. budget balance, % of GDP excluding PSF -1.4 0.1 1.5 0.4 1.7 0.0 -0.2 ---
   Consol. Budget balance, including PSF, % of GDP -3.8 -2.8 -1.4 -2.3 -1.1 -2.1 -1.6 -3.0
   Domestic debt, % of GDP --- --- --- --- --- 125 116 ---

Monetary sector
   Base money (M0), % yoy 7.6 4.8 5.0 7.3 15.2 24.0 --- ---
   Broad money (M2), % yoy 9.2 10.0 8.4 10.5 13.4 19.0 25.0 ---
   Credit to the private sector, % of GDP 21.6 4.7 10.1 -1.0 3.8 1.7 2.8 ---
   Degree of Monetisation (M2/GDP) 55.5 50.5 50.7 52.5 57.5 64.9 --- ---

External sector
   Current account balance, % of GDP 1.2 -0.4 1.9 -0.3 0.6 5.5 5.9 4.5
   Trade balance, % of GDP -0.9 -1.9 2.7 -1.1 1.2 7.3 6.9 7.2
   Net foreign direct investment flows, % of GDP 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 1.8 --- ---
   Import cover (months) 4 4.9 5.8 7.3 7.6 8 --- ---

External Vulnerability
   External Debt, % of GDP 27.8 27 28.4 31.4 32.8 20.4 17.9 16.9
   Debt-to-Export Ratio 119.8 113.9 116.1 166.8 149.0 101.9 --- ---
   Debt Service Ratio 18.8 17.4 28.4 29.8 25.8 24.8 19.8 ---
   Reserves/M2 --- --- 28.6 25.9 22.1 22.0 21.3 ---

Financial sector
   Short-term interest rate1 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
   Exchange rate (per USD, eop)2 44.0 44.0 15.5 16.5 46.3 46.3 46.3 46.3
   Market rate (Beirut, Amman) 50.1 50.1 51.4 52.0 51.6 50.1 51.5 51.5
   Exchange rate (per EUR, eop)3 --- --- --- 60.7 60.2 58.5 60.1 60.1
   Real effective exchange rate (1995=100) 100 107.1 111.4 109.3 109.0 109.6 113.3

Source: Ministry for Economic and Foreign Trade, IMF, Medstat, IIF, DRI-Wefa, EIU
1 Discount rate.
2 Official rate in neighbouring countries.
3 Calculated cross rate.
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TUNISIA

•  After recording a growth rate of close to 5% in 2001,  GDP growth in 2002 is expected
to have grown by around 2% because of a combination of negative domestic and
external factors,.

•  Higher expenditure growth and lower than expected revenues on the back of weak
economic growth are weighing on the 2002 fiscal accounts.

•  The current account deficit is expected to remain broadly unchanged at 4.3% of GDP
in 2002, while FDI inflows are displaying a significant upward trend.

•  Tunisia was the first country in the region to sign an Association Agreement with the
EU, in July 1995. The agreement came into force on March 1, 1998 and its
implementation is well advanced.

Tunisia can be characterised as a small and open economy, whose GDP in PPP terms amounted
to EUR 57 billion in 2001 and whose degree of openness was the second highest in the region, at
around 98% of GDP. Tunisia has the highest degree of trade integration with the EU among
Mediterranean countries, exchanging more than 80% of total merchandise goods with EU
Member States. It had the lowest population growth rate among Mediterranean countries (1.4%
per year in the period 1995-02) and a total population of about 10 million, translating into GDP
per capita of around EUR 5900 (PPP) in 2001 (or 26.6% of the EU level), which is the second
highest in the region.

Tunisia’s economic performance has been impressive over the recent past; average real GDP
increased by an average of 5.6% per year during the period 1996-2000, fiscal deficits were
maintained at an average of around 3% of GDP, inflation declined to below 3% and the current
account deficit remained at a manageable level of below 3.5% of GDP. The foundation of this
economic performance was laid in the late 1980s when Tunisia embarked on a series of
economic adjustment programmes. These focussed on a prudent macroeconomic management, a
gradual liberalisation of domestic prices, a downsizing of the public sector and trade
liberalisation. A further impetus to economic reforms was the signing (and entry into force) of an
Association Agreement with the EU in 1995 (1998).

Real sector developments

In 2001 Tunisia continued to record a relatively high growth rate of close to 5%. Economic
growth in the non-agricultural sector amounted to 5.9% (4.9% for the overall economy) and was
particularly strong in the electro-mechanical and textile industries, followed by the service
industry. However, output of the agricultural sector (14.5% of overall GDP) decreased by 1.5%
as a consequence of a severe drought. Although exports continued to record strong gains,
domestic demand components, in particular public and private consumption, acted as the main
pillars of growth. Despite this growth performance, unemployment remained high at 15% due to
a rapidly growing labour force.
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A combination of negative domestic and external shocks weighed on economic growth in 2002
but will not prevent an upswing in 2003. Preliminary GDP data for the first half of 2002
indicated a growth rate of only 0.4% compared to the same period in 2001, mainly as a result of
sluggish economic activity in the EU and the impact of the terrorist attacks of September 11th

2001 as well as in Djerba. Indeed, tourist revenues decreased by 15% in the first nine months of
2002. Furthermore, the drought continued to burden the agricultural sector in the first half of
2002. Consequently, official growth forecasts for 2002 were lowered again to 1.9% at the
beginning of the fourth quarter 2002 (Chart 32).

Tunisia continued its good track record of price stability in 2001, keeping the inflation rate
below 3%. The Central Bank defused inflationary pressures induced by a nominal devaluation
and strong domestic demand growth via a tightening of monetary policy, as reflected in a
deceleration of credit growth to the economy to 10.2% in 2001 from 13.1% the previous year. A
slower pace of administered price liberalisation and higher competition in the manufactured
goods market, which was stimulated by tariff reductions in the framework of the EU Association
Agreements, also contained the price increase.

A tightening of monetary conditions as envisaged in the monetary programme for 2002 and
economic growth running below its potential rate will assist in maintaining the inflation rate at a
low single-digit level. Although the average annual inflation rate accelerated to 3.3% up to May
2002 on the back of higher prices for foodstuff, transportation, clothing, and housing prices, the
substantial lowering of the M4 growth target - 10% to 7% in 2002 – has already started to rein
inflationary pressures. The annual CPI growth rate fell back to below 3% in October. Taking into
account the revised real growth rate of 1.9% in 2002 and assuming that the velocity of money
will continue to decrease, then an average consumer price increase of 3% in 2002 - as targeted in
the Xth Plan - appears likely

Fiscal policy

The consolidated government deficit (excluding grants and privatisation receipts) declined
moderately to 2.8% of GDP in 2001 down from 3.4% in 2000, in line with the fiscal
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consolidation that started in the mid-1990’s. Furthermore, the primary balance swung back into
the positive range to 0.2% of GDP. This consolidation was in particular made possible by an
increase of tax revenues – by 0.4% of GDP – on the back of strong economic activity and more
efficient tax collection. In addition, decreasing current expenditures (lower by 0.3% of GDP) and
lower net lending have positively influenced the outcome. Government debt remained broadly
unchanged at around 53% of GDP, comprised of roughly 40% of domestic debt and 60% of
external debt.

Although the budget for 2002 foresees a further reduction of the consolidated government deficit
to 2.1%, recent fiscal figures deviate from this projection. Within the budget 2002 framework
revenues are expected to increase by 6.4%, while expenditures are set to rise only by 2.2%,
implying a decrease in real terms. Most of the expenditure decrease is forecasted to come from a
decrease in net lending operations from 0.5% of GDP in 2001 to –0.2% of GDP in 2002.
However, during the first nine months, revenues have displayed only a moderate growth rate of
2.7 % compared to the same period of 2001 and are caused only by a 10.7 % increase in non-tax
receipts, mostly of a one-off nature. Furthermore, administrative costs, mainly related to the
public sector’s wage bill, increased 5.9 % in this period compared to a scheduled annual rise of
5.3%. Finally, lower GDP growth (from 4.9% to 1.9%) will weigh on the fiscal accounts. Indeed,
the central government deficit already reached 5.1% of GDP (excluding grants and privatisation
revenues) in the first nine months of 2002, compared to the budget 2002 target of –2.4 %.92

Monetary and exchange rate policy

The Tunisian monetary policy framework remained broadly unchanged in recent years.
Targeting growth of broad money – besides pursuing a tightly managed exchange rate regime -
represents the core of the current monetary policy framework. Thanks to extensive restrictions
on capital flows the monetary authorities were able to pursue such an independent monetary
policy, while managing the exchange rate intensively. The Central Bank of Tunisia uses the
expansion of credit to the economy as in intermediate target for growth in broad money, whereby
in the recent past the target rate was set in line with the expected expansion of nominal GDP
growth.

The Central Bank of Tunisia has been tightening its monetary policy stance since 2001 in
response to strong domestic demand pressure that contributed to a deterioration of Tunisia's
external accounts. In response to higher than scheduled growing monetary and credit aggregates
in 2000 and 2001, liquidity conditions were compressed by changing the rules concerning
refinancing opportunities for the banking sector and implementing new indirect monetary policy
instruments. Liquidity demands of the banking sector are no longer automatically satisfied but
exposed to competition via auctions, while the new instruments range from the introduction of 3-
month repo operations to new collateral rules as well as new marginal lending and depository
facilities. For 2002, the authorities adopted a growth target rate of broad money of 7% (2001:
10%) which will translate into a further tightening of monetary conditions. At the same time, a
broadly stable trade-weighted real exchange rate is targeted, implying a regular and gradual
adjustment of the nominal exchange rate.

The real effective exchange rate continued to depreciate in 2001-02 after having been relatively
stable in the period 1995-99. Following a depreciation of 0.6 % in 2000, the trade-weighted real
exchange rate decreased further by 2.5% in 2001 and by around 4% up to July 2002. In the same
                                                
92 EU Delegation, "Rapport Economique Trimestriel", 3Q 2002, Tunis (Internal Document).
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period, the nominal value of the Tunisian dinar declined only slightly against the euro, while
depreciating close to 6% against the US dollar in 2001 (Chart 33). The higher volatility of the
dinar against the US dollar than the euro clearly indicates the euro’s predominance as reference
currency within the currency basket, which is supported by empirical estimations that attribute a
weight of 68-70% (30-32%) to the euro (US dollar) for recent years.

External sector developments

In 2001 the current account deficit remained largely unchanged at 4.3% of GDP, as strong
domestic demand kept the current account under pressure. Despite impressive real export growth
of 16% the trade balance deteriorated slightly from 10.3% of GDP in 2000 to 12.0% of GDP in
2001, as strong consumer spending fuelled double-digit import growth. However, the increase in
the trade deficit was offset by increased tourism revenue (notwithstanding the slump in the
fourth quarter of 2001 due to the impact of September 11th on the tourist sector), exceptionally
high workers’ remittance from abroad, and lower interest rate payments on external debt.
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In 2002, the current account deficit is again likely to have posted a deficit of around 4.3% of
GDP although the underlying dynamics have changed significantly (Chart 34). The terrorist
attacks of September 11th 2001 and Djerba had a strong impact on tourist receipts – already
lower by 18.5% in the first half of 2002 compared to the same period of 2001 – and on the
transport sector. As for trade activities, data from the first three quarters indicate that both export
and import growth cooled-off, translating potentially into an improvement in the trade deficit to
10.5% of GDP in 2002. Nominal export (import) revenues were down 1% (3%) in the first ten
months of 2002 over the same period last year, while transfers of non-residents fell by around
10%.

The 2002 current account deficit is expected to be financed by higher privatisation-induced FDI
inflows than in 2001. Recent FDI flows compare favourably with 2001, when less transparent
privatisation procedures and weaker international conditions led to disappointing privatisation
revenues of just EUR 470 million (2.0% of GDP). In 2001 the bulk (70%) of financial flows
came from a net increase in medium and long-term loan. FDI data for the first half of 2002 point
to the nearly doubling of inflows to close to EUR 445 million, or 3.5% of GDP, compared to the
same period in 2001. while foreign direct investments amounted to.

Although some debt ratios declined significantly at the end of 2001, as a consequence of high
amortisation payments made in 2000-01, some signs of external vulnerability remained present.
Thanks to the first ECAL (World Bank loan) disbursement of USD 225 million, the level of
foreign reserves at the end of 2001 were held at the pre-year level (EUR 1.9 billion).
Consequently, foreign reserve coverage remained at a level of 1.8 months of imports, which
appears relatively moderate when compared to Tunisia’s neighbours (Morocco: 8.1, Algeria:
17.5). Overall short-term debt as a percentage of reserves remained high, at 126% in 2001, but
was lowered from 160% in 200093. Nevertheless, such a ratio poses a challenge for the ongoing
liberalisation of the capital account.

Structural reforms

A general rigidity on Tunisian expenditure side, in particular the high public sector wage bill,
represents one of the key structural problems in the fiscal area. As only a part of capital
expenditure can be influenced in a discretionary way – estimated at around 4% of GDP – the
scope to react to shocks with the fiscal instrument appears rather limited. A decomposition of
expenditure items clearly reveals the predominance of public sector wages that increased slightly
to 12% of GDP in 2001.

In 2002, the government gave further impetus to the privatisation process. This year started with
a successful initial public offering (of a 10% stake of STIP94) and the receipt of EUR 260 million
out of a total EUR 520 million for the second GSM mobile phone license awarded to Egypt’s
Orascom. Furthermore, the government pledged to offer 26 state-owned firms for privatisation
this year, including Union International de Banques and Banque du Sud, which are expected to
attract significant interest from international investors.

So far the external liberalisation process has yielded mixed results, although efforts have been
stepped up to promote exports. In terms of tariff reduction, overall nominal tariff protection has
fallen by seven percentage points to 26% in the last five years, but effective protection rates are
                                                
93 IMF article IV consultation, 2002.
94 Societé Tunisienne des Industries des Pneumatiques.
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still above the 1995 level and are expected only to fall back to this level by 2004. Several
measures have been implemented to address the fiscal impact of the decrease in tariff revenue
from 20% (1996) to 11% (2000), ranging from an increase in other taxes to efforts to improve
the efficiency of revenue collection. Concerning export promotion policies, several reforms have
been implemented in recent years such as the reduction of sea transport costs via an opening of
sea routes, the transfer of port handling activities to private companies and the simplification of
customs clearance procedures.

Although major reforms have led to a strengthening of Tunisia's financial sector, considerable
challenges remain to be tackled95. In recent years, reform efforts focused on a) the elimination of
all restrictions on lending rates and mandatory lending requirements to priority sectors, b)
gradual shift to indirect instruments of monetary control, c) modernisation of public debt
management, d) the establishment of an interbank FX market and e) further strengthening of the
legal framework for the financial service industry. The most recent steps include the enactment
of a new banking law and a law on collective investment funds. Despite these reform efforts, the
IMF indicates that some risks remain with regard to bank's exposure towards credit risk, non-
performing loans and the overall level of provisioning96.

Capital account liberalisation and liberalisation of the investment regime remains on the
Tunisian agenda, although with a rather longer-term perspective. Tunisia foresees having a fully
convertible currency (including capital convertibility) and a floating exchange rate regime by
2008. In the meantime, the Tunisian authorities are gradually proceeding towards this goal,
including the support of rating requests for its largest enterprises. These reforms are underpinned
by the development of a long-term domestic capital market and the strengthening of the
soundness and the effectiveness of the domestic financial system. Finally, this reform process
also includes the liberalisation of the investment regime, both for foreign direct investments and
for Tunisian investments abroad.

Relations with the EU and IFIs

Tunisia was the first country in the region to sign an Association Agreement with the European
Union, in July 1995. The agreement came into force on March 1, 199897. However, Tunisia has
unilaterally decided to apply the agreed tariff dismantling scheme from 1st January 1996. As a
result, dismantling regarding imports originating in the EU is well advanced in Tunisia. By 2002
around 40% of imports from the EU were allowed into Tunisia free of customs duties, while
most of the others were benefiting either from rates reduced to 44% of the basic rate or (for the
most sensitive products) from a rate reduced to 66% of the basic duty.

As for Community financial co-operation under MEDA, the National Indicative Programme
(NIP) for 2002-04 provides for EUR 248.7 million and focuses on three priority areas;
strengthening governance and institutions; further liberalisation of the economy; enhancing
employability and job creation for young people. During the period 2000-02 four SAF operations
(under MEDA II) were implemented. Three out of the four SAF operations for the period 2000-
02 (SAF III), support to basic education, support to ports modernisation) have already been
implemented and partially paid (EUR 41.7 million, EUR 20 million and EUR 9.5 million,

                                                
95 IMF: Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP), 2002
96 The provisioning shortfall in public banks amounts to 2.5 % of GPD at the end of 2001 and 40 % of loans to the
tourism sector are non-performing.
97 http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/tunisia/intro/index.htm
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respectively). Under the current NIP 2002-04 framework there is a SAF IV operation (support to
the reform of the medical insurance scheme). It amounts to EUR 78 million and will be
implemented in 2004.

There is currently no IMF programme in place. The last programme (EFF) dates back to the
beginning of the 1990s.

As of December 2002, the World Bank portfolio in Tunisia consisted of 21 active projects
amounting to USD 1144.6 million, supporting its three pillar co-operation strategy for 2000-02.98

First, the Bank's programmes focus on activities related to human resources development, natural
resources management and infrastructure development. Secondly, resources are devoted to
support economic reforms to enhance competitiveness, foster private sector development and
increase employment, while minimising the transitional costs of adjustment. In this respect, the
World Bank approved in December 2001 an USD 250 million loan to Tunisia, the third in a
series of policy reform initiatives (Economic Competitiveness Adjustment Loan, ECAL III).
Finally, new initiatives target the strengthening of local institutions, the launching of new
development niches, which should play a catalytic role in the mobilisation of secured external
financing from both public and private sources.

                                                
98 Source: World Bank's Internet site: http://www.worldbank.org/html/extdr/regions.htm#m
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TUNISIA

Main economic indicators
prel. for.

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Real sector
   Real GDP growth (% yoy, avg) 2.4 7.1 5.4 4.8 6.1 4.7 5.0 1.9
   Inflation CPI avg, % yoy 6.2 3.7 3.7 3.1 2.7 3.0 2.9 3.1
   Unemployment rate, % yoy --- --- --- --- --- 15.6 15.0 14.5
   GDP per capita, in USD 2012 2155 2052 2125 2199 2036 2061 2050

Fiscal Sector
   Total revenues1, % of GDP --- --- 28.4 29.2 29.1 29.3 29.5 29.2
   Total expenditure2, % of GDP --- --- 32.6 32 31.7 32.7 32.3 31.4
   Consol. budget balance3, % of GDP --- --- -4,2 -2,9 -2,6 -3,4 -2,8 -2,2
   Government debt4, % of GDP --- --- 62.2 58.2 55.5 54.3 52.9 49.2

Monetary sector
   Base money (M0), % yoy 9.5 35.8 8.1 -11.8 30.5 -11.4 17.0 ---
   Broad money (M3), % yoy --- 13.9 14.2 6.0 18.6 13.2 11.4 7.8
   Credit to the private sector, % of GDP --- 66.7 67.0 67.3 66.8 66.7 68.3 68.3
   Degree of Monetisation (M3/GDP) --- 50.5 52.6 51.5 55.9 58.5 60.6 61.3

External sector
   Current account balance, % of GDP -4.3 -2.4 -3.1 -3.4 -2.1 -4.2 -4.3 -4.3
   Trade balance, % of GDP -10.0 -11.0 -9.0 -10.3 -10.8 -10.3 -12.0 -10.6
   Foreign direct investment flows, % of GDP 1.8 1.3 2.1 3.4 1.7 3.7 2.0 3.5
   Import cover (months) 2.0 2.4 2.5 2.2 2.7 2.1 1.8 1.8

External Vulnerability
   External Debt, % of GDP --- --- 60.7 56.8 59.7 59.6 60.2 60.1
   Debt-to-Export Ratio --- --- 199.7 202.3 201.2 196.9 178.6 183.4
   Debt Service Ratio5 20.5 20.8 19.2 18.9 18.2 22.2 16.7 15.4
   Reserves/M3 --- 19.7 20.7 17.5 20.5 16.0 14.2 13.2

Financial sector
   Short-term interest rate6 8.81 8.64 6.88 6.89 5.99 5.88 6.04 ---
   Exchange rate (per USD, eop) 0.951 0.999 1.148 1.101 1.253 1.385 1.468 1.387
   Exchange rate (per EUR, eop) --- --- --- 1.285 1.259 1.290 1.294 1.387
   Real effective exchange rate (1995=100) 100.0 100.7 100.6 100.5 101.5 100.8 98.3 94.0

Source: Tunisian Ministry for Economic Development, Central Bank of Tunisia, IMF, IIF, DRI-Wefa
1 Total revenues exluding grants.
2 Total expenditure and net lending.
3 Consolidated government balance excluding grants and privatisation receipts.
4 External and domestic debt including social security funds' debt and excluding public enterprises' debt.
5 Total debt service in % of exports goods, services & income.
6 Upper margin of interest on overnight deposits.
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WEST BANK AND GAZA

•  West Bank and Gaza has experienced an unprecedented decline in national income and
a massive deterioration of living standards since the end of 2000.

•  Fiscal accounts have been severely adversely affected by the erosion of the Palestinian
Authority’s tax collection capacity, and loss of tax transfers from Israel, and budget
deficits have reached unsustainable levels.

•  In June 2002, the Palestinian Authority announced a new reform agenda, the “100 Days
Plan”, in which it states its commitment to a broad programme of reforms.

•  An Interim Association Agreement was signed in February 1997 and came into force in
July of the same year.

Background

West Bank and Gaza (WBG) is a small, lower middle income (at end 2000), economy, with one
of the highest demographic growth rates in the world, with the population doubling every twenty
years. Poverty rates are high but illiteracy rates are low, particularly among the young, and 95%
of school-age children receive formal education. Employment is concentrated in the service
sector and agriculture accounts for around 10% of GDP. The external accounts reflect the almost
single trade links with Israel which accounts for over 90% of exports and over 80% of imports.
Large trade deficits (around 50% of GDP) are financed by workers remittances from Palestinians
working in Israel, and official aid flows. Since 1993 around USD 4.5 billion of official
development assistance has been disbursed to West Bank and Gaza making it one of the largest
per capita recipients of assistance in the world.

The Protocol on Economic Relations signed in 1994 with Israel defines the main features of the
economic policy environment between the two.  It laid the foundations for strengthening the
economic base of WBG and for exercising its right to take economic decisions.  It recognises the
need to create a better economic environment for the benefit of both Israelis and Palestinians,
and covers the areas of trade, taxation, monetary and financial issues among others The Protocol
also defines the rules and arrangements regarding the apportioning of indirect taxes (mainly
VAT, purchase taxes and import duties) collected within Israel and the West Bank and Gaza by
the Israeli and Palestinian administrations.  The clearance of tax receipts between Israel and
WBG is made according to the “destination principle”, i.e. where the item will finally be
consumed.

The outbreak of the second Intifada towards the end of 2000 has had severe immediate economic
and social consequences bringing to an end the economic recovery that had begun in 1998. It has
also diverted human and financial resources away from structural reforms, state building, and
private sector development. The authorities and donors are trying to find the difficult balance
between maintaining the viability of the PA in the short-term, while not neglecting the reform
agenda that will bring significant benefits in the longer-term.
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Real sector developments

The closures99 hit the Palestine economy through several channels. Palestinian labourers’ income
was greatly reduced due to the loss of jobs caused by the closures, which also created a negative
multiplier effect on domestic demand. In addition, cutting off the Palestinian territories from
each other jeopardised the attempt to redistribute the workforce more evenly between the West
Bank, Gaza and East Jerusalem, and substantially increased transaction costs100 of economic
activities, thereby impeding productivity and competitiveness of Palestinian firms. Furthermore,
the population’s forced recourse to their savings led to negative effects on investment.

As a result of the worsened security situation and closures, the Palestinian economy plunged into
a severe recession in 2001-02, and the standard of living of a large proportion of the population
has fallen dramatically. After falling by an estimated 10% in 2000, GDP fell by a further 15% in
2001101, following the start of the second Intifada and the Israeli policy of internal and external
closures in an attempt to curb Palestinian attacks against Israeli targets. Private consumption has
collapsed, trade has been severely disrupted and investments have been lost. GDP per capita
declined by 20% in 2001 (Chart 35). GNI, which includes workers remittances, has been affected
even more, falling by 23%, as the closure policy has prevented some 75,000 Palestinians
working in Israel. Real average per capita income is now over 30% less than the level eight years
ago. Mid-2002 estimates from the World Bank suggest that, under current conditions, GDP and
GNI could fall by a further by 20-25% in 2002102.

As a result of the external closure policy and loss of employment opportunities in Israel, and
significant negative effects on the domestic economy from the Intifada the unemployment rate

                                                
99 According to a statement made by the UN Special Co-ordinator in the occupied territories, Terje Roed-Larsen,

on 30 December 2001, Israel closed the West Bank for 240 days between 1 October 2000 and
30 September 2001. The Gaza Strip, which was hit the hardest by the economic crisis, was closed for 342 days.

100 The already high costs of transporting goods have doubled since lorries have to take longer routes along poor
quality roads and tracks to get to their destinations.

101 World Bank, ‘Fifteen Months – Intifada, closures and Palestinian Economic Crisis – An  Assessment’,   March
2002

102 World Bank, ‘West Bank and Gaza Update’, August 2002.
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has increased significantly. It rose from 10% before the Intifada, to broadly 30% by mid-2002
with the rate higher in Gaza (36%) than the West Bank (26%).

Given this, poverty indicators have also deteriorated, with World Bank estimates indicating that
poverty (USD 2 per person per day) has risen from 20% of the population, pre-Intifada, to 40%-
50% by the end of 2001. Worst affected have been remoter villages which have lost contact with
Israeli and West Bank and Gaza goods and labour markets. In response, households have cut
expenditures, used personal savings, delayed bill payments, borrowed money and sold personal
effects. However these strategies are becoming difficult to maintain.

The close monetary and economic ties between West Bank and Gaza, and Israel mean that price
movements are highly correlated. Israel’s commitment to lower inflation has benefited West
Bank and Gaza. Despite the Intifada, price pressures have remained subdued with prices rising
2.1% in 2001. Although the closures have adversely affected price developments in certain
product groups, in particular transport costs, overall subdued domestic demand and small price
rises in the tradable goods sector have kept overall price increases low. However, between
December 2001 and mid-2002, the impact of a 15% Shekel depreciation was also felt in the
Palestinian territories. Indeed, the annualised rate of inflation, based upon the first five months
increases, was 4.8% in the West Bank and 6.3% in Gaza. However, the actual rate in 2002 was
expected to be less than this given the decline in output, the high unemployment rate, and slight
appreciation of the Shekel since mid-2002.

Fiscal policy

The ongoing security crisis has severely eroded the PA’s capacity to collect revenues, while the
need for emergency expenditure has increased. The sharp decline in economic activity,
disruptions to the tax administration and the cessation of payments of ‘clearance’ revenues by
Israel, have lead to a collapse in revenues. Before the Intifada about two-thirds of Palestinian
revenues derived from taxes, mainly indirect, collected by Israel on the PA’s behalf, as set-out in
the economic protocol of 1994. However, since December 2000 the Israeli authorities have
stopped the transfer of these funds, with the exception of EUR 45 million paid in mid-2002.

Given the loss of revenues, expenditures were constrained in 2001 (and 2002) by the
implementation of “austerity” budgets which have aimed to limit expenditures to EUR 100
million per month covering those areas that are necessary to maintain the viability of the
Palestinian Authority. The structure of expenditures has also changed with a greater need for
emergency funds for health care and social transfers. In 2001, the lack of revenues, averaging
EUR 22 million per month from domestic taxes, resulted in average monthly deficits of around
EUR 78 million. These were financed by external budget support averaging EUR 50 million per
month, commercial bank lending (EUR 8 million) and expenditure arrears (EUR 21 million).
Total expenditure arrears increased to some EUR 454 million in 2001, while ‘clearance’
revenues owed by Israel reached over EUR 568 million.

These trends continued in 2002 with exceptional sources of financing continuing to cover
deficits. Expenditure arrears increased to over EUR 500 million by mid-year and uneven
disbursement of external donor support has made it difficult for the PA to ensure salary
payments and provide basic services on month-by-month basis. Arab donors have provided an
average of around EUR 39 million per month in budgetary support, over the 18 months to mid-
2002, while the European Commission provides EUR 10 million per month. Commercial bank
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borrowing is not sustainable, even over the short term, as arrears have adversely affected the
banking and private sector. There is a shortage of liquidity and non-performing loans of the
banking sector have increased, as has company insolvency. This situation cannot be sustained.

Monetary and exchange rate policy

The Palestine Monetary Authority (PMA), established in 1995, has only limited functions of a
central bank, as set out in the Paris Protocol. It is responsible for licensing, supervising and
inspecting banks; determining the liquidity requirements on all deposits held by banks operating
in the self-rule areas; and managing foreign exchange reserves and foreign currency transactions.
The PMA also regulates and supervises capital activities in the self-rule areas including the
licensing of capital market institutions, finance companies and investment funds. The PMA does
not have the right to issue a currency and to conduct independent monetary and exchange rate
policies. The lack of a national currency denies the PA the use of the monetary and exchange
rate policy instruments to address economic imbalances. The Israeli and Jordanian currencies are
valid legal tender, while the US dollar unofficially remains an important currency for business
transactions and as a reserve asset.

External sector developments

Under the Paris Protocol the PA gained virtually unimpeded access to the Israeli market and the
protocol provides for a quasi-customs union under which Israel and the PA will have almost
identical import and customs policies towards third countries.  It gives the Palestinian Authority
(PA) the opportunity to benefit from bilateral agreements between Israel and third countries
while implying an import regime compatible with international standards.  However, there are
some limitations concerning the inability of the PA to grant preferential access to countries with
which Israel does not have a bilateral agreement.  It does also not deal with subsidy and non-
tariff barriers that benefit some Israeli sectors leaving PA industry at a disadvantage.

West Bank and Gaza trade is dominated by Israel. A substantial trade redirection took place in
1967 largely due to the quasi customs union with Israel, reducing trade activities with Jordan and
other Arab countries to below 2.5%. The direction of trade is unlikely to have been changed by
the Intifada although clearly there have been large reductions in volume. Broadly 80% of all of
its imports of raw materials, essential commodities, services and finished goods originated in
Israel, and Israel is the destination for 95% of Palestinian exports, according to data from 1999.
Imports account for 70% of GDP, while exports only 20%. Despite the conclusion of trade and
co-operation agreements between the Palestinian Authority and Jordan, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, as
well as the European Union, the United States and others, which all provide preferential access
for exports, there has been almost no geographical diversification of trade.

Palestine’s chronic trade deficit (40-50% of GDP) reflects a narrow export base and the
substantial import dependence of the domestic economy103. The disadvantage of narrow
industrial and agricultural production bases has been exacerbated by Israeli restrictions on the
use of natural resources as well as occasional border closures. Although earnings by Palestinian
workers in Israel and remittances from abroad offset the large trade deficits, resulting in current
account deficits of around 30% of GDP, international donor support has been needed to meet the
remaining financing requirement.
                                                
103 UNCTAD, ‘Report on UNCTAD’s assistance to the Palestine people’, 18 November 2002.
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The widespread closures of the Palestinian territories since the outbreak of the unrest have
severely reduced trade activities since the third quarter of 2000.104 Transaction costs have
increased (transport and administrative) for both exports and imports as the free movement of
labour and goods was restricted. Some estimates put the loss of trade at over USD 1 billion since
the end of 2000105. The loss of worker remittances reduced imports immediately with estimated
declines of 16% and 29% in 2000 and 2001, respectively, while exports appear to have reacted
more gradually to the worsened security situation, falling by 9% and 18% in 2000 and 2001,
respectively.

Structural reforms

During the Intifada the PA has been continuing with reforms, in particular, in order to meet
conditions agreed with the European Commission for monthly budgetary support payments.
Progress has been made in establishing a Single Treasury Account (STA), under the control of
the Ministry of Finance, into which all PA revenues are directed. Private auditors have provided
full accounting of PA commercial activities and recruitment to the PA has been limited by
transferring full control of the payroll to the Ministry of Finance. Reforms to the judiciary and
the organisation of the PA have also been undertaken, and internal and external auditing is also
being improved.

In June 2002 the PA released a new reform agenda in which it expressed its commitment to a
broad programme of reforms which build on some of the measures already taken. Although a
substantial part of the envisaged measures will be implemented in the mid to long term, the
whole reform agenda has been named the “100 Days Plan” as a critical mass of reforms were
identified to be undertaken within 100 days106. This agenda has two main planks: the promotion
of transparency and accountability in the public sector, and the creation of a supportive
environment for private sector development.  Measures to which the PA has restated its
commitment in the economic and financial field, and which have also been incorporated as
conditionalities for direct budgetary assistance of the EU include, the continued consolidation of
all sources of revenue in a single treasury account, and the maintenance of a public sector hiring
freeze (except essential teachers, health workers and judicial staff). Public procurement
standards, pension reform, legal reforms to encourage investment, and creation of a Palestinian
Investment Fund to oversee the privatisation of PA assets are also on the reform agenda.

Relations with the EU and IFIs

The Interim Association Agreement on trade and co-operation between the European
Community and the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) for the benefit of the Palestinian
Authority was signed on 24 February 1997 and entered into force in July of the same year. Its
main objective is to create a free-trade area between the European Union and the West Bank and
Gaza and to establish a comprehensive framework for political, trade, economic and financial co-
operation. The first Joint Committee pursuant to this Interim Association Agreement was held on
23rd  May 2000 in Brussels. To date the implementation of the agreement has been very slow,

                                                
104Trade data has to be analysed with caution because of the lack of custom stations between the West Bank and

Israel.
105Middle East Review World of Information, p. 1, 2 October 2002.
106Palestine Authority, “100 Days Plan of the Palestinian Government”, 23 June 2002.
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mainly due to Israeli impediments to Palestinian trade, but also because of insufficient capacity
of the Palestinian economy. Moreover, the sensitive political situation has not yet allowed
negotiations for a full Association Agreement.

From 1994 to 1999 the European Community had committed EUR 731.1 million to West Bank
and Gaza. These comprised EUR 498.9 million in grants from the Community budget, EUR 215
million worth of EIB loans and another EUR 17.3 million EIB interest rate subsidies.  In order to
preserve some degree of social stability, service delivery, basic health conditions, law and order
and a governance structure for the future, the EU (and other donors) have sought to provide the
Palestinian people with a safety net during the crisis. The EC has responded with increased
financial support and rapid disbursement, through: continuos budgetary support of EUR 10
million per month; humanitarian aid, and increased aid to UNRWA and Middle East peace
projects. EUR 20 million was also allocated to the World Bank Emergency Services Support
Programme to support non-wage operational costs in the health sector and for municipalities.

The IMF have no formal relations with West Bank and Gaza given their status as ‘territories’.
However, a resident representative of the IMF provides an important reporting role on budgetary
revenues and expenditures and reforms in the context of conditions relating to EC and other
donor assistance.

In 2002, the World Bank activated two projects (the Emergency Services Support Programme
and the Integrated Community Development Project) financed with other donors, aimed at
mitigating the deterioration of basic social, and municipal services, resulting from the ongoing
conflict. As well as providing financing for projects in West Bank and Gaza, the World Bank
plays an important role in donor coordination, as Chair of the Consultative Group (CG) process.
This convenes once a year to discuss and to indicate financial support for the PA's public
investment program. The Bank also serves as Secretariat of the Ad Hoc Liaison Committee
(AHLC).
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WEST BANK AND GAZA

Main economic indicators
prel. for.

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Real sector
   Real GDP growth (% yoy, avg) -1.5 -0.1 5.7 7.9 7.2 -6.4 -15.7 ---
   Inflation CPI avg, % yoy --- --- 8.9 5.5 5.2 2.8 2.1 ---
   Unemployment rate, % yoy --- --- 23.0 15.0 13.0 15.0 26.0 ---
   GDP per capita, in USD --- 1496 1537 1595 1573 1493 1217 ---

Fiscal Sector
   Monthly revenue, USD million --- --- --- --- 83 77 23 21
   Monthly current expenditure, USD million --- --- --- --- 79 99 91 90
   Stock of witheld revenue, USD million --- --- --- --- 0 10 507 588
   Stock of arrears, USD million --- --- --- --- 90 155 430 489

External sector1

   Current account balance, % of GDP --- --- --- --- -36.5 -30.0 --- ---
   Trade balance, % of GDP --- --- -56.0 -55.0 -53.0 -56.0 -47.0 ---
   Exports (fob), USD million --- 340 380 714 720 591 --- ---
   Imports (CIF), USD million --- 2020 2160 2839 2791 2837 --- ---

Financial sector
   Israeli Shekel (per USD, eop) 3.14 3.25 3.54 4.16 4.16 4.04 4.41 4.75
   Israeli Shekel (per EUR, eop) 3.90 4.09 3.92 4.89 4.19 3.76 3.91 4.96
   Jordanian Dinar (per USD, eop) 8.50 8.50 7.75 9.00 8.00 6.50 5.00 5.00
   Jordanian Dinar (per EUR, eop) 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71

Source: World Bank, EIU, UNCTAD, Palestine Monetary Authority, Datastream

1 Trade data needs to be treated with caution and has been taken from several sources.
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